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iAbstract
The growth and structural properties of self-assembled InP quantum dots
are presented and discussed, together with their optical properties and associ-
ated carrier dynamics. The QDs are grown using gas-source molecular-beam
epitaxy in and on the two materials In0.48Ga0.52P (lattice matched to GaAs)
and GaP.
Under the proper growth conditions, formation of InP dots via the Stranski-
Krastanow mechanism is observed. The critical InP coverage for 2D-3D transi-
tion is found to be 3 ML for the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system and 1.8 ML for the
InP/GaP system. The structural characterization indicates that the InP/GaP
QDs are larger and, consequently, less dense compared to the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P
QDs; hence, InP dots on GaP tend to be strain-relaxed. The InP/In0.48Ga0.52P
QDs tend to form ordered arrays when InP coverage is increased.
Intense photoluminescence from InP quantum dots in both material systems
is observed. The PL from InP/GaP QDs peaks between 1.9 and 2 eV and is
by about 200 meV higher in energy than the PL line from InP/In0.48Ga0.52P
QDs. The optical emission from dots is attributed to direct transitions between
the electrons and heavy-holes confined in the InP dots, whereas the photolu-
minescence from a two-dimensional InP layer embedded in GaP is explained as
resulting from the spatially indirect recombination of electrons from the GaP X
valleys with holes in InP and their phonon replicas. The type-II band alignment
of InP/GaP two-dimensional structures is further confirmed by the carrier life-
time above 19 ns, which is much higher than in type-I systems. The observed
carrier lifetimes of 100–500 ps for InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs and 2 ns for InP/GaP
QDs support our band alignment modeling. Pressure-dependent photolumines-
cence measurements provide further evidence for a type-I band alignment for
InP/GaP QDs at normal pressure, but indicate that they become type II under
hydrostatic pressures of about 1.2 GPa and are consistent with an energy differ-
ence between the lowest InP and GaP states of about 31 meV. Exploiting the
visible direct-bandgap transition in the GaP system could lead to an increased
efficiency of light emission in GaP-based light emitters.
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Zusammenfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden selbstorganisierte, verspannte InP-
Quantenpunkte mittels Gasquellen-Molekularstrahlepitaxie hergestellt und
deren strukturelle und optische Eigenschaften untersucht. Die Quantenpunkte
wurden sowohl in In0.48Ga0.52P-Matrix gitterangepasst auf GaAs-Substrat als
auch in GaP-Matrix auf GaP-Substrat realisiert.
Die starke Gitterfehlanpassung von 3,8% im InP/In0.48Ga0.52P- bzw. 7,7%
im InP/GaP-Materialsystem ermo¨glicht Inselbildung mittels des Stranski-
Krastanow-Wachstumsmodus: Ab einer kritischen InP-Schichtdicke findet kein
zweidimensionales, sondern ein dreidimensionales Wachstum statt. Die kri-
tische Schichtdicke wurde mit etwa 3 Monolagen fu¨r das InP/In0.48Ga0.52P-
und mit etwa 1,8 Monolagen fu¨r das InP/GaP-System bestimmt. Die struk-
turellen Untersuchungen zeigen, dass InP Quantenpunkte in GaP im Vergleich
zu solchen in In0.48Ga0.52P gro¨ßer sind und sta¨rker zum Abbau von Verspannung
tendieren. Die in In0.48Ga0.52P-Matrix eingebettete InP-Quantenpunkte zeigen
sehr ausgepra¨gte optische Emissionen, die, in Abha¨ngigkeit von den Wachs-
tumsparametern, im Bereich von 1,6 bis 1,75 eV liegen. Die Emissionslinie
wird der strahlenden Rekombination von in den Quantenpunkten lokalisierten
Elektronen und Lo¨chern zugeordnet. Dies wird auch durch das Ba¨nderschema
besta¨tigt, das mit Hilfe derModel-Solid-Theorie modelliert wurde. Daru¨ber hin-
aus weist die Lebensdauer der Ladungstra¨ger von einigen hundert Pikosekunden
darauf hin, dass die InP/In0.48Ga0.52P Quantenpunkte vom Typ I sind.
Zusa¨tzlich zu den optischen Eigenschaften wurde die Anordnung von dicht
gepackten InP-Quantenpunkten in und auf In0.48Ga0.52P mittels zweidimen-
sionaler Fourier-Transformation der Daten aus der Atomkraftmikroskopie,
Transmissionelektronmikroskopie und diverser Ro¨ntgen-Streuexperimente un-
tersucht sowie die planaren und vertikale Ordnungseffekte der Quantenpunkte
studiert. Die Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die Ordnung der Quantenpunkte
sowohl hinsichtlich ihrer Packungsdichte als auch ihrer Orientierung mit
wachsender InP-Bedeckung zunimmt. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde die Verspan-
nungsverteilung in den InP/In0.48Ga0.52P-Quantenpunkten mit Hilfe von dif-
fuser Ro¨ntgen-Streuung in Verbindung mit kinematischen Simulationen studiert
und eine asymmetrische Form der Quantenpunkte festgestellt, die auch Ursache
fu¨r die gemessene Polarisationsanisotropie der Photolumineszenz sein kann.
Die in GaP-Matrix eingebetteten InP-Quantenpunkte wurden im Rahmen
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dieser Arbeit erstmals erfolgreich auf ihre aktiven optischen Eigenschaften hin
untersucht. Sie zeigen eine optische Emission zwischen 1,9 und 2 eV im sicht-
baren Bereich. Diese strahlende Rekombination wird ebenfalls dem direk-
ten U¨bergang zwischen Elektronen- und Lo¨cherzusta¨nden zugeordnet, die in
den InP Quantenpunkten lokalisiert sind. Auch Photolumineszenzmessungen
unter mechanischem Druck weisen darauf hin, dass es sich in diesem System
hauptsa¨chlich um einen direkten ra¨umlichen U¨bergang handelt. Dieses Ergebnis
wird dadurch untermauert, dass die Lebensdauer der Ladungstra¨ger im Bereich
von etwa 2 ns liegt, was nicht untypisch fu¨r Typ-I-Systeme ist.
Die Ergebnisse fu¨r zweidimensionale, in GaP eingebettete InP-Schichten
zeigen im Gegensatz zu den Quantenpunkten, dass die strahlende Rekombina-
tion in InP/GaP Quantento¨pfen aufgrund eines indirekten U¨bergangs (sowohl
in Orts- als auch in Impulsraum) zwischen Elektronen- und Lo¨cherzusta¨nden
erfolgt. Die optischen Emissionslinien liegen fu¨r Quantento¨pfe im Bereich von
2,15 bis 2,30 eV. Die nachgewiesene sehr lange Lebensdauer der Ladungstra¨ger
von etwa 20 ns weist weiter darauf hin, dass die Quantento¨pfe ein Typ-
II-System sind. Nach Modellierung des Ba¨nderschemas fu¨r das verspannte
InP/GaP-System und Berechnung der Energieniveaus von Lo¨chern und Elektro-
nen darin mit Hilfe der Effektive-Masse-Na¨herung in Abha¨ngigkeit von der InP-
Schichtdicke zeigt sich ferner, dass fu¨r InP-Quantento¨pfe mit einer Breite kleiner
als 3 nm die Quantisierungsenergie der Elektronen so groß ist, dass der X-Punkt
in GaP energetisch tiefer liegt als der Γ-Punkt in InP. Dieser Potentialverlauf
fu¨hrt dazu, dass die Elektronen im X-Minimum des GaP lokalisieren, wa¨hrend
die Lo¨cher in der InP-Schicht bleiben. Optische Untersuchungen nach thermi-
scher Behandlung der Quantenpunkte fu¨hren sowohl im InP/In0.48Ga0.52P- als
auch im InP/GaP-System zur Versta¨rkung der Lumineszenz, die bis zu 15 mal
internsiver als bei unbehandelten Proben sein kann.
Insgesamt zeigt diese Arbeit, dass InP-Quantenpunkte durch ihre opti-
schen Eigenschaften sehr interessant fu¨r optoelektronische Anwendungen sind.
Die Verwendung von durchsichtigem GaP (mit einer gro¨ßeren Bandlu¨cke und
kleineren Gitterkonstante im Vergleich zu GaAs und In0.48Ga0.52P) als Matrix
und Substrat hat nicht nur den Vorteil, dass die InP-Quantenpunkte hierbei im
sichtbaren Bereich Licht emittieren, sondern man kann in der Praxis auch von
einer hochentwickelten GaP-basierten LED-Technologie profitieren.
Hauptergebnis dieser Arbeit ist, dass die in indirektes GaP eingebetteten
InP-Quantenpunkte aktive optische Eigenschaften zeigen. Sie ko¨nnen daher als
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aktive Medien zur Realisierung neuartiger effizienter Laser und Leuchtdioden
verwendet werden.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The impressive progress in epitaxial growth technology in recent years has al-
lowed the reduction of spatial extent in one, two, and even all three dimensions
to the nanometer scale directly through growth. The best-known and most
widely applied example of epitaxially-controlled low-dimensional systems is the
quasi-two-dimensional quantum well (QW) system, in which the spatial extent
in one dimension is made so small that the physical properties of the material
are significantly different from bulk. Quantum dots (QDs) are nanostructures
whose spatial extent in all three dimensions are small enough that they exhibit
in some respects quasi-zero-dimensional electronic properties. During the last
decade, quantum dots have been a focus of interest for many research groups.
In the early 1980s, it became known that quantum dots are not only in-
herently important for the understanding of quasi-zero dimensional quantum
systems, but also offer promising improvements in optical and electronic de-
vices [1]. In the early 1990s, the self-organized growth mechanism driven by
the lattice mismatch between strained epitaxial layers was used for the fabri-
cation of quantum dots [2, 3]. Today, quantum dots are applied as an active
material in optical and electronic devices. For example, using indium arsenide
(InAs) quantum dots in a gallium arsenide (GaAs) matrix, 1.3 µm lasers on
GaAs substrate could recently be fabricated [4, 5].
The most extensively investigated QD system is that of InAs quantum dots
on and in GaAs. More exotic systems, such as indium phosphide (InP) quan-
tum dots on and in the indirect gallium phosphide (GaP), are less known;
the InP/GaP, however, is a very interesting system. First, analogous to the
InAs/GaAs system, quantum dot formation in InP/GaP system due to the
self-organized growth mechanism is expected under the proper growth condi-
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tions, driven by the lattice mismatch between strained InP and GaP. Second,
due to the high indirect bandgap energy of GaP of 2.3 eV, an optical emis-
sion from InP quantum dots in the visible range is expected. Third, the use
of GaP as substrate could take advantage of a well-developed light-emitting
diode (LED) technology. Finally, using the transparent GaP rather than GaAs
as substrate allows easier extraction of the emitted light for vertical structures
such as vertical cavity lasers.
To study the structural, optical, and electronic properties of InP quantum
dots, I have fabricated InP quantum dots in GaP as well as in In0.48Ga0.52P
matrix. A broad range of experimental techniques have been employed for the
investigation and characterization of the resulting InP quantum dots to further
understand the growth mechanisms and carrier dynamics in both systems.
This work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 serves to describe the fun-
damental properties of nanostructures. Chapter 3 gives an introduction in
epitaxial growth. Chapter 4 surveys various techniques used in the course of
this work to characterize structures. Chapter 5 discusses the growth of and
results for the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system. In Chapter 6, likewise, the results on
growth and on structural and optical characterization of the InP/GaP system
are presented and discussed. An important aspect for QD-based optoelectronic
application is the quantum dot ordering; therefore, Chapter 7 is devoted to the
results from structural studies on planar and vertical ordering. This chapter
also includes the theoretical modeling of quantum dot geometry. QD proper-
ties can also be modified and controlled using post-growth methods such as
rapid thermal annealing; the results of this special treatment on InP QDs are
discussed in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Physics of quantum
heterostructures
2.1 Introduction
When the thickness of a solid is of the order of the de Broglie wavelength for
the carrier of momentum p, the carrier is confined and its motion in the solid
is limited. We will observe quantum effects and speak of quantum structures.
The de Broglie wavelength λ is given by
λ =
h
p
=
h√
3meffkBT
(2.1)
where meff is the effective mass of carrier, and T denotes the temperature of
carrier. Because meff of the carriers in a solid is normally much smaller than
the free electron mass, size quantization effects can already be observed at a
thickness in nanometer range.
Size quantization in quantum structures, also known as nanostructures, has
pronounced effects on the physics of these structures. This chapter will focus
on the fundamental physics of QWs and QDs, which is necessary for the un-
derstanding of electronic structures and optical properties later in this work.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 gives an introduction to het-
erostructure and its band alignment. Section 2.3 discusses band structure. Both
band alignment and band structure deliver essential information on optical and
electronic properties of heterostructures. Section 2.4 introduces the density
of electronic states functions for low-dimensional systems. Section 2.5 serves
to introduce strain as the most important cause for self-organized quantum
3
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dots to develop. Section 2.6 discusses the excitons that are decisive for optical
properties.
2.2 Band alignment of heterostructures
When two different semiconductors are adjacent to each other, they form a
heterojunction. Heterostructures comprise at least one heterojunction. Modern
epitaxial growth methods allow the preparation of heterostructures with nearly
abrupt interfaces in the range of A˚ngstroms. Although the heterostructures are
made from common semiconductors, they allow to realize novel semiconductor
devices [6].
One of the fundamental problems in modeling quantum heterostructures is
the band alignment. The band alignment is given by the relative energy posi-
tion of the band edges of heterostructures at the interface of heterojunctions (or
at the surface). The existing charge carriers in a heterostructure will attempt
to lower their energy. Thus, the band alignment determines the potential en-
ergy profile for the charge carriers, which is decisive for optical and electronic
properties. Two basic systems of band alignment exist: type I and type II.
In type-I systems the bandgaps of the semiconductors A and B are aligned in
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Figure 2.1: Energy gap and corresponding optical wavelength versus lattice
constant at 300 K for most III-V semiconductors. The connection lines denote
the behavior for corresponding alloys.
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a way that the barriers for electrons (conduction band, CB) and holes (valence
band, VB) are in the same semiconductor (see Fig. 2.2), leading to localization
of electrons and holes in the same material.
In contrast to type-I systems, in type-II systems the band alignment of the
semiconductors A and C gives rise to a barrier either for electrons or for holes
in each of the aligned semiconductors, which leads to localization of electrons
and holes in different materials, i.e., to a spatial separation of the carrier types.
Consequently, the electron-hole overlap is smaller than in a type-I system, re-
sulting in longer recombination times.
The theoretical work on band alignment of heterostructures may be divided
into there groups: The first group consists of numerical calculations of the elec-
tronic structure of a certain interface for finding the Hamiltonian and thereafter
solving the Schro¨dinger equation. In such a way the electronic structure of the
interface, including the band alignment can be calculated. The second group
comprises of analysis of electronic properties of the interface, which are exper-
imentally obtained and provide information on the band alignment. The third
group tries to analyze qualitatively the band alignment, which results in model
theories. The model theories allow to simplify and to reduce the band align-
ment modeling to a few basic parameters and, hence, they involve a minimum
of calculation. The accuracy of this method, however, is limited by the approx-
imation being used to simplify the problem. (For an overview refer to [6].)
To solve the band alignment problem here, I have applied Van de Walle’s
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Figure 2.2: The one-dimensional potential energy profile V(z) for electrons and
holes in a type-I and a type-II system. Open and solid circles indicate holes
and electrons, respectively.
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model-solid theory [7]. This approach fixes an absolute energy level for each
semiconductor, and certain deformation potentials that describe the effects of
strain on the electronic structures. Van de Walle’s model will be discussed in
more detail in Section 2.5.
2.3 Band structure of low-dimensional systems
Band structure delivers the most important information about the electronic
states for a system. In free carrier approximation the band structure is described
by the dispersion relation as function of the carrier momentum k
E(k) =
~2
2meff
(
k2x + k
2
y + k
2
z
)
, (2.2)
which is clearly just the kinetic energy of a wave traveling in three-dimensional
space. Furthermore, the effective mass meff for free carriers is given by
(meff )ij = ~2
(
∂2E
∂ki∂kj
)−1
. (2.3)
In the case of a bulk crystal with ionic bonding between atoms, the upper
valence bands arise from highest occupied atomic p-levels of the anions with
a mixture of d-levels, or from the binding state of the sp3 hybrid orbits for
covalent bonding.
The lowest conduction band is formed by the lowest empty s-levels of the
cations or by the antibonding sp3 hybrid states. In zinc-blende structures, the
valence band energy has its maximum at the Γ point (k=0). It is six-fold
degenerated and split, due to spin-orbit coupling, into a two-fold degenerated
(Γ7) and a four-fold degenerated band (Γ8).
The Γ8 valence band splits at k 6= 0 into two bands. They have different
curvature and are known as heavy-hole and light-hole bands. All bands have
cubic symmetry. Consequently, the dispersion and, thus, the hole masses de-
pend on the direction of k. The conduction band energy has a minimum at the
Γ point, but also at points outside the center of the Brillouin zone (X and L
points).
In the case of a direct semiconductor, Γ point is a global minimum of con-
duction band energy and transition between valence band and conduction band
is possible via photons, having momentum about zero. Otherwise, the semi-
conductor is called indirect and a momentum-conserving phonon is involved in
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Figure 2.3: Band structures of bulk GaP and InP calculated using empirical
nonlocal pseudopotential [8].
the transition between the valence band and conduction band (Γ point is not
the global minimum of conduction band energy).
Figure 2.3 exhibits the band structures for bulk GaP (indirect semiconduc-
tor) and InP (direct semiconductor).
In lower-dimensional systems, spatial confinement reduces the number of
degree of freedom for the carriers. In the case of quantum wells, the carrier
momentum will be restricted from three to two dimensions. This results in an
in-plane dispersion as for quasi-free carriers, which is given by
Eplane(k2D) =
~2(k2x + k2y)
2meff
(2.4)
and in a perpendicular quantization of the carrier energy, dependent on the
confinement length L,
Enz =
~2pi2
2meffL2
n2z. (2.5)
In the case of quantum dots, three-dimensional confining restricts mo-
tion in all directions. From the substantially simplified viewpoint employing
effective-mass theory with parabolic band, it becomes clear that the strong
three-dimensional confinement lifts any k conservation in the bound states of
charge carriers in an ideal quantum dot.
For a cubic quantum dot (L being dot length) with infinite barrier height
the confinement energy Ex,y,z within this quantum dot follows as:
Ex,y,z =
~2pi2
2meffL2
(
n2x + n
2
y + n
2
z
)
. (2.6)
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nx, ny, and nz are the quantum numbers and integer.
2.4 Density of electronic states
The density of states ρ (E) is defined as the number of states per unit volume
in real space, dN , per energy dE:
ρ (E) =
dN
dE
(2.7)
N(k), the total number of states in k-space per volume of real space L3, is given
by the volume of the sphere with radius k, divided by the volume occupied by
one state in k-space 2pi
/
L3:
N (k) = 2
4pik3
3
1
(2pi/L)3
1
L3
. (2.8)
Thus, the density of states in the bulk solid, where the energy can be represented
as a parabolic function of momentum, is given by
ρbulk (E) =
1
2pi2
(
2meff
~2
) 3
2
E
1
2 . (2.9)
Note that this approximation holds for quasi-free carriers and low kinetic energy
around k = 0 of the band edges (see Sec. 2.3), but is sufficient for many effects
E
Ec
ρ(E)
E
Ec
ρ(E)
E
Ec
ρ(E)
Quantum Well Quantum Dot
Density of states
λ
L
Bulk
Figure 2.4: Density of electronic states in bulk material, quantum wells, and
quantum dots. λ denotes the de Broglie wavelength.
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to be treated with. The overall density of states function, however, is more
complex for real studies.
In contrast to the bulk solid, for quantum wells only two degrees of freedom
exist, therefore the electron momenta map out a circle area in k-space. Thus,
the density of states for a single subband in a QW is given by
ρssbQW (E) =
meff
pi~2
(2.10)
and, taking n subbands into account, by:
ρQW (E) =
meff
pi~2
n∑
i=1
Θ(E − Ei). (2.11)
Θ denotes the unit step function.
In the special case of quantum dots the carriers are confined in all directions,
leading to vanishing dispersion curves. Hence, the density of states is only
dependent on the number of confined levels. A single isolated QD has just two
states for each confined level (spin-down and spin-up), resulting in a density of
states given by a series of δ-functions:
ρQD (E) ∝
n∑
i=1
δ (E − Ei). (2.12)
2.5 Strain
If the semiconductors that form heterostructure have different lattice constants,
strain governs in the system. Strain changes both the band structure and the
band edge discontinuity at the heterointerfaces, resulting in modified optical
and transport properties. The relative lattice mismatch is defined as
ε =
aA − aB
aB
(2.13)
where aA and aB are the lattice constants of materials A and B, respectively.
If aA is larger than aB, the strain in the material A is compressive, whereas in
the material B the strain is tensile. In the case of a pseudomorphic structure,
material A and B are biaxially strained in the such way that in-plane lattice
constant (a‖) of A is the same as that of B, while their perpendicular lattice
constants (a⊥) are different from aA and from aB. If the thickness of B is
much greater than that of A, a‖ in both materials attains the value of aB (see
Fig. 2.5). This can be expressed by a strain tensor  with parallel (‖) and
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of biaxially strained heterostructure: (a)
pseudomorphic and (b) relaxed with interface dislocations.
perpendicular (⊥) components to the plane of the interface
‖ =
a‖ − a
a
(2.14)
and
⊥ =
−1
ν
‖. (2.15)
ν denotes the Poisson ratio, a scaling factor dependent on material.
In highly lattice-mismatched systems it is not possible to realize thick pseu-
domorphic structures due to the large strain that will be reduced by emerging
of dislocations at the interface. This occurs when the thickness of A exceeds a
critical thickness hcrit. Hence, strain is partially relaxed (see Fig. 2.5). hcrit is
mainly dependent on the lattice mismatch ε (for an overview see Reference [9]).
The strain in the InP QDs and surrounding InxGa1−xP matrix has a dom-
inant influence on the electronic structure. Strain is the main drive for the
formation of self-organized quantum dots (see Sec 3.4.1). The total strain en-
ergy in the continuum mechanical model (CM) is given by [10]
UCM =
1
2
∑
ijkl
Cijklijkl. (2.16)
The elastic moduli Cijkl are represented by parameters C11, C12, and C44 for
cubic crystals. The components of the strain tensor are represented by ij
and kl. The difference in elastic constants for III-V semiconductors results in
different strain energies (see Table 2.1).
Furthermore, to obtain a realistic approximation for the band alignment,
we take strain effects into account by following the procedure given in Van de
Walle’s model-solid theory [7].
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Material C11 C12 C44 Bs
InP 101.1 56.1 45.6 71.1
GaP 140.5 62.1 70.3 88.2
InAs 83.3 45.3 39.6 -
GaAs 119.0 53.8 59.5 -
Table 2.1: Values of elastic constants C and bulk modulus Bs in GPa unit [11].
Model-solid theory: Two main aspects of this model theory are the draft
of an accurate band structure and its arrangement on an absolute energy scale.
The band structure is calculated using density-functional calculations on bulk
semiconductor. Since the calculated values are for infinite bulk semiconductor,
the vacuum level cannot be set here as energy reference. To define the absolute
energy scale, the solid is modeled as a superposition of neutral atoms, in each of
which the electrostatic potential is defined with respect to the vacuum level. In
such a way, the average electrostatic potential in this model solid is given with
respect to the vacuum level and the absolute energy scale can be defined. Van
de Walle introduced in his model EV av, the average over the three uppermost
valence bands at Γ point, as the absolute energy reference.
The shift of band edge of the semiconductor under strain can also be de-
scribed by the model-solid theory. Strain is given in terms of deformation
potentials, whose values in semiconductors are obtained using self consistent
interface calculations. The hydrostatic deformation potential aV for the va-
lence band expresses the change in EV av per unit fractional volume change:
aV =
dEV av
d lnΩ
. (2.17)
The values for the two band edges of the heterojunction are given by
∆EV av = aV
∆Ω
Ω
, ∆EC = aC
∆Ω
Ω
(2.18)
where aV and aC are the hydrostatic deformation potential for the valence and
conduction band, respectively. ∆Ω/Ω denotes the fractional volume change and
is given by
∆Ω
Ω
= Tr() = (xx + yy + zz). (2.19)
According to Van de Walle’s model, in the InP/GaP system with a relative
lattice mismatch of about 7.7%, the strain may reduce the conduction band
discontinuity by about 300 meV (see Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Band alignment scheme for a pseudomorphic InP/GaP QW and a
relaxed InP bulk on GaP substrate calculated after Ref. [7].
2.6 Optical properties: excitons
Excitons are quasi-bound electron-hole pairs; the binding is due to the Coulomb
interaction energy Ecol between an excited electron at position re in conduction
band and a hole at position rh in valence band:
Ecol(re, rh) =
e2
4piεrε0
1
|re − rh| (2.20)
where ε0 and εr denote the dielectric constants in the vacuum and in the ma-
terial, respectively.
Because the hole mass is generally much larger than the electron mass, this
two-body system can be treated as a hydrogen atom. Excitons are quite stable
and can have a relatively long lifetime in the order of hundreds of picoseconds
up to nanoseconds. Exciton recombination is an important feature at low tem-
perature. However, due to their low binding energy (a few meV up to a few
tens of meV), they tend to dissociate at higher temperature.
The energy of excitons in semiconductors is given by
Eexc = Egap + Ee + Eh + Ecol (2.21)
where Ee and Eh are electron and hole confinement energy.
Three regimes of confinement may be distinguished by comparing the effec-
tive radius R of quantum dot with the Bohr radii of electron aeB and hole a
h
B in
the respective bulk material [12], given by ae,hB = ~
2
/
(meffe2), where meff is
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the effective mass of the CB electrons or VB holes, respectively (typically, aeB
is larger than ahB):
• Weak confinement regime, R > aeB: This gives rise to a quantization of
the center-of-mass motion of excitons, while the exciton binding energy
Eexc still is mainly due to Coulomb interaction.
• Intermediate confinement regime, aeB ≥ R ≥ ahB: Mainly the electrons
are quantized but not the holes. In this case, quantum confinement and
Coulomb interaction have comparable influence on Eexc.
• Strong confinement regime, ahB > R: In this regime both electrons and
holes are quantized, and Eexc can be strongly enlarged by the structural
confinement.
Due to structural dependency of its components, the exciton energy is
clearly a function of structure and material. For instance, the Coulomb in-
teraction energy in type-II systems, where electrons and holes are localized in
different layers, is much smaller than that in type-I systems. Furthermore,
Ecol depends strongly on the value of the dielectric constant, so quantum dots
of same size in different material systems can belong to different confinement
regimes.
In III-V compounds the bulk exciton radius is typically greater than 10 nm.
Hence, only for those III-V quantum dots with a size smaller than 10 nm, or
having about that size and sufficiently deep potential, the excitons belong to
strong confinement regimes.
Chapter 3
Growth of quantum
heterostructures
3.1 Introduction
The growth of properly designed semiconductor structures is the first techno-
logical step in the production process of optical and electronic devices. Due to
the development of modern epitaxial growth methods such as molecular-beam
epitaxy (MBE), liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE), and chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) in recent years, the accurate preparation of low-dimensional semicon-
ductor heterostructures has become feasible.
This chapter includes the most important aspects of growth of low-
dimensional heterostructures using MBE. In Section 3.2 a general description
of molecular-beam epitaxy is given and other growth methods in comparison
to MBE are discussed. The section concludes with the description of our own
growth facility, which is a gas-source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) sys-
tem. Section 3.3 focuses on kinetic and surface aspects of molecular-beam
epitaxy. Because this work concerns lattice-mismatched systems, Section 3.4
serves to demonstrate heteroepitaxial growth in such systems. The growth of
self-organized quantum dots will be discussed in particular.
3.2 Molecular beam epitaxy
Molecular beam epitaxy is a versatile method for growing thin monocrystalline
films, called epitaxial films or epilayers. The epitaxial growth occurs due to
physical and chemical interaction between thermal-energy molecular or atomic
beams of the constituent elements and a substrate surface in ultrahigh vacuum.
Variations of MBE include solid-source MBE, hydride-source MBE, gas-
14
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source MBE, and metal-organic MBE. Other approaches to epitaxial growth
are liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The lat-
ter method includes hydride CVD, trichloride CVD, and metal-organic CVD
(MOCVD).
When epilayer and substrate have the same chemical composition, the
growth is called homoepitaxy; when the epilayer grows on a substrate with
different chemical composition, the growth is called heteroepitaxy. MBE al-
lows to change the chemical composition of heteroepitaxial films over several
A˚ngstroms and to grow atomic layer by atomic layer. Furthermore, growth of
films with sharp doping profiles is possible [13,14].
The chemical composition and doping level of epilayers depend on the arrival
rates of the constituent elements that are thermally vaporized from effusion
cells. Consequently, the arrival rate itself is dependent on the temperature
of sources that are stored in Knudsen-type crucibles. To start and stop the
deposition of elements, simple mechanical shutters in front of the Knudsen-
effusion cells are used (see Fig. 3.1). The ideal Knudsen cell should contain
vapor and condensed phase in equilibrium.
In contrast to other epitaxial growth techniques, such as vapor phase epi-
taxy and liquid phase epitaxy, due to ultrahigh vacuum condition maintained
in MBE, this epitaxy occurs far from thermodynamic equilibrium and is mainly
Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the essential parts of a MBE growth sys-
tem.
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governed by the kinetics of the surface process. Further advantage of MBE is
that the ultrahigh vacuum environment allows to control the growth in situ
via surface analysis techniques such as reflection high-energy electron diffrac-
tion (RHEED). In the next section the ultrahigh vacuum environment will be
discussed in detail.
3.2.1 Ultrahigh vacuum environment
In ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environment (background pressure lower than
10−9 Torr) the influence of the residual gas or of the adsorption of contami-
nants can be neglected. The reason is the very low impinging rate due to low
ambient pressure pa, leading to the possibility of growth of well-defined surfaces.
pa determines how many particles of the residual gas impinge on a surface area
of 1 cm2 per second and is proportional to the temperature T (in Kelvin), to
the impinging rate r, and to the inverse average thermal velocity 〈v〉 of the gas
atoms or molecules:
pa ∝ T r〈v〉 . (3.1)
Typical UHV equipment for MBE consists of stainless UHV chambers (for epi-
taxy, preparation, structural analysis, etc.), the pumping part including several
different pumps, and pressure gauges.
For optimal epitaxy a background pressure in the order of 10−10 Torr is
necessary. Due to limitation of the operation pressure range of each pump type,
a combination of different pumps is required. Figure 3.2 shows the operation
pressure ranges for different pump types.
3.2.2 Gas source molecular beam epitaxy
Conventional MBE of III-V compounds is usually done with solid sources
(SSMBE) for all elements, but the use of solid sources for group-V materials
has several disadvantages, for instance:
• rapid depletion of sources
• beam flux variation with time
• Solid phosphorus consists of mixed allotropic phases with different vapor
pressures. This may cause difficulties in controlling beam intensity.
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Figure 3.2: Operation pressure ranges for three different pumps.
In the early 1980s, it became known that the use of gas sources for the group-V
elements rather than solid sources can eliminate these disadvantages and im-
prove conventional solid source MBE [15,16,17]. The modified epitaxial growth
technique developed thereafter is gas source MBE (GSMBE), employing solid
sources for group-III elements and gaseous sources for group V (group-V hy-
drides). Arsine (AsH3) and phosphine (PH3) are thermally decomposed in a
cracking cell at sufficiently high temperatures. The decomposition products
are the possible stable gas species of arsenic and phosphorous: Monomer (M),
dimer (M2), and tetramer (M4) molecules, together with MH2, MH, atomic and
molecular hydrogen (H and H2), where M denotes the arsenic (As) or phospho-
rous (P) atom. The relative amounts of species depend on the temperature
and pressure. The most important species are the dimers, whose concentration
is nearly independent of cracking temperature between 600◦C and 1200◦C, as
demonstrated by Jordan et al. for GSMBE [18]. On the other hand, as the
temperature rises, the concentration of tetramers declines: At 600◦C the ratio
of M2 to M4 is about unity, whereas at 800◦C it is more than two orders of mag-
nitude higher [18]. Thus, a higher cracking temperature can produce a higher
M2/M4 ratio in the gas flux. It is well known that dimers are chemically more
reactive than tetramers [19, 20] and dimers have an accommodation coefficient
near unity [16]. Hence, any alteration of M2/M4 may modify the chemical com-
position of a growing crystal structure, resulting in a change in optoelectronic
properties [20].
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At 800◦C the concentration of species containing hydrogen is five to eight
orders of magnitude lower than that of dimers [18].
All structures for this study were grown using GSMBE in a modified RIBER-
32-P MBE system. Our MBE system consists of two UHV chambers: the intro
chamber (IC), being used for loading and required surface preparation of the
substrate and the growth chamber (GC). In the growth chamber the most
important parts for epitaxy are embodied: beam sources (Knudsen cells and
cracking cell) with their individual shutters, the substrate holder (manipulator)
with heater, the electron gun and fluorescent screen of the RHEED system, the
ion gauge, the pyrometer, and the quadrupole mass spectrometer. To hold the
impurity at the lowest level, the growth chamber and the sources are surrounded
by a liquid-nitrogen cooled cryopanel (see Fig. 3.3).
Six Knudsen cells contain solid sources:
• three group-III elements: gallium (Ga), indium (In), and aluminum (Al)
• one group-V element: arsenic (As)
• one group-II element, used as p-dopant: beryllium (Be)
• one group-IV element, used as n-dopant: silicon (Si)
A low-pressure high-temperature cell is used for cracking of both gases AsH3
and PH3. The cracking temperatures for AsH3 and PH3 are usually 830◦C and
850◦C, respectively, resulting in cracking efficiency higher than 90% [19]. The
fact of both gases sharing the same port leads to some difficulties in control-
ling the interface during heteroepitaxy of structures with alternating group-V
elements (see Sec. 5.2.1).
All cells contain thermocouples, which are controlled by temperature Eu-
roTherm regulators, based on proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers
with self-calibration function [22].
The temperature of the substrates is controlled with the same type of ther-
mocouple mounted on the substrate holder. Additionally, a pyrometer, which is
calibrated for GaAs, allows to control the radiation temperature of substrates.
In order to obtain an homogeneous surface, a motor rotates the substrate
holder during growth.
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Pre-Growth
Only if the substrate surface is free of contamination, epitaxial growth is pos-
sible. Therefore, prior to loading the substrate into the MBE machine, the
surface is usually cleaned using organic solutions (thrichlorethylen, acetone,
and methanol), followed by etching in proper solutions, dependent on the kind
of substrate (see Chapters 5 and 6). After this preparation, the substrate is
ready for loading into the IC, where, for further cleaning, it is heated for at least
one hour at about 200◦C. The last step of cleaning is removal of oxide layer
from the surface and done in the growth chamber by heating under continuous
V-elements beam at a temperature between 550 and 630◦C.
Growth rate
The growth rate of each solid element (group III and dopants) is a function of
its effusion-cell temperature, and is given by
R(T ) = exp
T − T0
S
. (3.2)
T0 depends on the element and its physical state (for instance, its amount in
the effusion cell), whereas S is nearly constant and depends on the geome-
try of the growth chamber and the cell. To obtain Ga and Al growth rates,
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AlxGa1−xAs/GaAs superlattices at various Al and Ga cell temperatures are
grown and analyzed by X-ray measurements, yielding the period and thickness
of the layers (analogous to this we can use AlxGa1−xP/GaP superlattices); in-
dium growth rate can be determined by epitaxy of bulk InxGa1−xP on GaAs,
followed again by X-ray analysis of structures, after optimization of Ga growth
rate (see Sec. 5.2.2). To appoint the growth rate of both dopants Be and Si,
doped bulk GaAs is grown, and the carrier concentration in the structures is
measured (see Sec. 4.4).
3.3 Kinetic and surface aspects of MBE growth
The MBE arrangement can be divided into three zones: The first zone is the
generation zone of the atomic and molecular beams (in front of the cells). The
second zone is where the different beams intersect each other and the vaporized
elements mix (on the way from the cells to substrate surface). The third zone
is on the substrate surface, where the crystallization process takes place (see
Fig. 3.1).
The important stage for epitaxial growth occurs in the third zone on the
substrate surface. The most influential surface processes are:
• adsorption of the impinging atoms or molecules
• surface diffusion
• nucleation
• diffusion into the crystal
• desorption of the atoms that do not incorporate into the crystal.
All these processes are critically dependent on the physical and chemical state
of the growth surface.
The molecular or atomic beam arrives at the surface with an impinging rate
r, which describes the number of particles impinging on the unit area of the
surface per second:
r =
p√
2piMkBTe
(3.3)
where p is the vapor pressure, M the particle mass, and Te the source temper-
ature.
There are two types of adsorption: physical adsorption and chemical adsorp-
tion. Physical adsorption, called physisorption, is a process in which no electron
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Figure 3.4: The interaction potential between the substrate surface and one free
atom impinging perpendicularly to the surface for chemisorbed and physisorbed
states [14]
transfer between the adsorbate and the adsorbent occurs. The corresponding
mechanism is van der Waals bonding. In contrast, chemical adsorption, called
chemisorption, is an adsorption process that resembles the formation of cova-
lent or ionic bonds. In this case, electron transfer between the adsorbate and
the adsorbent takes place.
Generally, physisorption potentials are characterized by a lower binding
energy compared to chemisorption potentials (see the depth of the potential
wells in Fig. 3.4). Atoms arriving at the surface first undergo physisorption; in
a second step, chemisorption incorporates the atoms into the crystal surface.
To obtain smooth surface, the thermodynamic conditions must lead to a
sufficiently high surface mobility of the diffusing particles, which is achieved by
setting growth rate slow and the surface temperature sufficiently high so that
kinetic processes are rapid [14,23,24].
In thermodynamic equilibrium all kinetics would proceed in two opposite
directions at equal rates, resulting in zero net growth. Thus, crystal growth is
a nonequilibrium kinetic process, and a global theory of film growth is more
difficult, as it must include the rate equation for each possible effect. The next
section will focus on the phenomenology of film growth.
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Surface reconstruction: One speaks of surface reconstruction, if the peri-
odicity of epilayer parallel to the surface differs from that of bulk. Otherwise,
the surface is called relaxed (see Sec. 2.5). The reason for surface reconstruction
are dangling bonds of surface atoms, which enlarge the in-plane real-space lat-
tice in order to stabilize the surface. The new periodicity results in additional
reflections (fractional-order reflection) between main reflections (integral-order
reflections) that appear due to the periodicity of underlying bulk atoms. Hence,
the surface reconstruction (size and symmetry of the surface lattice) can be
determined directly by reflection high-energy electron diffraction pattern (see
Sec. 4.2.1). As defined, for a (m×n) reconstructed surface the two perpendicu-
lar in-plane real-space lattice distances are m and n times larger, respectively,
than the bulk lattice constants.
3.4 Growth in lattice-mismatched systems
Heteroepitaxial growth can be classified in three different modes: Frank-van der
Merwe (FM) [25], Volmer-Weber (VW) [26], and Stranski-Krastanow (SK) [27];
they represent two-dimensional planar growth, three-dimensional island growth,
and planar-plus-island growth, respectively. In lattice-mismatched systems the
surface and interface energies as well as the lattice-mismatch determine the
particular growth mode, whereas in lattice-matched systems the energies alone
regulate the growth behavior.
All of these various growth modes can be modeled by the characteristic free
energy G in substrate–epilayer system, given by the sum of epilayer surface
energy Ee and of the substrate–epilayer interface energy Ese:
G = Ee + Ese. (3.4)
These energies are related to surface tensions γ. Due to the definition of tension
as force per unit length of boundary, force equilibrium at a point where the
substrate contacts the epilayer can be depicted as follows (see Fig. 3.6):
γs = γse + γecosθ. (3.5)
θ denotes the contact angle. γs, γse, and γe are substrate-surface tension,
substrate–epilayer interface tension, and epilayer-surface tension, respectively.
If γe + γse is less than the tension of the substrate surface γs, the interaction
between substrate and epilayer atoms is weaker than that between substrate
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of three possible growth modes: planar
growth (Frank-van der Merwe), island growth (Volmer-Weber), and planar plus
island growth (Stranski-Krastanow).
atoms; thus, the two-dimensional FM mode appears. A rise in γe+ γse leads to
the opposite case, resulting in the three-dimensional VW growth mode [28,29]:
layer growth (FM) : γe + γse ≤ γs (3.6)
island growth (VM) : γe + γse > γs (3.7)
For a highly strained epilayer with a small interface energy only initial
growing may appear planar (wetting layer); growth of thicker strained two-
dimensional layers leads to a large strain energy in the system that discharges
by formation of islands. This mode of self-organized island growth is Stranski-
Krastanow, and in such way the growth of coherently (dislocation free) strained
islands is possible.
Today, Stranski-Krastanow growth is the commonly used method for the
formation of quantum dots. The InP QDs investigated in this work were fab-
ricated accordingly. In the next section this growth mode will be discussed in
detail.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of surface and interface tension terms for an
island in its equilibrium shape. For layer growth: θ = 0.
3.4.1 Growth of quantum dots
SK growth mode in the equilibrium model
Although for a precise theory of quantum-dot growth both equilibrium and
nonequilibrium effects must be taken into consideration, most of the existing
theories are based on the equilibrium condition [30, 31, 32, 33], in which the
material exchange between the islands is negligible against the diffusion of atoms
into a single island. In the equilibrium theory of the Stranski-Krastanow growth
mode [30] the total energy of an island with size L can be described via the short-
range energy of the island facets (Efacets), the change in the surface energy of
the island (∆Esurface), and the elastic relaxation energy, which is proportional
to the volume of island (−Erelax):
Eisland = Efacets +∆Esurface − Erelax. (3.8)
All of these energies are function of island size, and their size dependence are
given as follows:
Efacets ∝ L, ∆Esurface ∝ L2, −Erelax ∝ L3. (3.9)
When ∆Esurface is positive, a coherent island can be formed and the criti-
cal island size Lcrit, for which the increasing surface energy and the decreas-
ing volume strain energy are balanced, can be derived from the condition
dE(L)island/dL = 0. If the size of the island exceeds this critical size, further
growth of this island is energetically convenient. Thus, Ostwald ripening [34]
occurs. This behavior can be explained as follows: To reduce the overall sur-
face of the large islands and, hence, to lower the total surface energy of the
system, the coherent small islands of a size greater than the critical size of
Lcrit conglomerate (Ostwald ripening) forming larger islands [35]. Additionally,
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Figure 3.7: Schematic phase diagram as a function of the island volume and
the ratio of dislocated interface energy to excess surface energy Edislocinter /Esurf
with the favorite morphology regimes: uniform film (UF), coherent island (CI),
and dislocated island (DI) [36].
the relaxation energy is strongly dependent on the island shape, including its
facets and its dimension; if the island becomes larger than Lcrit, its volume
enlargement results in a very high Erelax that may diminish by introduction of
dislocations [36,37], or shape transition [38,39].
Although the equilibrium model is able partly to delineate the nature of
island growth, experimental studies of Stranski-Krastanow islands in several
material systems have shown that control of island properties is more difficult.
This will be discussed now.
Growth of self-organized quantum dots
Fabrication of self-organized quantum dots via the coherent island Stranski-
Krastanow growth has been realized in numerous material systems and using
different epitaxy methods (for an overview see Reference [40]). Advantageous
for QD-based optoelectronic devices is the formation of coherent quantum dots.
Thus, the island volume must be small enough so that the strain energy does not
generate dislocations. Furthermore, dense ordered arrays of uniform quantum
dots are required. The size, shape, density, and orientation of self-organized
SK QDs can be affected by a variety of growth conditions. To determine in
which way the growth conditions impact the formation of quantum dots, many
studies have been done:
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Effect of deposition thickness: The SK QD formation appears after the
highly strained, two-dimensional wetting layer exceeds a critical thickness dcrit
(2D–3D transition); this is strongly dependent on the misfit of the material
system, but it can also be affected by other growth conditions such as growth
temperature. If the thickness of a strained layer is smaller than dcrit, formation
of elongated, wire-like islands may occur [41]. After dot formation, further
material deposition usually leads to higher dot density and larger islands [42,43].
Effect of deposition rate: Johansson et al. [44] have investigated the
growth of InP-MOVPE quantum dots on In0.48Ga0.52P for different InP de-
position rates. According to their observation, the dot density becomes higher
with increasing deposition rate. Actually, for low deposition rates the density
is linearly proportional to the deposition rate, whereas for high deposition rates
a saturation effect of density is observed [44].
Effect of growth temperature: For numerous material systems the ef-
fect of growth temperature on the dot size and density has been studied.
Common observation is that with lower growth temperature the dot density
increases [45, 44, 43] and smaller dots can be grown [45, 46, 47, 43]. Conse-
quently, at even more reduced growth temperature the dot formation may be
suppressed. Furthermore, shape transition of QDs in the InAs/GaAs system at
higher growth temperature has been reported [48].
Effect of III/V ratio: Investigation of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P quantum dots
grown by MBE with different III/V ratios exhibits that higher phosphorus
pressure (lower III/V ratio) results in more homogeneous dot arrays with
lower density. This decrease in the dot density is accompanied by an in-
crease of the dot size, involving a shape transition of dots [49]. Apparently,
lower III/V ratio enhances the ripening rate, which has also been observed
for InP/GaP MOVPE QDs [47]. The same behavior has been reported for
MOCVD InxGa1−xAs/GaAs and AlxIn1−xAs/AlAs [43, 50], and for MBE-
InxGa1−xAs/GaAs QDs [51]. Besides, larger critical thickness for 2D–3D tran-
sition at lower III/V ratios is observed [50].
Effect of growth interruption: In order to achieve uniform dot arrays it
is necessary to introduce a growth interruption after deposition of enough dot
material. This interruption is the dot formation time. Ideally, in this time the
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dots reach their equilibrium shape and size and the growth of large clusters
will be impeded. Enhancement of dot formation due to growth interruption is
reported in several works [51,52].
Effect of substrate off-angle orientation: The dot density, shape, and
size are critically dependent on substrate off-angle orientation. Dot formation
can be expedited by choice of substrates with higher off-angle orientation, caus-
ing an increase of dot density and a reduction of dot size [45,43].
Effect of cap-layer growth temperature: A dependence on growth tem-
perature during epitaxy of cap-layer has been observed for MOVPE-InAs/GaP
QDs [53]; higher growth temperature results in larger QDs due to the coales-
cence of small InAs QDs. In this case, the best structural quality (small dots
and a flat GaP surface) could be realized via a two-stage cap-layer growth.
Starting with a lower temperature (same value as for the InP dots), the tem-
perature was then increased for a good quality of the GaP cap layer [53].
Chapter 4
Characterization methods
4.1 Introduction
Today, we are able on a high measure to understand and explain the behavior of
quantum structures using modern analysis and characterization methods. This
chapter focuses on structural, optical, and electrical techniques that have been
used to analyze the samples for this work.
In the next section the structural characterization methods will be discussed.
Section 4.3 provides information about the basics and setups of optical mea-
surements. Finally, the electrical characterization methods will be introduced
in Section 4.4.
4.2 Direct and indirect structural characterization
Structural properties of quantum structures can be studied using two groups
of imaging methods: indirect and direct imaging. Indirect imaging methods
provide information on reciprocal space, whereas the direct methods image the
structure in real space. Section 4.2 surveys indirect and direct techniques that
are used to analyze the structural properties of the samples.
4.2.1 Reflection high-energy electron diffraction
Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is one important in situ
surface characterization method. High-energy electrons (10 keV in our RHEED
setup) are incident under a small angle (1◦–3◦) onto the sample surface and the
uppermost atomic layers; the diffracted beams are observed on a fluorescent
screen forming a characteristic diffraction pattern, which can be explained as
follows:
28
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The de Broglie wavelength λe of electrons with 10 keV kinetic energy Ekin
is about 0.12 A˚ (λe= 12.2A˚ /
√
Ekin(eV )), resulting in a Ewald sphere with
radius about 50 A˚−1 (k = 2pi/λe). This radius is 50 times larger than the typ-
ical reciprocal constant of III-V semiconductors. Considering the surface of a
crystal, the corresponding image in k-space is a bunch of parallel lattice rods
having infinite extension perpendicular to the surface (see Fig. 4.1). At points,
where these rods intersect the Ewald sphere, the maximum of interference con-
dition as well as energy conservation is fulfilled. Thus, ideally, the diffraction
pattern of a flat surface must consist of sharp spots aligned in a semi-circle, to
be seen on the fluorescent screen. However, the energy spread of the incidence
beam and the deviation of real crystal from the translation symmetry in the
surface cause a finite ”thickness” of both the Ewald sphere and the reciprocal
lattice rods. Therefore, the diffraction pattern of flat surface usually consists
of streaks, the maximum of intensity for each of which marks the intersection
with the Ewald sphere [14].
Because the number of scattering centers (surface atoms) in the case of sur-
face scattering is small, the loss of energy of the incident beam can be neglected,
and formation of RHEED pattern may be described in the first approximation
by the kinematic theory of diffraction. Although, if the surface is not flat and
there is some three-dimensional morphology, the incident beam loses part of its
energy due to electron transmission diffraction— and bulk scattering occurs [24].
As a result, the streaky reflection pattern from flat surface will be dominated by
spots (see Fig. 4.2). Hence, growth of quantum dots can be identified through
the according change in RHEED pattern. Additionally, the RHEED pattern
Figure 4.1: Schematic Ewald sphere for RHEED. ki and ks are primary and
scattered wavevectors, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: RHEED pattern [54] from: Two-dimensional growth (surface scat-
tering) and three-dimensional growth (bulk scattering).
can supply information about the shape and faceting of quantum dots [55,48].
4.2.2 Double-crystal X-ray diffraction
Double-crystal X-ray diffraction (DCXD) is a powerful post growth method for
structural characterization of heterostructures and can provide information on
quality, thickness, chemical composition, strain, orientation, and relaxation of
epilayers.
The basic principle of DCXD is scattering of incident monochromatic (char-
Figure 4.3: Basic setup of X-ray diffractometer. 2θ is the angle between the
incident and diffracted X-ray beam.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of X-ray diffraction by atomic planes in a
cubic crystal.
acteristic) X rays by the atomic planes of the bulk crystal. This may lead to a
complex diffraction pattern. At points of constructive interference, a diffraction
peak appears in a scanning detector (Fig. 4.3). In kinematic theory, the Bragg
law gives the condition for maxima of diffracted intensity to occur:
nλ = 2dhkl sin θ (4.1)
where n is the integer diffraction order, λ and dhkl denote the wavelength of
X ray, and the spacing between hkl lattice planes, respectively. θ is the angle
of incidence of the beam on the diffracting planes (see Fig. 4.4). For cubic
crystals, dhkl is given by
dhkl =
a0√
h2 + k2 + l2
, (4.2)
a0 being the lattice constant. Elastic strain changes dhkl and shifts the diffrac-
tion peak position; from this shift the lattice mismatch between the epilayer
and substrate in a pseudomorphical structure can be calculated by
∆a
a⊥
= −∆Λcot θB. (4.3)
∆Λ is the angular distance between the substrate peak and the epilayer peak;
θB is the Bragg angle from Equation 4.1.
The non-uniform strain in, and the finite size of layers cause a broadening
of the diffraction peak growing with sinθ. Hence, layer size can be determined
by analyzing peak shape and peak width W2θ. Using DCXD measurements
for several diffraction orders, it is possible to determine the strain and the size
effect separately. If there is non-uniform strain in the layer, the layer thickness
can be estimated by
L ≈ λ
W2θ cos θ
. (4.4)
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For calibration of Ga and Al growth rates we normally use
AlxGa1−xAs/GaAs superlattices (see Chapter 3.2.2). According to the Bragg
law, considering the (n + 1)-order satellite peak θSL, the thickness of the su-
perlattice period T is given by
T = n
λ
2 sin θSL − 2 sin θn . (4.5)
For zero-order peak, θSL = θB +∆θ and θn = θB. ∆θ denotes the average
distance between satellite peaks. Using Taylor series expansion, Equation 4.5
can be given approximately by
T ≈ λ
2∆θ cos θB
, (4.6)
which we used for estimation of superlattice periodicity.
Of course, the approach of kinematic theory for X-ray diffraction in a real
crystal is not sufficient and for an exact analysis of X-ray measurements a
more comprehensive theory is required. The RADS (rocking curve analysis by
dynamical simulation) software [56] used for examination of rocking curves in
this work is based on the generation diffraction theory from Takagi [57,58] and
Taupin [59]. This dynamic theory applies the two-beam approximation and
describes the field within the crystal as differential form of total amplitude of
incident and diffracted X-ray waves. Thereby it allows to depict the passage of
X rays through a crystal with any kind of distortion.
All DCXD spectra are examined using a Bede QC1a diffractometer [60].
X rays are generated by focusing an electron beam (Imax=1 mA, Vmax=50 kV)
onto a copper block, producing Cu Kα1 and Kα2 radiation with a wavelength
of λ=1.54 A˚. A (001)-GaAs reference crystal is used as beam conditioner for
supply of monochromatic beams ((004) reflections) with an approximate cross-
section of 0.5×3.0 mm2.
It should be noted that for rocking curve analysis of the samples containing
quantum dots, the QDs ”layer” is treated as two-dimensional layer, in such
a way that its average thickness results from the height of the dots and the
wetting layer; its material composition is estimated by both the material of
dots and of their spacing layer (matrix).
4.2.3 Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering
The grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) technique is
based on small-angle X-ray scattering [61] and total external reflection [62]
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Figure 4.5: Basic setup of GISAXS experiment.
methods, and allows to determine in-plane electron density fluctuations in the
nanometer up to the micrometer range, providing information on surface mor-
phology in reciprocal lattice space [63].
To study lateral ordering effects of quantum dots, we have performed
GISAXS experiments at the W1 and BW2 wiggler beamlines at HASY-
LAB/DESY using a photon energy of 8 keV at X-ray wavelengths of λ =
1.550 A˚ and 1.378 A˚, respectively, with a typical bandwidth of typically
∆λ/λ = 10−4; a lateral resolution of about ∆q = 6.0× 10−4 A˚−1 was achieved.
GISAXS signal stems mainly from spatial correlation effects and island shape.
In order to be able to characterize the surface, the X-ray angle of incidence was
chosen close to the critical angle for total external reflection, αi = 0.25◦ (graz-
ing incidence). The specularly reflected beam as well as the scattered intensity
distribution in the lateral direction was recorded by a linear position-sensitive
detector (PSD). To align the scattering vector along different crystallographic
directions, the sample was rotated azimuthally [64].
4.2.4 Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
In contrast to GISAXS geometry, in which the detected signal exclusively stems
from spatial correlation effects and island shape, the grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction (GID) is mainly sensitive to strain inside the surrounding matrix
lattice and inside the QDs themselves. Similarly to the GISAXS measurements,
the angles of incidence and exit are here in the range of the critical angle of total
external reflection. Hence, the sensitivity to the thin InP/InxGa1-xP layers is
largely enhanced as compared to conventional X-ray diffraction.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of scattering geometry of GID together with three
scanning directions with respect to the scattering vector q: angular, radial,
and vertical.
Samples have been measured using GID experiments again at the W1 and
BW2 wiggler beamlines at HASYLAB/DESY. A linear position-sensitive de-
tector (PSD) was placed about 800 nm behind the sample. At the front and the
back of the evacuated detector flight tube the scattered wave is collimated by
narrow slits. This setup ensures three-dimensional mapping of the diffuse inten-
sity distribution in the vicinity of an in-plane reciprocal lattice point. Figure 4.6
schematically shows the scattering geometry and possible scan directions [64].
4.2.5 Diffuse X-ray scattering
Likewise, diffuse X-ray scattering experiments have been done at the BW2
wiggler beamline at HASYLAB/DESY under the same radiation condition as
explained above. A PSD with a spatial resolution of about 80 µm was placed
800 nm behind the sample in such a way that different scattering angles 2Θ
with respect to the incidence beam correspond to different channels of the PSD.
Hence, the PSD works as analyzer of the scattered beam direction with a typical
resolution of ∆q/q = 5×10−4. This value is sufficiently small to ensure that all
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relevant diffraction features originating from the strained layer can be resolved.
By tilting either the sample (ω scan) or, alternatively, both sample and PSD
in 1:2 coupling (ω − 2Θ), a complete two-dimensional map of reciprocal space
can be measured in single scan [64].
4.2.6 Scanning electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) operates using secondary electrons for
imaging of the surface structure in real space. The surface is scanned by a
primary electron beam with typical energy of about 2–50 keV; the variation in
the intensity of emitted electrons from the surface delivers an image of surface
with a lateral resolution limited by the diameter of the electron beam of about
20 A˚. Because the emission intensity of secondary electrons is affected by both
surface topography and electronic properties of the surface material, some of
the intensity contrast in a SEM image is due to the latter effect. Although,
for study of island formation the small electronic dissimilarity on the surface
cannot disturb the topographical image.
The SEM studies in this work have been done ex situ in a S360 Leica Cam-
bridge microscope [65].
4.2.7 Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is also a direct method for surface imaging [66].
It allows the force between a sample surface and a very sharp probe tip to be
measured and, thus, literally, to ”feel” the surface. The tip is mounted on the
end of a cantilever having a very low force constant of about 0.001–0.1 N/m,
which is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the typical force
constant between two atoms. This low force constant results in a highly precise
imaging method with a resolution limited by the dimension of its tip, which
is in nanometers range. A sample is fixed on a piezoelectric transducer that
controls scanning motion. During scanning the tip is held in contact with the
sample surface. A laser beam is focused onto the end of the cantilever, and the
reflection beam is detected by a photodiode (see Fig. 4.7).
High spatial resolution and the possibility of surface imaging without any
preparation yield an advantageous method for structural characterization of
quantum dots. Furthermore, both conducting and insulating materials can be
studied with AFM. A disadvantage of AFM is the impact of tip shape on the
measurements. Figure 4.8 shows two AFM images from same sample scanned
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Figure 4.7: Schematic setup of AFM.
using two different tips. AFM investigations in this work have been carried out
in a TopoMetrix Discover microscope under ambient conditions. The tips were
made of silicon nitride and the length of cantilever was about 200 µm [67].
4.2.8 Transmission electron microscopy
The principle of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is incidence of a fo-
cused electron beam on a sample with thickness less than 200 µm and detection
of both deflected and undeflected electrons that penetrate the sample. Several
magnetic lenses are used to guide the signal to a film plate and to provide
Figure 4.8: AFM images from same sample using two different tips. The cor-
responding tips are also shown.
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the intended image. The greatest advantages of TEM are its high resolution,
which is better than 2 A˚, and its capacity to provide both image and diffraction
information from samples.
Analogous to RHEED and X-ray pattern, the diffraction mode provides
information from reciprocal space, whereas the image mode produces a real-
space image of the illuminated sample area. The image contrast can be due
to mass contrast (different atoms), thickness contrast (variation of thickness),
diffraction contrast (beam scattering by defects), and phase contrast. There
are three image modes in TEM: bright field, dark field, and high-resolution.
In practice, the particular image mode is dependent on the kind of objec-
tive diaphragm being used as a filter in the back focal plane. Bright-field image
develops as transmitted electrons and all diffracted beams are filtered. Image
contrast arises, when electrons in some segment of the illuminated sample area
are scattered. This scattering can occur when some variation of chemical com-
position, or of thickness, or strain are present within sample. The degree of
darkness scales with the scattering intensity; as an example, the atoms with
higher atomic number appear darker. If the central beam ((000) reflection) is
not included, only the diffracted beam is able to pass, and the dark-field image
appears. Weak-beam dark field imaging is a powerful method for the study of
dislocations that are the main origin of scattering in a crystal and produce a
bright peak on a darker background [68].
High-resolution transmission electron imaging operates using a large-
diameter objective that allows not only the transmitted beam, but also at least
one diffracted beam to pass. This imaging method has atomic-scale resolution
and is often used to determine the shape of quantum dots [69,70,71]. However,
it should be noted that the interpretation of images is possible only using a
multiple-beam dynamic image simulation [70].
Conventional TEM equipment and also which is used here operates with
acceleration voltage about 200 keV and allows to analyze structures having a
maximum thickness of about 200 nm [72]. Therefore, a highly important aspect
of the TEM technique is the preparation of high-quality thin films. For plan
view imaging of samples thin slices with thickness of 10–100 nm were prepared
by chemical etching or ion milling. The technique for producing high-quality
samples for cross-section TEM is more difficult. The microscope used is a
Hitachi H-8110 [73]. For more information on TEM equipment and sample
preparation refer to [74].
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4.3 Optical characterization methods
Optical experiments can provide a variety of information on heterostructures.
Not only the quality and level of impurity in samples are examined, but also
electronic properties, quantum size effects, and recombination and relaxation
dynamics of carriers quantum structures are studied using optical characteriza-
tion methods. All of these techniques are based on interaction between semicon-
ductors and electromagnetic radiation (for more information refer to [75,76]).
For most of the optical experiments contributing to this work I have been
able to benefit from equipment at Paul-Drude-Institute in Berlin [77]. The
frequently applied characterization method is photoluminescence that will be
discussed in the next section.
4.3.1 Continuous wave photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) is radiative recombination emission that may occur
when photons whose energies correspond to or exceed the gap energy (or that of
intermediate states) excite valence electrons across the gap. Besides free carri-
ers that result in a band-band luminescence peak, bound exciton recombination
may produce a characteristic photoluminescence peak indicating the quality of
semiconductor (high level of impurity disturbs the Coulomb interaction and,
hence, the probability of exciton formation decreases). Radiative recombina-
tion may also occur between impurity states and the valence and conduction
bands. Phonons can produce characteristic photoluminescence peaks. That is,
photoluminescence spectra may involve a combination of band-band, excitonic,
impurity, and phonon features. Therefore, detailed line-shape analysis of PL
spectra is required.
Measurements for this work were carried out in our own continuous-wave
photoluminescence (cw-PL) laboratory as well as in an external one located at
Paul-Drude-Institute [77].
Due to the nonequilibrium nature in PL-emission process, a laser is needed
as energy source for pumping electrons into the higher levels. In our own PL
laboratory, photoluminescence is excited using the 514.5 nm line of a cw Ar+
laser and the signal is detected by a photomultiplier. Samples studied at Paul-
Drude-Institute are excited using the 325 nm line of a He-Cd laser (beam size
is about 100×100 µm2) and the emission is dispersed by a 1 m monochromator
and detected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. In both setups the
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measurements can be performed in the temperature range of 5–300 K, which is
controlled by a continuous-flow cryostat.
Photoluminescence in magnetic field
In our own laboratory samples were excited in magnetic fields up to 7 T
with a spectral resolution better than 0.1 meV (see also the description of
the cw-PL laboratory at the beginning of this section). The magneto-PL at
Paul-Drude-Institute is measured using the superconducting magnet system
OXFORD Spectromag 1000. The temperature of samples is controlled in a
continuous-flow cryostat and the excitation is provided by the 413.1 nm line
of a Kr+ laser, the magnetic-field direction being parallel to the light propa-
gation (Faraday geometry). The magneto-PL signal is dispersed in a DILOR
spectrograph XY800 and detected by a CCD camera.
4.3.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence
The first step for measuring time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL) is the
generation of modulated optical pulses with a time constant τm shorter than
the decay time τ that is to be measured:
τm ≤ τ. (4.7)
Decay times in nanosecond or picosecond range for InP/InxGa1-xP quantum
structures are expected. The TR-PL measurements for this time range are re-
alized using laser pulses from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire (λ = 772 nm) pumped
with a cw-Ar+ laser. InP/GaP samples are excited, actually, using a second har-
monic generator that provides a laser beam with half the wavelength (386 nm).
Decay times in ns range are measured using a pulse picker, which reduces the
repetition rate from the original 76 MHz to 950 kHz. Signal was detected by a
Hamamatsu C5680 streak camera, which works generally in a way that photons
are incident on a photocathode, and thus produce electrons that are accelerated
in an electric field. A linear time-dependent voltage transforms the time delay
of electrons into a spatial separation, which can be monitored on a fluorescent
screen. The resulting luminescence pattern on the screen is detected by a CCD
camera. Figure 4.9 shows the basic setup of TR-PL equipment [78].
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Figure 4.9: Scheme of time-resolved photoluminescence setup [78].
4.3.3 Raman scattering
Disparate absorption spectroscopy, Raman scattering, is based on inelastic in-
teraction between light and phonon modes, resulting in a frequency shift be-
tween incident (ωi) and scattered (ωs) photons, which can be written according
to the energy and momentum conservation rules as follows:
ωs = ωi ± Ω (4.8)
ks = ki ±K. (4.9)
Ω and K denote the phonon frequency and of wavevektor, respectively (±Ω
represents the case of Stokes and anti-Stokes shift). Although Raman scatter-
ing is a weak process, lasers supply enough power for a measurable signal. The
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Figure 4.10: Backscattering geometry. Laser beam passes first through a hole
in a mirror and then hits the sample. Scattered light from the sample is re-
flected by the mirror and collected and transmitted by a series of lenses to a
spectrograph.
excitation source for Raman-scattering measurements for this work was a Kr+
laser. Samples were excited with energies of 3.00 and 3.05 eV. The measure-
ments were carried out in backscattering geometry (Fig. 4.10) with the sample
temperature controlled by a continuous-flow cryostat. The scattered light is an-
alyzed by a DILOR triple spectrograph equipped with a cooled CCD array. The
polarized Raman spectra were recorded in the z(y, y)z¯ scattering configuration,
where y, z and z¯ denote the [110], [001] and [001¯] crystallographic directions of
the substrate [79].
4.4 Electrical characterization methods
Besides optical experiments, electrical experiments can provide information on
both bulk semiconductors and quantum heterostructures. Not only the crys-
tallographical quality and the doping level of samples can be examined, but it
is also possible to study the electronic properties of quantum structures. The
applied electrical characterization method in this work is mainly Hall measure-
ments, which will be discussed briefly in this section. For more information on
electrical characterization methods refer to [80].
Hall measurement
Hall measurements allow to obtain profiles of both carrier density and mobility.
The Hall effect is illustrated in Figure 4.11. A sample with lateral size d and
thickness w is brought into a homogeneous magnetic field B=(Bx, 0, 0) normal
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of Hall effect. + and − stand for electrons and holes,
respectively. A, B, C, and D show the contacts on the sample.
to the sample surface. An applied lateral electric field Ez causes carrier (for
example, holes) current with a current density jz. Under this condition, the
holes with a drift velocity vz are pushed by a Lorentz force FB=eBxvz in the
positive y direction. This deflection results in a electric field EH , known as Hall
field, which opposes the Lorentz force and is given by EH = VH/d in steady
state (jy = 0):
eBxvz = −eEH . (4.10)
VH denotes the Hall voltage and can be measured between two lateral contacts
on the opposite sides, C and D in Figure 4.11. Furthermore, from the steady
state condition it is clear that EH ∝ Bx jz. Hence, the proportionality constant
RH (Hall coefficient) is defined as:
RH =
−EH
Bxjz
=
r
ep
(4.11)
where r is the Hall scattering factor and lies between 1 and 2. p denotes the
hole density. Using all measurable parameters: Hall voltage, current, magnetic
induction, and the sample thickness, the Hall coefficient can be estimated
RH =
−EH
Bxjz
=
VH/d
BxIz/wd
=
VHw
BxIz
=
(VC − VD)w
BxIz
(4.12)
The Hall mobility is given by
µH = |RHσ| = rµ (4.13)
where µ is the drift mobility, obtained as
µ =
σ
ep
=
RHσ
r
=
|VC − VD|
|VA − VB| ·
1
Bx
· 1
d
· 1
r
. (4.14)
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Hall measurements are done in a magnetic field of 0.7 T. The temperature of
samples is controlled in a continuous-flow cryostat. A KEITHLEY 220 current
source provides current and the voltage is measured using the KEITHLEY 195A
digital voltmeter. To switch between the contacts, the KEITHLEY 705 scanner
is used.
Chapter 5
InP/(In,Ga)P system
5.1 Introduction
As we discussed in Section 3.4.1, self-organization during growth is the prevalent
method applied for the formation of quantum dots. The high lattice mismatch
between InP and In0.48Ga0.52P (lattice matched to GaAs) of about 3.8% pro-
vides sufficient strain to allow the formation of QDs via the Stranski-Krastanow
mechanism [81, 82, 83, 84, 85] with optical emission spanning the energy range
between the InP and In0.48Ga0.52P bandgaps.
In this chapter the growth, structural, and optical properties of InP QDs in
and on In0.48Ga0.52P will be described and discussed.
The formation of InP quantum dots on (In,Ga)P may be affected by in-
herent phenomena at the (In,Ga)P alloy surface such as strain inhomogeneity,
alloy ordering, and indium segregation. To control the growth of QDs and to
compare the dot formation process with other material systems, it is necessary
to avoid such undesirable phenomena. The next section, therefore, surveys
the growth and properties of bulk In0.48Ga0.52P, which is lattice matched to
GaAs. Section 5.3 presents and discusses the growth and structural properties
of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P quantum dots. Optical properties of and carrier dynamics
in InP QDs are discussed in Section 5.4.
5.2 Lattice-matched (In,Ga)P on GaAs
During the last two decades, the growth and application of In0.48Ga0.52P lattice
matched to GaAs have been enhanced. In0.48Ga0.52P is an important semicon-
ductor for optical application such as light emitting diodes operating in the
visible range, as cladding material for 0.98 µm laser diodes [87, 88], as well
44
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Material InP GaP In0.48Ga0.52P
Eg (eV) 1.42 2.38(ind) 1.92
a0 (nm) 0.587 0.543 0.564
aυ 1.27 − −
Ev,av −7.04 −7.40 −7.23
Ec −5.58 −5.02 −5.29
b −2 −1.65 −1.82
D001 1.127 0.906 1.012
ac −5.04 − −
∆0 0.11 0.08 0.09
me 0.079 0.22 −
mhh 0.65 0.79 −
mlh 0.12 0.14 −
Table 5.1: Material parameters used in this work. In0.48Ga0.52P parameters
are linearly interpolated between InP and GaP values from [7,86].
as for electronic devices such as modulation-doped field effect transistors [89].
Today, the growth of lattice-matched (In,Ga)P on GaAs is a standard proce-
dure [90,91,92,93,94,95].
5.2.1 Growth conditions
Samples were grown on (001)-GaAs substrates, which were etched in a solution
of 10H2SO4 : 1H2O2 : 2H2O. After oxide desorption at a temperature of about
630◦C, a 100 nm GaAs buffer was grown at 500◦C at a rate between 0.9 and
1.8 µm/h, followed by In0.48Ga0.52P grown at temperatures between 400 and
520◦C.
During the growth process the RHEED patterns were monitored. The sur-
face of In0.48Ga0.52P shows a (2× 1)-reconstruction.
Exchange and intermixing between As and P: Exchange reactions be-
tween the group-V elements during epitaxy are well known; furthermore, be-
cause AsH3 and PH3 are sharing the same port in our own MBE setup (see
Sec. 3.2.2), an intermixing between both gases is possible. To study these ef-
fects in the (In,Ga)P/GaAs system, a series of epitaxial bulk GaAs samples
was prepared in such a way that during epitaxy the growth was interrupted for
10–30 s under PH3 flux. Figure 5.1 shows an X-ray spectrum from a 1000 nm
epitaxial GaAs sample; the growth interruption was introduced after epitaxy
of 100 nm GaAs and then 900 nm GaAs was grown. The pendello¨sung in this
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Figure 5.1: X-ray spectrum from 1 µm GaAs with 10 s growth interruption un-
der PH3 flux. The pendello¨sung is due to a very thin layer with different lattice
constant from GaAs, which is explained with exchange reactions between P and
As atoms in GaAs. The best fit is achieved by addition of a 3 A˚ GaAs0.62P38
layer.
spectrum indicates that this sample contains a very thin layer having different
lattice constant from GaAs substrate. According to the simulation, the thick-
ness of this thin layer is about 3 A˚ and is induced via substitution of As atoms
by P atoms. The best fit is achieved for GaAs0.62P0.38. All samples grown in
such way contain a very thin GaAsxP1−x layer; for longer growth interruption
the P composition increases, however, we did not observe any saturation of P
composition in the range of 10–30 s. Our results exhibit that an intermixing
between both gases and the exchange between As and P can take place during
growth of (In,Ga)P/GaAs structures.
To reduce the intermixing and exchange reactions at the (In,Ga)P/GaAs
heterointerface, we have introduced a growth interruption with gas change be-
tween epitaxy of GaAs and (In,Ga)P layer; here, the gas-switching plays a
crucial role for growth of abrupt interfaces [96]. The applied gas-switching
sequence is depicted in Figure 5.2.
5.2.2 Structural properties
The compositions and the quality of the (In,Ga)P layers were controlled by
DCXD measurements. Figure 5.2.2 shows an X-ray spectrum from a sample
containing a 700 nm thick (In,Ga)P layer on (001)-GaAs substrate. The es-
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Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of gas-switching sequence: t1=30–120 s,
t2=8 s, t3=3 s, t4=15 s, t5=5 s, t6=3 s.
timated lattice mismatch between (In,Ga)P and GaAs is only about 100 ppm
(parts per million), which is remarkably low, compared to lattice-matched sys-
tems like (Al,Ga)As/GaAs; furthermore, the sharp lines indicate the good qual-
ity of the epilayer.
5.2.3 Optical and electronic properties
Figure 5.4 shows the low-temperature PL spectra (10 K) of 1 µm, silicon doped
(n=5×1016) In0.48Ga0.52P epitaxial layers. All samples were grown under same
conditions; the only difference was the growth temperature, which changed from
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Figure 5.3: X-ray spectrum of (In,Ga)P bulk grown on (100)-GaAs. The lattice
mismatch between the (In,Ga)P layer and GaAs substrate is about 100 ppm.
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400◦C to 495◦C. Apparently, the growth temperature affects the shape and posi-
tion of PL lines. The PL spectra from all samples contain two lines: one sharp
exciton-like peak (full width at half maximum (FWHM) about 10–15 meV)
and one broad peak (FWHM≈35 meV). The positions of PL peaks change with
growth temperature: The exciton-like peak is redshifted by about 17 meV when
the growth temperature goes up from 400◦C to 495◦C, whereas the broad PL
peak at lower energy is first shifted toward higher energy (blueshift) by about
4 mV for sample B and after that this peak is redshifted about 13 meV (the
error is in the range of 1 meV). Because the DCXD analysis indicates that the
average composition of indium and gallium is nearly constant in all four samples
(the In content is about 0.471± 0.002), the difference between the PL spectra
cannot be due to the varying alloy composition alone; however, this can be the
reason for the small blueshift of the broad PL peak.
On the other hand, the influence of growth temperature on alloy ordering
and consequently on the bandgap in (In,Ga)P is well known. This will be
discussed now.
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Figure 5.4: Photoluminescence spectra (10 K, 60 W/cm2) of In0.48Ga0.52P
bulk samples grown under same conditions with different growth temperature:
(A) 400◦C, (B) 455◦C, (C) 470◦C, and (D) 495◦C; the growth temperature
of indium and Ga was 778.5 and 905.8◦C, respectively. The dashed lines are
a guide to the eye and indicate the shift of PL maxima. PL intensity is on
a logarithmic scale. Photoluminescence peak maxima as function of growth
temperature obtained from the PL spectra are shown in the right graph.
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Alloy ordering
The common belief is that the change in ordering, which depends on growth
conditions, leads to bandgap variation and change in PL spectrum. The degree
of ordering η is defined by the composition of the alternating Ga- and In-rich
monolayers: Ordered (In,Ga)P consists of a sequence of layers (Ga1+ηIn1−ηP2)
and (Ga1−ηIn1+ηP2). In the case of fully ordered material (CuPt ordering), η
is equal unity and the elements Ga and In occupy the alternate (111) planes of
group-III sublattice, forming a ...Ga-P-In-P-Ga-P-In-P... natural superlattice in
the 〈111〉 directions [97,98,99].
The ordering modifies the optical, electronic, and structural properties of
alloys and reduces the crystal symmetry. The influence of growth temperature
on the PL spectrum was observed for the first time in In0.48Ga0.52P samples
grown using MOCVD [90, 100, 101]. According to the TEM studies by Nozaki
et al., three growth temperature regimes can be recognized: In the first regime
(570◦C–620◦C), designated ”Type I”, the alloy is ordered in the (100) plane
(short-range ordering). The second regime ,”Type II”, is at higher temperature
(620◦C–760◦C); because of higher mobility of atoms in this regime, they can
form the ordered structures both in plane and in the growth direction (long-
range ordering), corresponding to the CuPt ordering. Apparently, in the third
regime (higher than 770◦C), designated ”Type III”, the high thermal energy,
which results in easier migration of atoms, fully destroys the ordering and,
hence, the alloy is disordered. This observation is supported by PL studies on
MOCVD grown samples (see Fig. 5.5): The low-temperature PL peak shifts to
lower energy when the growth temperature increases, indicating stronger or-
dering; the lowest energy is at about 1.85 eV and obtained for samples grown
at 670◦C. For higher growth temperature the PL peak blueshifts, which is at-
tributed to the weaker ordering. The maximum value of about 1.975 eV is
obtained for samples grown at 770◦C, fully disordered structures (see also the
discussion of influence of alloy ordering on bandgap in Sec. 4.2.1). The PL peak
maximum of our samples, however, is between 1.966 and 1.983 eV, correspond-
ing to the disordered or the short-range ordered MOCVD samples. Our results
agree well with those reported by Masselink et al. [95] for In0.48Ga0.52P samples
grown via GSMBE. Apparently, at low growth temperature (lower than 470◦C)
the mobility of atoms is not sufficient for forming any ordered structure and we
are dealing with fully disordered alloy. For higher growth temperature (470◦C–
500◦C) the PL peak is slightly redshifted, which may attributed to partially
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Figure 5.5: Low-temperature PL peak energy as function of growth temperature
for MOCVD samples (Nozaki et al. [101]) and GSMBE samples from Fig. 5.4
(this work). The designated ”Types” denote regimes of different degree of
ordering [101] and are not to be confused with the band alignment type.
planar ordering. It should be noted that due to different epitaxial conditions
in GSMBE and MOCVD, a comparison between growth temperatures is not
straightforward.
Altogether, a change in growth temperature of In0.48Ga0.52P could change
the bandgap. Consequently, when In0.48Ga0.52P is adjacent to another semi-
conductor, the band alignment on the heterointerface will be dependent on
the degree of the alloy ordering. For instance, whereas the band alignment at
the heterointerface of disordered In0.48Ga0.52P to GaAs is type I [102,103], the
band alignment at the heterointerface of fully ordered In0.48Ga0.52P to GaAs,
according to the experimental [104] and theoretical [105] works, is type II. It
is interesting to note that even optical emission from quantum wells forming
via MOCVD growth of disordered/ordered/disordered In0.48Ga0.52P layers has
been reported [106,107].
Study of optical properties is a very helpful method to determine the alloy
ordering effects. It is known that the low-temperature PL spectrum of ordered
(In,Ga)P is strongly excitation density dependent and shifts toward higher en-
ergy when the excitation density goes up [108,109,110]. The unusual behavior
of temperature dependence PL is also known: With increasing temperature the
peak maximum moves first to higher energy; afterwards, the peak maximum
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shifts toward lower energy (inverted S shape) [110,111,112,113].
Excitation density dependent photoluminescence
The low-temperature PL spectra (10 K) of a typical In0.48Ga0.52P sample taken
at different excitation density is shown in Figure 5.6. The high energy peak
grows faster than the low energy peak when the excitation density rises from
0.06 to 60 W/cm2; the integral intensities of both peaks depend superlinearly
on excitation density with an exponent between one and two. This behavior is
typical for photoluminescence processes, in which both electrons and holes are
photogenerated (for example, bound and free excitons and band-to-band recom-
bination), and in which simultaneously nonradiative processes can participate.
In contrast, the integral PL line intensity depends linearly on excitation density
when only holes (or electrons) are generated, for example (D0,h) (or (A0,e)).
As expected for band-to-band transition, for all samples (PL spectra shown
in Figure 5.4) the energy position of the high energy peak is nearly constant
and does not change with excitation density; we believe, therefore, that the
high energy peak is due to the band-to-band transition.
On the other hand, the low energy peak (broad PL peak) is shifted by 4–
7 meV toward higher energy; this blueshift is for the sample grown at 455◦C
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Figure 5.6: Excitation density dependence PL spectra (10 K) of In0.48Ga0.52P
bulk. The growth temperature was 455◦C (sample B in Fig. 5.4). The dashed
lines are a guide to the eye and indicate the shift of PL maxima.
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Figure 5.7: Excitation density dependence of integral intensity of high energy
PL peak (IH, open circles) and low energy PL peak (IL, solid squares) from
spectra shown in Fig. 5.6. Inset shows the ratio between the integral intensity
of low energy peak and high energy peak (IL/IH).
(sample B in Fig. 5.4) about 7 mV and this indicates that this low energy PL
peak has not an excitonic nature. But what is the origin of the low energy
PL peaks? One possibility is the existence of a partially ordered In0.48Ga0.52P
alloy having a bandgap lower than disordered In0.48Ga0.52P. The PL energy
position of this ordered part depends on excitation density, as reported in several
works [108, 109, 110]; the blueshift is explained by assumption of an electronic
density of states in ordered material, in which tails of states for electrons and
holes exist below the conduction and valence band edges. In such a case, the
saturation of optical transitions via band tails can causes the shift of PL peak
to higher emission energy when excitation density goes up [108,110]. However,
this blueshift is nearly constant for all samples and does not exhibit growth
temperature dependence. The second possibility for the origin of the low energy
PL peak can be the degree of homogeneity in alloy composition. An (In,Ga)P
layer with In concentration higher than 0.48% can cause a low energy PL peak.
An increase in excitation density results in higher temperature of sample, which
may change alloy composition and cause a blueshift; the X-ray measurements,
however, do not give any evidence for such alloy inhomogeneity.
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Temperature dependent photoluminescence
In contrast, the study of PL spectra at different temperatures does not indicate
any alloy ordering effect (inverted S shape). The PL spectra taken at different
temperatures and excited by the 686 nm line of an Ar+ laser with a density
of 60 W/cm2 are shown in Figure 5.8. The high energy PL peak stays at
approximately the same energy (1.980±0.001 eV) up to about 140 K, which is
a further evidence that the origin of this peak is a band-to-band recombination.
Only a closer look at the peak maxima reveals a very small increase of the
peak energy by 2 meV when the temperature is risen from 10 to about 30 K;
this is generally observed in ternary alloy semiconductors; the reason here may
be the small change in alloy composition due to In and Ga interdiffusion. For
temperatures higher than 140 K the peak maximum shifts toward lower energy
and at 300 K it is at 1.913±0.001 eV. On the other hand, the low energy peak
stays in the energy position of 1.947±0.001 eV up to about 70 K, and after that
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Figure 5.8: Temperature dependence PL spectra of In0.48Ga0.52P bulk excited
using Ar+ laser (60 W/cm2). The growth temperature was 455◦C (sample
B in Fig. 5.4), together with dependence of peak positions. The solid line
indicates In0.48Ga0.52P bandgap, linearly interpolated between InP and GaP
(values from [86]).
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shifts to lower energy by about 13 meV with increasing temperature before it
becomes so small in intensity (160 K) that we are not able to determine the
peak position and only a slight shoulder remains in the spectrum. Hence, we
do not observe any abnormality in temperature-dependent PL spectra.
Absorption measurements
For a better study of ordering degree in our samples it is very important to
have exact information on the bandgap of In0.48Ga0.52P. We have carried out,
therefore, absorption measurements on the In0.48Ga0.52P epilayers grown at
different temperatures. For the measurements the substrate has been thinned
to 100 µm by lapping. Then the GaAs was etched in a solution of 3H3PO4 :
1H2O2 : 15H2O, which is selective on GaAs with an etching rate of about
0.3 mm/h.
The absorption spectrum and the corresponding PL spectrum of a
In0.48Ga0.52P sample grown at 431◦C are shown in Figure 5.9. According to this
measurement, the bandgap is about 1.957 eV, which is lower than that in fully
disordered In0.48Ga0.52P alloy (1.963 eV). The shift of about 6 meV indicates
ordering effects.
The degree of ordering can be estimated by [114,115]
Eg(η) = E(η=0)g −∆E(η=1)g · η2 (5.1)
where ∆E(η=1)g is bandgap reduction due to ordering and E
(η=0)
g is the bandgap
of a fully disordered In0.48Ga0.52P and is 1.963 eV at 10 K. η = 0 and η = 1
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Figure 5.9: Absorption spectrum of In0.48Ga0.52P bulk at 6 K. The growth
temperature was 431◦C.
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Figure 5.10: 200 K Hall concentration for In0.48Ga0.52P:Si samples as a function
of growth temperature (other growth parameters were equal).
stand for a fully disordered and ordered alloy, respectively. The calculated and
experimentally estimated ∆E(η=1)g is between 320 and 490 meV [114,115,109].
Using these values, the degree of ordering in this sample is only about 10%.
The degree of ordering in the other samples grown at temperatures between
400 and 500◦C was about 10%±4% and not significantly larger. Whether such
low degree of ordering can affect the PL spectra will be discussed later in this
section.
Hall measurements
Although intentional doping level (5×1016) was the same for all samples in
Figure 5.4, the growth temperature may have influenced the doping level [116],
which can also affect the photoluminescence spectra.
Figure 5.10 shows the measured electron concentration as function of growth
temperature. The doping level for the samples grown between 455 and 495◦C
increases with decreasing growth temperature from 3 up to 5×1016 cm−3, but
for the sample grown at 400◦C it is significantly lower and about 2×1015 cm−3.
For samples with higher electron concentration we expect a luminescence at
higher energy, therefore the difference in PL peak position of samples B, C,
and D might be explained by the difference in electron concentration. But this
cannot be the reason for the shift in PL spectrum of sample A toward higher
energy compared to other samples.
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Why do the PL spectra of bulk In0.48Ga0.52P differ? There are several
parameters that can affect the PL spectra: The homogeneity in alloy composi-
tion, the ordering, and the carrier concentration play the most important role,
however, none of these parameters alone can be responsible for the differences
in the PL spectra in Figure 5.4. Apparently, a random combination of these
parameters is the origin and it is very difficult to isolate the contribution of
each parameter.
In0.48Ga0.52P/GaAs QWs
To obtain more information on ordering effects in the samples, we have grown
In0.48Ga0.52P/GaAs multi quantum wells (MQW). The conditions for growth of
In0.48Ga0.52P layers were the same as for bulk In0.48Ga0.52P in Figure 5.4, with
a growth temperature of 460◦C. Figure 5.11 shows temperature and excitation-
density dependent photoluminescence spectra of a sample containing 18 periods
of In0.48Ga0.52P/GaAs with In0.48Ga0.52P thickness of 10 nm and GaAs thick-
ness of 15 nm.
In the case of disordered In0.48Ga0.52P layers, both electrons and holes are
located in GaAs and we expect for electron-hole transition an energy between
the bandgap of GaAs (1.52 eV) and In0.48Ga0.52P (1.92 eV). Surprisingly, there
is no PL peak between those values and the detected PL peaks are between 1.4
and 1.5 eV. There are two possibilities to explain this: (1) The In0.48Ga0.52P
layers are at least partly ordered and we have a type-II system, in which the
electrons are located in In0.48Ga0.52P and the holes are located in GaAs. In such
a case the energy of electron-hole transition may be lower than the energy of
GaAs bandgap [104,105]. (2) The formation of unintentional InxGa1−xAsyP1−y
intermediate layers at the In0.48Ga0.52P/GaAs heterointerface (see Sec. 5.2.1)
may cause the PL peaks below the GaAs bandgap [117,118,119,120].
In the case of a type-II system we expect a blueshift of PL peak with rising
excitation density due to the effect of band-bending on the subband levels, which
is observed for the ordered (In,Ga)P/GaAs system [104] and also other type-II
systems such as GaSb/GaAs heterostructures [121]. In contrast to that, the PL
peaks in our case are not blueshifted (see Figure 5.11); the position of the higher
energy PL peak at 1.46 eV is apparently stable and independent of the excita-
tion density. However, the lower PL peak at 1.445 eV is redshifted by about
7 meV when the excitation density becomes 580 times stronger; the reason for
this redshift may be the temperature increase of sample when the excitation
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density becomes stronger. The fact that the PL peaks are not blueshifted in-
dicates that the system is type I and the In0.48Ga0.52P grown at these growth
conditions is disordered, which coincides with our results from bulk material.
Our assumption is that the luminescence anomaly is related to the formation
of InxGa1−xAsyP1−y intermediate layers at the heterointerface.
To conclude, the optical studies of bulk In0.48Ga0.52P and
In0.48Ga0.52P/GaAs QWs reveal a low degree of ordering in our samples.
Furthermore, the TEM and AFM studies also do not exhibit any evidence
of ordered domains. Therefore, we conclude that, under the applied growth
conditions, we are dealing with disordered In0.48Ga0.52P alloy and ordering
effects cannot change significantly the properties of the samples containing
quantum dots, which have In0.48Ga0.52P as matrix.
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Figure 5.11: Temperature and excitation-density dependent PL spectra of a
MQW In0.48Ga0.52P/GaAs sample containing 18 periods with In0.48Ga0.52P
thickness of 10 nm and GaAs thickness of 15 nm. The growth temperature
during In0.48Ga0.52P growth was 460◦C. Temperature and excitation depen-
dent PL intensities are on a logarithmic and linear scale, respectively. Dashed
lines are a guide to the eye.
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Figure 5.12: Area density of the dots per cm2 as function of InP coverage
(divided by 1010). Data have been obtained from AFM and TEM studies. The
dashed line is a guide to the eye and indicates the evaluation of dot formation.
5.3 InP/In0.48Ga0.52P quantum dots
5.3.1 Growth of InP quantum dots
The initial growth steps for samples containing quantum dots have been de-
scribed in Sec. 5.2.1. After growth of 100–500 nm In0.48Ga0.52P buffer, the
desired amount of InP was deposited; for different samples the growth tem-
perature of In0.48Ga0.52P and InP was varied in the range of 415–520◦C and
400–500◦C, respectively. The growth of InP was followed by a growth inter-
ruption of 5–60 s. The resulting structures were capped with an In0.48Ga0.52P
layer. Deposition rates were 0.1 µm/h for InP and 0.18 µm/h for In0.48Ga0.52P.
The samples used for AFM and GISAXS studies were grown without cap layer.
Some structures were prepared in vertically correlated multilayers. The InP
thickness was varied between 1 and 9 monolayers.
At the beginning of InP growth, the RHEED pattern appears streaky and
becomes gradually spotty after deposition of about 3 ML InP, indicating three-
dimensional growth. This result agrees with AFM as well as SEM and TEM
studies, which exhibit that QDs formation begins after the deposition of about
3 ML of InP. The area density of dots scales almost linearly with InP coverage
in the range of 2–9 ×1010 cm−2 for samples with InP coverage between 3 and
9 ML (Fig. 5.12).
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5.3.2 Structural properties of InP quantum dots
The quality and compositions of InP and (In,Ga)P were examined by X-
ray measurements. DCXD studies reveal a good structural quality of the
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P samples.
According to the AFM studies on the uncapped QDs, the average height of
the InP dots becomes about two times larger (3–5 nm) when the InP coverage
goes up from 3 to 9 ML. The average base length, however, is nearly independent
of the InP coverage and is about 30± 10 nm; here the reason may be the effect
of the AFM tip, which limits the measurement resolution. On the other hand,
when InP coverage increases, in addition to the small dots, a new group of dots
being laterally larger than 40 nm and higher than 5 nm appears (see Fig. 5.3.2).
Apparently, the growth of these large dots occurs at the expense of smaller dots.
It seems that when the InP coverage increases, some of the dots grow together.
This observation can be explained by Ostwald ripening: The growth of large
dots reduces the overall surface of the dots, thus reducing the total surface
energy (see Sec. 3.4.1). Figure 5.3.2 shows an AFM in-plane projection of a
sample containing 9 ML InP. A statistical analysis of the size of about 230 dots
in this sample indicates an average base length L¯ =
√
ab of about 31 nm with a
standard deviation of σL = 4.4 nm, a and b being the axes of the dots in [010]
and [100] direction, respectively (Fig. 5.14); the relative standard deviation
σL/L¯ is about 14%. The average value of asymmetry α = (a− b) / (a+ b) is
about 0.01 (Fig. 5.14). These values indicate a narrow size distribution of the
dots and a high degree of symmetry in [010] and [100] directions.
On the other hand, according to the GISAXS and X-ray diffuse scattering
measurements, the strain field of the dots exhibits an anisotropy in [110] and
[110] directions. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.2.3. Because
of the high density of the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs, the dots are close together
and the AFM tip may not be able to make perfect connection with structures
InP coverage base length height
5 ML 30 4
6 ML 40 4.5
7.5 ML 40 5
9 ML 35 5
Table 5.2: Average base length and height in nm of QDs as function of deposited
InP coverage according to AFM studies. Samples are grown at 408◦ under same
conditions.
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Figure 5.13: Atomic force micrograph of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P quantum dots with
9 ML InP coverage.
smaller than 30 nm. Hence, it is very difficult to evaluate the exact diameter and
height of the dots by AFM studies. To get further information, some samples
were investigated by TEM. Figure 5.15a shows a TEM bright-field cross-section
micrograph of a sample with three stacked dot layers (9 ML) separated by 15 nm
In0.48Ga0.52P. The last 9 ML of InP were grown uncapped.
As determined from the AFM data, the uncapped dots have an average
height of 5 nm, an average lateral size of 30 nm, and an average center-center
separation of 40 nm. The information obtained from AFM coincides very well
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Figure 5.14: Histogram of the lateral size and the shape asymmetry of quantum
dots in [010] and [100] directions from the sample containing 9 ML InP. The
dashed curve is the corresponding Gaussian fit.
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Figure 5.15: TEM bright-field images; (a) cross section micrograph of a sample
with three stacked dot layers (9 ML) separated by 15 nm In0.48Ga0.52P; (b)
plan-view image of a single InP QD layer (8 ML). Inset shows the diffraction
pattern.
with the TEM studies of this sample (Note that this sample has the maximum
InP coverage with 9 ML). Capped dots tend to become flattened, having an
average height of about 4 nm. The wetting layer is somewhat inhomogeneous
and between 2 and 3 ML thick. The average thickness of the wetting layer for
uncapped InP is about 1 ML thinner than for the capped InP layer. The dot
shape appears to be hemispherical. The stacked dots are correlated to each
other vertically. TEM observations indicate that defect-free InP QDs can be
grown at least up to 9 ML.
Effect of InP coverage on size of InP quantum dots
Only a close look at InP QDs using TEM studies reveals the significant effect
of InP coverage on dot size. Figure 5.3.2 shows the TEM image of a sample
containing 4.5 ML InP grown at 410◦C. The average base length of QDs for
this sample is about 14.6±0.6 nm; cross sectional TEM indicates an average
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height of about 2.5 nm. As expected, the size of dots increases with the InP
coverage. Table 5.3 concludes these results, which is in contrast to AFM
studies at different samples; AFM studies exhibit a nearly constant size of dots
(30 ± 10 nm) being independent of the InP coverage (see Table 5.2). This
systematic effect arises from the usage of a finite-size AFM tip and has already
been discussed (see Sec. 4.2.7). Hence, we believe that the results from our
AFM measurements are only reliable for dots having lateral size larger than
30 nm.
High-resolution TEM measurements (HRTEM) in the three-beam case al-
low to study a single quantum dot and to obtain more exact information on
the dot size. However, because only a limited number of dots can be imaged in
such a way, the statistics here are very poor. Furthermore, due to the difficult
technique only two samples have been imaged using HRTEM. Figure 5.3.2 de-
picts a high-resolution TEM image of the sample containing 4 ML InP shown
in Figure 5.3.2 and Figure 5.17. According to the high-resolution TEM image,
the dots have an average height of about 2.5 nm and an average base length
of about 12 nm, which is smaller than what we get from statistical analysis
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Figure 5.16: Dark-field plan-view TEM image of a QD sample containing
4.5 ML InP coverage. The histogram indicates the distribution of the lateral
size of QDs.
InP coverage base length height
4.5 ML 15 2.5
8 ML 26 −
9 ML 30 4
Table 5.3: Average base length and height in nm of QDs as function of deposited
InP coverage according to TEM studies. Samples are grown at 410◦ under same
conditions.
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InP QDI
Figure 5.17: Dark-field cross-section TEM images of single-layer InP QDs mea-
sured under two different beam conditions: Composition sensitive and strain
sensitive. The dark contrast above the InP dots in both images may be due to
the variation of cap layer thickness resulting from sample preparation. In com-
position sensitive image [122] the InP layer with higher atomic number (z=64)
compared to the In0.48Ga0.52P (z≈55) appears with the lowest contrast. Thus,
information on the size of dots can be obtained. The strain sensitive image
provides information about the strain distribution in the sample, which can be
seen also by the dark contrast in In0.48Ga0.52P layer under the InP QDs, which
is also strained and because the strain field of the QDs may extend several tens
of A˚ngstrom, the size of the dots may be overestimated in this image.
A
B
BA
0 11 nm
Figure 5.18: High-resolution TEM image of two InP QDs (bright) embedded
in (In,Ga)P matrix (dark). The small plot on the right side indicates the line
scan of brightness value from A to B in TEM image; the width of signal gives
the height of dot (arrow).
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of 580 dots in this sample (see Fig. 5.3.2). This may be due to the higher
resolution or the poor statistics.
Effect of growth temperature on InP quantum dots
According to AFM studies on the samples grown at different temperatures,
the dot density increases for samples with lower growth temperature; at the
same time, the base length of dots becomes smaller. Figure 5.3.2 shows AFM
micrographs of two samples (500×500 nm2) having the same InP coverage of
about 5 ML but grown at 410◦C and 500◦C, respectively. Keeping growth
temperature low enough, we are able to suppress the dot formation; for a sample
grown at 380◦C the AFM image indicates only a surface roughness in of about
several nanometers, indicating start of dot formation, but it is difficult to make
statements about density and dot size. These results are concluded in Table 5.4
and are in agreement to general observation [45, 46, 47, 44, 43] that is already
discussed in Section 3.4.1.
growth temperature area density base length
380◦C see text see text
410◦C 4.8× 1010 30
500◦C 3.7× 1010 50
Table 5.4: Area density in cm−2 and average base length in nm of InP QDs
grown at different temperatures as obtained from AFM studies. InP coverage
is about 5 ML for all samples. The base length for the sample grown at 410◦C
may be smaller, but this cannot be resolved due to the limitation of AFM.
Figure 5.19: AFM micrographs of two samples having the same InP coverage of
about 5 ML but grown at 410◦C and 500◦C. Size of images are 500×500 nm2.
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Figure 5.20: AFM micrograph of a sample containing 2 ML InP and 1 ML in-
serted GaP interface layer between In0.48Ga0.52P and InP. Growth temperature
for InP was 470◦C.
Effect of a thin GaP interface layer on InP quantum dots
GaP has a smaller lattice constant than In0.48Ga0.52P and, hence, compared to
an InP/ In0.48Ga0.52P interface, the InP/GaP interface is higher strained (lat-
tice mismatch of about 7.7%). Consequently, the growth of a thin layer of GaP
between In0.48Ga0.52P and InP layers affects the formation of InP QDs. Our
observations coincide with the common belief that a higher lattice mismatch fa-
vors the Stranski-Krastanow QD formation (see Sec. 3.4.1). Figure 5.3.2 shows
an AFM image of a sample containing 2 ML InP grown on a GaP interface
monolayer; here the area density of QDs is about 106 per cm2 and the dots
have a maximum base length of 35 nm. (Note that AFM images cannot give
exact information on the dots smaller than 30 nm.) On the other hand, for
samples grown in the same way but without GaP interface layer we do not
observe any dot formation (see the beginning of this section).
Furthermore, some groups have reported an improvement of size homogene-
ity of MOCVD InP QDs on and in In0.48Ga0.52P via growth of an inserted GaP
layer [123,124,125].
Geometry of InP quantum dots
AFM in-plane projection of the QDs reveals a hemispherical shape (Fig. 5.3.2).
On the other hand, on-zone bright field images in plan-view TEM show for most
of the dots a rectangular base, but with rounded corners, and the elongated axis
along 〈100〉 directions (Fig. 5.15b). However, both methods cannot provide
exact information on shape of dots: AFM is not able to resolve the detailed
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shape of QDs and TEM performed under the dynamical two-beam condition
images both the strain field within the structure and in the surrounding matrix.
It is interesting to note that Liao et al. have demonstrated by multiple-beam
dynamical image simulation that even a spherical QD can produce square-
shape image in plan-view TEM [70]; the reason is here that the symmetry
of such image is determined primarily by the underlying lattice rather than
by the overall shape of the QDs [70]. Hence, the interpretation of plan view
TEM images is not straightforward and needs multiple-beam dynamical image
simulations.
The high-resolution TEM image indicates a lens-like (or truncated pyrami-
dal with shallow faces) cross-sectional geometry for dots, which have an av-
erage base length of about 12 nm and average height of about 2.5 nm (see
Fig. 5.3.2). In contrast, Georgsson et al. have reported pyramidal geometry
for MOCVD QDs for InP coverage upon 4 ML; the base length is found to be
about 60 nm [126,123]. On the other hand, for SSMBE InP QDs also a lens-like
cross sectional geometry has been reported; however, the base length of those
dots is about 30 nm and larger than the base length of our dots [127,128].
Because the geometry of dots influences the optical properties and, together
with orientation and size distribution of QDs, determines the ordering of dots,
which is very important for application devices based on QDs, this ordering
will be discussed in more detail in a separate chapter (see Chapter 7).
5.4 Optical properties of InP quantum dots
5.4.1 Photoluminescence from InP quantum dots
Figure 5.21 shows PL spectra of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P structures on GaAs contain-
ing InP coverage of 2.5, 4, 6, and 8.5 ML plus 10 nm In0.48Ga0.52P cap layer.
All samples were grown under same conditions with an InP growth tempera-
ture of 410◦C. Apparently, with increasing InP coverage the PL peak maximum
shifts towards lower energy and the formation of the InP dots results in a mod-
ification of the PL spectra: The PL spectra of QW samples (containing InP
coverage of less than 3 ML) exhibit a broadening at lower energy side (see PL of
2.5 ML sample in Fig. 5.21) and to fit these spectra, we must take the thermic
population of subbands into consideration. The InP layers in the QW samples
are two-dimensional because the InP coverage is considerably lower than the
critical thickness for island formation (see Sec. 5.3.1). On the other hand, the
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PL spectra of QD samples indicate a simple Gaussian shape as predicted by
Wu et al. [129] having a PL linewidth determined by the size distribution in a
QD ensemble. Figure 5.22 depicts the low-temperature PL spectrum of a QD
sample (InP coverage is 5 ML) together with corresponding Gaussian fit.
FWHM of PL lines of the QD samples is 70± 10 meV and independent of
the InP coverage. This result is consistent with the relative standard deviation
for dot size distribution of about σL/L¯=14% from structural analysis depicted
in Figure 5.14, which predicts a large linewidth for PL of QDs. Although
the emission line for an individual dot is ultranarrow with a width due to the
limitation of resolution of experimental setup [130], the emission line of a QD
ensemble has a Gaussian form resulting mainly from the distribution of dot
volumes that leads to a variation in the energy levels of the single dots. We
attribute the PL line in QDs samples to radiative recombination of ground
state heavy-holes and electrons in the dots. Further evidence that the PL line
originates from the QDs is the lack of magnetic-field dependent splitting up to
14 T (see Sec. 5.4.2).
One interesting result from PL measurements on the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QD
samples is that we do not detect any PL from the two-dimensional wetting layer.
Here, the reason may be the high coverage density of QDs between 30% and 90%
in our samples; apparently the dots capture most of the excited electrons and
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Figure 5.21: PL spectra of samples with different InP coverage measured at
6 K, excited by the 514.5 nm line of an Ar+ laser with an excitation density of
5 W/cm2.
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Figure 5.22: Low-temperature PL spectrum of sample containing 5 ML InP
coverage (open circles) and the corresponding Gaussian fit (solid line). Fit
parameters: Emax=1.7147 eV and FWHM=0.0670 eV. The χ2-error is only
10−5.
are the attractive channel for electron and hole recombination. It is interesting
to note that only InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QD samples grown by MOCVD have so far
shown very weak luminescence from wetting layer [82,131].
Band alignment of InP quantum dots
For the understanding of electronic and optical properties of InP QDs a band
alignment modeling is required. To obtain a realistic approximation for the
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Figure 5.23: Band alignment scheme for a pseudomorphic InP/In0.48Ga0.52P
quantum slice according to Ref. [7].
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band alignment, we take strain effects into account by following the procedure
given in the model-solid theory by Van de Walle [7] (see Sec. 2.5). Because the
lateral dimensions for the QDs are much larger than their vertical dimensions,
we neglect the lateral confinement effects and model the QD as quantum slice
(finite in-plane size quantum well) embedded in In0.48Ga0.52P matrix with infi-
nite thickness. The modeled quantum slice and average QD have same volume
and base size but do not need to have same shape; the most important influence
on electronic properties has the volume [40,132]. The strain distribution inside
the QDs and surrounding matrix has a dominant influence on the electronic
structure (and actually, depends mainly on the dot shape). To simplify, how-
ever, we will neglect the inhomogeneity of the strain distribution in the QDs
and apply a homogeneous strain distribution instead. Figure 5.23 shows the
calculated band alignment.
Effect of InP coverage on photoluminescence
The dependence of PL peak energy on InP coverage is depicted in Figure 5.4.1
(solid circles). Using multivalley effective-mass approximation, the localization
energies for both electrons and heavy holes are calculated for the band alignment
shown in Figure 5.23 as functions of InP quantum slice thickness; the solid line
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Figure 5.24: Dependence of PL peak energy on InP coverage (solid circles).
The solid line indicates the calculated electron heavy-hole transition energy for
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P quantum slice as function of its thickness. Note that only
for QW samples the thickness of slice is the same as InP coverage. For QD
samples it is equal to the effective height of dots.
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in Figure 5.4.1 indicates the calculated electron heavy-hole transition energy.
The PL peak energy dependence may be divided into three zones represent-
ing certain ranges of InP coverage:
First zone is up to about 3 ML InP coverage: It seems that when InP cover-
age increases, the PL maxima decrease in energy in accordance with calculations
performed for the quantum slice (see Fig. 5.4.1) and the deposited InP is a two-
dimensional layer; this agrees very well with our results from structural analysis
indicating two-dimensional morphology for this InP coverage range where the
thickness of slice is the same as InP coverage.
Second zone is between 3 and 6 ML InP coverage: The PL maxima
here do not follow our calculation and are nearly independent of InP coverage
(1.72±0.02 eV). This observation supports again our results from structural
analysis, that we are not dealing with two-dimensional InP any more and the
samples contain QDs, which we treat as quantum slice having an effective thick-
ness given by ϑ= V¯QD/L¯2, where V¯QD and L¯ are the average volume and base
length of the QDs. Note that the effective thickness differs from InP coverage.
According to the high-resolution TEM results for a sample containing 4.2 ML
InP coverage, for instance, the average height, base and top length of dots are
about 2, 12, and 8 nm, respectively (see Fig. 5.3.2); assuming a truncated pyra-
midal shape for dots, we get a thickness of about 1.75 nm (≈6 ML) for the equiv-
alent quantum slice. For this quantum slice the calculated electron heavy-hole
transition is about 1.67 eV. However, the detected PL energy is about 50 meV
higher, but this result is in good agreement with our simple model considering
that we applied a homogeneous strain distribution in the dots. Furthermore,
we modeled the dots as very simple slices, thereby neglecting the known impact
of dot geometry on electronic structure and consequently on the optical transi-
tions. (There are several works about the influence of dot geometry on optical
and electronic properties; for example see References [133,134].)
Third zone is above 6 ML InP coverage: The PL maximum decreases as
in the first zone when the InP coverage becomes larger. It is a matter of fact
that the samples here contain quantum dots and the thickness of slice is not
the same as InP coverage. However, it seems that the PL peak energy again
follows in trend the calculation. But that is no indication that the InP in these
samples have a two-dimensional morphology. The reason for the redshift of the
PL peak may be the rapid rise of the volume of dots (see Table 5.2). The PL
energies for samples containing InP coverage between 7 and 9 ML coincide with
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electron-hole transition energies of quantum slices having a thickness between
5 and 7 ML. Using the known size for dots in the 9 ML sample (base and top
length about 30 and 15 nm and height about 4 nm) we obtain a slice thickness of
about 7 ML. The transition energy for that slice (calculated curve in Fig. 5.4.1)
is about 1.6 eV, which agrees well with the detected PL energy for 9 ML sample.
The fact that PL maxima in the second zone are nearly independent of the
InP coverage may be explained as follows: PL energy of QD samples is mainly
determined by two conflicting effects. One is the transition to 3D growth con-
nected with QD formation, which results in higher confinement and, conse-
quently, in higher PL energies. Second, due to strain and increasing thickness
(volume), the confinement decreases. Once the system has settled down, i.e.,
for InP coverage above 6 ML (third zone), only the second effect contributes
and the PL maxima again show a decreasing behavior with rising coverage.
A closer look in the second zone reveals a slight decrease of PL peak energy
of about 20 meV, which might be due to increase of dot volume.
It should be emphasized that this very simple model cannot provide a quan-
titative picture of the energy levels and optical transition in quantum dots and
it is just an approximation to get quickly and without complicated calculation
(a pen and a piece of paper are enough) some value for the PL energy.
Note that for the calculation of electron-hole transition we do not take into
account the lateral coupling between quantum dots, which affects of course the
PL peak energy, especially in our samples where the distance between dots is not
larger than their average base length. The lateral coupling results like vertical
coupling in a PL peak shift towards lower energy. Generally, the lateral coupling
amplitude between QDs may be estimated from the wave function decay in a
finite barrier, which is given by the expression
exp(−d√2meff∆E/~) (5.2)
where d denotes the barrier thickness and is the border-to-border distance be-
tween two coupled dots, meff is the effective mass, and ∆E is the energy dif-
ference between the ground states in the dots and the wetting layer [135]. Since
we observed no luminescence from wetting layer, we will use the PL energy of
2.5 ML thick QW (1.86 eV) to estimate the energy difference; the thickness of
2.5 ML for the wetting layer is known from cross-sectional TEM studies in Sec-
tion 5.3. For samples containing 4.5 ML InP coverage with an approximated
border-border distance of 12 nm and ground state energy of about 1.72 eV
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(∆E=140 meV), using the effective mass of InP (0.08me), we obtain a lateral
conduction band coupling amplitude of about 0.15%, which is not large but is
enough to redshift the calculated PL peak.
Excitation density dependent photoluminescence
Low-temperature PL spectra of a QD sample containing 4 ML InP coverage
at different excitation densities are shown in Figure 5.25; the excitation source
was the 514.5 nm line of an Ar+ laser and the measurements were carried out
at 10 K. As expected, the PL peak position does not change significantly for
excitation power increase by factor ten and is blueshifted only about 5 meV
(from 1.745 eV to 1.750 eV); the width of PL line is about 72±1 meV and
almost constant. Furthermore, we do not observe any saturation of QD PL
intensity within the measured range (see Fig. 5.25); such saturation is often
associated with defects or impurities.
Temperature dependent photoluminescence
Figure 5.26 shows the temperature evolution of the PL from a QD sample con-
taining 6 ML InP coverage. The excitation density was 65 W/cm2. The results
from these measurements may be classified into two temperature regimes: In
the first regime between 5–100 K the maximum of PL peak is at about 1.71 eV
and nearly constant, whereas in the second regime between 100–200 K the PL
maximum shifts towards lower energy by 40 meV (see Fig. 5.27). This behav-
ior is due to the temperature dependence of the bandgap and typical for III-V
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Figure 5.25: Low-temperature PL spectra (10 K) and dependence of integral
PL intensity on excitation density. The dashed line indicates the linear fit.
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Figure 5.26: Temperature-dependent PL spectra of a sample containing
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs resulting from 6 ML InP coverage (65 W/cm2). The
dashed line shows the peak maximum shift.
semiconductors and is given by Varshni equation [136]
Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− αT
2
T + β
(5.3)
where Eg(0) is the bandgap at 0 K, and α and β (Debye temperature) are
two material-dependent parameters. For InP bulk α = 4.9 × 10−4 eV/K and
β=327 K [137].
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Figure 5.27: Temperature-dependent peak maximum obtained from spectra
shown in Fig. 5.26. The dashed line indicates the temperature-dependent InP
bandgap, shifted in energy scale.
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Figure 5.28: The integrated PL intensity as function of temperature (Arrhenius
plot). The activation energy is derived from the slope of the solid line.
The behavior of integrated PL intensity as a function of inverse temperature
may provide information about the carrier activation energy, which can be
estimated by the following equation [138,139,140], derived from the Boltzmann
distribution:
I(T ) =
I0
1 +
n∑
i=1
ci exp(−EiA/kBT )
(5.4)
I(T ) is the integrated PL intensity at temperature T , ci is a temperature-
independent constant, EiA the activation energy for carriers and n is the number
of energy level. According to this simple model, the slope of the Arrhenius plot
depicted in Figure 5.28 gives the activation energy of localized heavy holes in
dot of about 110 meV, which is very helpful for understanding of dynamics of
carrier recombination in InP QDs and this will be discussed in Section 5.4.3.
5.4.2 Optical polarization anisotropy
The photoluminescence of several QD heterostructures often shows polarization
anisotropy due to the asymmetric shape of dots [55, 141, 142, 143]. In order to
study the effect of QD geometry on the optical matrix element and, thus, on the
PL spectrum on InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs, we investigated the linear polarization
of the emitted PL light, which polarized along [110] and [110] directions. The
results will be demonstrated and discussed in this section.
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Zero magnetic field
Figure 5.29 shows the low-temperature photoluminescence spectra of a sample
containing 5 ML InP polarized along [110] and [110] directions. The spectra
reveal a remarkable polarization anisotropy ρ of about 26%. The polarization
anisotropy is defined as
ρ =
I[110] − I[110]
I[110] + I[110]
(5.5)
where I[110] and I[110] denote the integral PL intensity along the [110] and [110]
directions. The integral PL intensity is proportional to the optical transition
matrix element between valence band and conduction band
I[110] ∝
∣∣< ψv|P[110]|ψc >∣∣2 (5.6)
where ψv and ψc denote the valence band and conduction band state, respec-
tively and P is the polarization vector.
No PL polarization anisotropy was observed between [100] and [010] direc-
tions and also the PL polarization anisotropy of the In0.48Ga0.52P buffer and
GaAs substrate vanished.
Interpretation of polarization anisotropy requires detailed theoretical inves-
tigation (see also the discussion of optical anisotropy in Sec. 6.3.3). Yang et
al. calculated the electronic structures of [136]-faceted QDs using the atom-
istic valence force-field (VFF) model (for calculation of strain distribution) and
eight-band k·p theory. They showed that the optical anisotropy is strongly
dependent on the shape of the dots and that the PL spectra from QDs must be
polarized along the longest axis of the QDs [144]. However, Wang et al. cal-
culated the electronic structures of [110]-faceted, square-based pyramidal QDs,
using a pseudopotential approach including spin-orbit-coupling [145]. They
found that due to the strong coupling between hole states, the lowest interband
transition has very different intensities along the two in-plane substrate direc-
tions [110] and [110]. On the other hand, in several works [55,141,142,143] the
PL polarization anisotropy of elongated QDs along their longest axes have been
reported.
To summarize above results, the optical polarization anisotropy of QDs
can be caused by mixing of heavy-hole and light-hole states [146] that may
be induced by asymmetric lateral confinement and anisotropic lateral strain
[141]. The asymmetric lateral confinement due to an asymmetric dot shape may
result in stronger lateral polarization along the direction the QD is elongated
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Figure 5.29: Low-temperature PL spectra (10 K) of a single layer of buried
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs polarized along [110] and [110]. The orientation of the
sample is sketched in the upper-left edge.
in [144]. Additionally, the level crossing between hole states may result in
optical anisotropy [147] that will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2.
On the other hand, the structural properties of the In0.48Ga0.52P matrix
may also cause anisotropy in the optical transition of InP QDs. Wei et al. have
demonstrated that (In,Ga)P alloy ordering induces anisotropy in the optical
transition intensities [114]. Sugisaki et al. observed a strong optical polarization
dependence of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs, which have nearly equal base size along
[110] and [110] directions [148]. They found, moreover, strong anisotropy also
for the PL signal from In0.48Ga0.52P layer. The authors suggest that the PL
anisotropy from QDs is induced by anisotropic strain in the In0.48Ga0.52Pmatrix
because of lateral change in alloy composition along [110] and [110] directions
[148]. In our case, though, we do not observe any PL polarization anisotropy
from In0.48Ga0.52P and therefore, we can exclude the impact of matrix and
buffer on PL polarization anisotropy from InP QDs and conclude that the
measured PL anisotropy here is induced by the dots.
Nonzero magnetic field
For a further study of the origin of the polarization anisotropy we performed
polarization-dependent PL measurements in a magnetic field B perpendicular
to the surface of sample.
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Figure 5.30: Polarization anisotropy ρ of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs as a function
of magnetic field perpendicular to the surface, measured at 10 K. The dashed
line is a guide to the eye.
Generally, the magnetic confinement length λB is given by the cyclotron
radius
λB =
√
~
e0B
(5.7)
At about zero magnetic field the magnetic confinement length is much larger
than the dot diameters. With increasing magnetic field the magnetic confine-
ment length becomes gradually smaller. Finally, at a critical magnetic field Bc
the magnetic confinement length and the dot diameter have the same value.
Only for magnetic fields higher than Bc the magnetic field energy determines
the quantization energy.
For dots having average base length between 15 and 40 nm, Bc is between
2.5 T and 0.4 T, respectively; that means that at the latest for B higher than
2.5 T, the magnetic field determines the quantization energy in our dots. How-
ever, because of the broad PL line, we do not observe any energy shift of QD
PL line dependent on magnetic field.
Figure 5.30 shows the PL polarization anisotropy ρ of InP QDs as a function
of magnetic field, measured at 10 K. Apparently, ρ does not systematically
depend on magnetic field when B rises from 0 to 14 T. The average value of
background polarization anisotropy in this magnetic field is 27%. If the PL
polarization anisotropy is due to the level crossing between hole states [147]
(see Sec. 6.3.2) or the coupling between dots [149], the background polarization
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anisotropy should be magnetic field dependent. On the other hand, if the PL
polarization anisotropy is mainly because of the anisotropic shape of the dots
that causes an anisotropy in strain distribution, ρ should be nearly magnetic
field independent.
In the case of elongated dots, most of the strain in dots is accommodated by
the elastic deformation along the shortest axis. The asymmetric lateral strain
results in the mixing of heavy-hole and light-hole states and causes the optical
polarization anisotropy [146,150].
Our results support that the optical polarization anisotropy in
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs is because of their asymmetric shape and the dots are
elongated along [110] direction, which confirms the results from structural anal-
ysis in this system (see also Chapter 7).
5.4.3 Dynamics of carrier recombination
Pryor et al. calculated the electronic structure of pyramidal InP QDs em-
bedded in In0.48Ga0.52P matrix [151] using the envelope approximation and
including the effects of strain, piezoelectric polarization, and mixing among six
valence bands. According to their calculation, the electrons are confined en-
tirely inside the InP dot, whereas the holes are confined to multiple pockets
in and around the dots. Such spatial separation of holes and electrons gives
rise to an indirect heterointerface and a type-II system. Furthermore, based on
Pryor’s model, Janssens et al. theoretically investigated the exciton properties
in InP/In0.48Ga0.52P type-II QDs [152].
The results from time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy on our dots, how-
ever, do not indicate any trace of typical recombination dynamics in type-II
systems. The low-temperature transients (10 K) from a QD sample containing
4 ML InP is shown in Figure 5.4.3. The solid line depicts the simple exponen-
tial decay with time constant τ=120 ps. The carrier lifetime in the other QD
samples was also in the range of several hundred picoseconds (100–500 ps), in
agreement with other time-resolved studies [153, 85, 154]. This carrier lifetime
is typical for QD heterostructures having direct interfaces, i.e. type I, coincid-
ing with our calculated band alignment as discussed in 5.4.1. In the case of
type-II QDs, when the electrons localize within the dots and holes around the
dots, the electron-hole overlap is smaller than for a type I, leading to a longer
carrier decay time in nanosecond ranges, known from other type-II QDs such
as GaAs/GaSb [155].
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Figure 5.31: PL transient from a QD sample containing 4 ML InP coverage.
The transient is detected at peak maximum (1.73 eV) and 5 K. The solid line
shows the fit with the corresponding time constant.
In addition to results from time-resolved spectroscopy, the PL of InP/
In0.48Ga0.52P QDs has been investigated under high pressure by Ulrich et
al. [156]. This powerful technique can provide information on electronic struc-
ture of dots. The high-pressure PL indicated that both electrons and holes were
located inside dots.
Altogether, we believe that Pryor’s calculation is not realistic and cannot
explain the experimental results, which point out that InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs
are type I.
A closer look at the time-resolved luminescence spectra shows that the tran-
sients may be better fitted using a biexponential decay model. Here, the reason
may be a superposition of recombination processes in different dots due to lat-
eral coupling. Such biexponential decay behavior is also reported for vertically
coupled InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs [154].
5.5 Conclusions
The growth, structural, and optical properties of In0.48Ga0.52P lattice matched
to GaAs as well as of InP quantum dots have been described and discussed.
Our results indicate that the grown In0.48Ga0.52P alloy is almost disordered
and ordering effects cannot change significantly the properties of the samples
containing quantum dots.
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The formation of QDs begins via the Stranski-Krastanow mechanism after
deposition of a critical InP coverage of 3 ML. Intense PL from the InP quantum
dots was observed between 1.6 and 1.75 eV. This optical emission is attributed
to the direct transitions between the electrons and heavy-holes confined in the
InP dots. The PL peak energy can be explained well using a realistic multivalley
effective-mass approximation based on a type-I band alignment. The type-I
band alignment of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs was furthermore confirmed by the
carrier lifetime of about 100–500 ps, which is typical for type-I systems.
Chapter 6
InP/GaP system
6.1 Introduction
Analogous to the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system, InP QD formation on GaP via
the Stranski-Krastanow mechanism is expected under proper growth conditions
[47,157,158], driven by the 7.7% lattice mismatch between InP and GaP, which
is 4% higher than between InP and In0.48Ga0.52P.
Optical emission from the direct-bandgap InP islands embedded in the indi-
rect GaP matrix is expected to lie between the InP and GaP bandgaps in visible
range [158]. The use of GaP as substrate has further potential advantages of
larger strain and larger bandgap difference, allowing more flexibility in varying
the emission wavelength. Additionally, structures on GaP could take advan-
tage of a well-developed LED technology. Furthermore, using GaP rather than
GaAs as the substrate allows easier extraction of the emitted light for vertical
structures, since the substrate is transparent to the respective wavelength.
In this chapter the growth, structural, and optical properties, together with
carrier dynamics and electronic structure of InP QDs in and on GaP will be
presented and discussed.
Section 6.2 surveys the growth and structural properties: Because of the
influence of the epitaxial GaP matrix on the InP QDs, first the growth of bulk
GaP will be demonstrated, followed by the discussion of growth and structural
properties of InP/GaP quantum structures, i.e. QWs and QDs. Section 6.3
surveys and discusses the optical properties of InP/GaP QWs and QDs and
concludes with the discussion of carrier dynamics in this material system.
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6.2 Growth and structural properties
6.2.1 Epitaxial GaP
GaP has been the most widely used material for light emitting diodes in the last
decades and, hence, numerous groups have studied the growth and properties
of this III-V compound. The growth of GaP using GSMBE has been reported
in detail in [159,160,161].
Growth conditions
Samples were grown on (001)-GaP substrates; prior to growth, the substrates
were etched in a solution of 4HCl : 4HNO3 : 5H2O [160]. After oxide desorption
at a temperature of about 620◦C, a 200–500 nm GaP layer was grown at a
temperature between 500◦C and 590◦C and at a rate between 1 µm/h and
0.9 µm/h. It should be noted that the growth temperature during epitaxy
on GaP substrate is obtained only from the thermocouple and the pyrometer
was not usable due to large bandgap difference between GaP and GaAs, the
pyrometer having been calibrated for the latter (see also Sec. 3.2.2). To have a
P-stabilized surface, the PH3 flux was kept sufficiently high.
During the growth process the RHEED patterns were monitored. The sur-
face showed almost a (2 × 4)-reconstruction, indicating a P-stabilized surface
(anion rich) that is also observed and has been calculated by other groups
[159, 162, 163, 164, 165]. However, analogous to the growth of other III-V com-
pounds, the change of III/V ratio can give rise to other surface reconstruction
and at very low PH3 flux the surface shows a (4 × 4)-reconstruction, which
indicates a Ga-stabilized surface (cation rich), in agreement with most re-
ports [163,164,165].
Three-dimensional surface: According to Reference [160], growth temper-
atures lower than 570◦C result in three-dimensional growth surface, indepen-
dently of III/V ratio, due to a reduction in the mobility of the Ga atoms on the
GaP surface. We do not observe, though, the formation of three-dimensional
surface at lower temperatures (500–570◦C); the difference in calibration of tem-
perature maybe gives rise to this different observation. On the other hand, we
have observed that for very high PH3 flux three-dimensional growth surface
can occur; we suggest that the reason may be again the low mobility of the Ga
atoms on the surface.
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Figure 6.1: Atomic force micrographs of two GaP samples (measured size was
8.5×8.5 µm2) grown at the same temperature (500◦C) and rate (0.9µm/h) but
under different PH3 flux: The flux for sample with three-dimensional surface
(left image) was 30% higher than for sample with smooth surface (right image).
The height is scaled by different contrast given in the boxes on the bottom of
images.
Furthermore, the two-dimensional surface growth of GaP at a low tem-
perature of about 200◦C using gas-source molecular beam epitaxy has been
reported [166].
Oval defects: The other difficulty with GaP epitaxy is the control of oval
defects. In MBE-grown GaAs layer the formation of this kind of defect is
related often to the substrate preparation, incomplete removal of Ga oxides, or
to the Ga source cells [167,168]. On the other hand, the study of oval defects in
MOMBE-grown InP demonstrated that the origin of oval defects is the surface
contamination and their density is independent of the growth parameters and
only their size can be impacted by growth temperature and III/V ratio [169].
In the case of GaP epitaxial layer, we do not find any relation between presence
Figure 6.2: Scanning electron micrograph of the surface of epitaxial GaP, in-
cluding oval defects. The sample was tilted about 45◦ (20 kV, 2.05 pA).
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Figure 6.3: Plan-view SEM image of oval defects (20 kV, 16.5 pA).
of oval defects and substrate preparation or incomplete removal of Ga oxides.
Since we are using the same Ga source for all samples, the defects can neither
be attributed to the quality of Ga. According to our observation, however, the
density of oval defects becomes lower when the growth temperature is reduced.
6.2.2 InP/GaP quantum wells
Two-dimensional, defect-free growth of InP on GaP is limited to very thin
layers because of the large lattice mismatch of 7.7% between the two materials.
After deposition of only about 1.8 monolayers of InP the formation of dots is
observed (see Sec. 6.2.3). Thin InP layers embedded in (001)-GaP have already
been studied using spectroscopic ellipsometry [170]. This section will present
and discuss the growth of such ultrathin layers.
Growth conditions
The initial growth steps for samples containing InP quantum wells have been
described in Section 6.2.1. After growth of 200 nm GaP buffer at 500◦C and at a
rate of 0.9 µm/h, the desired coverage of InP was deposited at a rate of 0.8 ML/s
(0.22 µm/h). We measure the InP coverage in ML on the GaP surface taking
into consideration the enlargement of the vertical InP lattice constant under
compressive in-plane strain (6.730 × 1014 indium atoms/cm2 in a compressed
monolayer). Each sample contains a 1–9 periods InP/GaP superlattice with
GaP thickness of 4 nm and InP thickness between 0.5 and 1.6 ML, dependent
on sample. The resulting structures were capped with 10 nm GaP. The growth
process was monitored using reflection high-energy electron diffraction; during
GaP and InP growth, the surface showed a (2 × 4)-reconstruction, indicating
two-dimensional growth.
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Structural properties
Structural properties of the samples were characterized using double crystal
X-ray diffractometry and atomic force microscopy. The AFM data confirm the
absence of islanding in the structures.
Figure 6.4 displays experimental (004) rocking curves together with simu-
lations from dynamical diffraction theory. Due to the InP/GaP superlattice,
satellite peaks (denoted as S−1, S0, and S1) appear in the proximity of the
GaP substrate reflection (denoted as P). The position of the zero-order satellite
peak S0 with respect to P is connected to the mean vertical elastic strain inside
the superlattice and, therefore, yields information on the average amount of
indium. Consequently, S0 shifts from −1000 to −2000 arcsec as the InP cover-
age is increased from 0.8 to 1.5 ML. Good agreement between experiment and
simulations is achieved (see Fig. 6.4); the best fit parameters (dGaP = 42.5 A˚,
dInP =2.6, 4.0, and 5.3 A˚) agree with the RHEED data as monitored during
growth. Furthermore, the existence of pendello¨sung fringes in the experimental
rocking curves reflects the high structural quality of the InP/GaP layers.
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Figure 6.4: X-ray rocking curves (004) of InP/GaP superlattices with different
InP coverage along with respective simulations (solid lines, below the curves).
The best fits are obtained using dGaP = 42.5 A˚, dInP =2.6, 4.0, and 5.3 A˚ for the
lower, middle, and top curve, respectively. With decreasing InP coverage, the
zero-order superlattice satellite (S0) shifts from −2000 to −1000 arcsec towards
the GaP substrate peak (P).
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6.2.3 InP/GaP quantum dots
The growth of large (400 nm in lateral size and 100 nm in height) relaxed
InP islands on GaP using organometalic vapor-phase epitaxy after deposition
of about 1.2 ML InP is reported in Reference [47]. Likewise, Junno et al.
reported the formation of relaxed InP QDs on GaP after deposition of about
3 ML InP using chemical beam epitaxy [157]; according to their studies, the
height of islands changed between 5 and 20 nm. This section will discuss and
demonstrate the growth and structural properties of our own InP quantum dots
grown on and in GaP.
Growth conditions
After oxide desorption, a 200 nm GaP buffer layer was grown at 500–565◦C
at a rate of 0.9 µm/h. The growth was then interrupted while the substrate
temperature was being reduced. Subsequently, the desired coverage of InP was
deposited at 410–490◦C, followed by a growth interruption of 60 s. The InP
growth rate has been varied between 0.08 and 0.22 µm/h for different samples.
Each sample contains one to five periods InP/GaP with InP coverage between
1.8 and 5.8 ML and GaP thickness of 5–20 nm, dependent on sample. The
resulting structures were capped with GaP. At the beginning of InP growth,
the RHEED pattern appeared streaky, indicating two-dimensional growth (see
Sec. 6.2.2), and became gradually spotty and less intense after deposition of
about 1.8 ML of InP (three-dimensional growth). The samples used for atomic
force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy studies were grown without
cap layer.
Structural properties
The quality of InP and GaP layers were examined in the first step by X-ray
measurements. DCXD studies reveal a good structural quality of the InP/GaP
samples. Figure 6.5 displays experimental (004) rocking curves together with
simulations using dynamical diffraction theory for a sample containing 5 periods
InP/GaP with InP thickness of about 0.65 nm (2.1 ML) and GaP thickness of
about 12.6 nm. The cap layer thickness is 15 nm. Analogous to the InP/GaP
QWs (Fig. 6.4), due to the InP/GaP superlattice, pronounced satellite peaks
(denoted as S−2, S−1, S0, and S1) appear beside the GaP substrate reflection
(P). The existence of pendello¨sung fringes in the experimental rocking curves
once more confirm a good structural quality.
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Figure 6.5: X-ray rocking curves (004) of InP/GaP QDs (dots) and respective
simulation (solid lines).
Both the in situ RHEED measurements and the AFM studies indicate that
dot formation begins after deposition of about 1.8 ML of InP. The size and the
area density are strongly dependent on growth conditions.
Effect of InP coverage: AFM investigation of samples grown under same
conditions (temperature, PH3 pressure, growth rate) with different InP cov-
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Figure 6.6: Area density (dots per 108 cm2) as function of InP coverage. The
samples were grown under same conditions; data have been obtained from AFM
studies. The dashed line is a guide to the eye and indicates the evolution of dot
formation.
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Figure 6.7: Histogram of the lateral size of quantum dots in the sample con-
taining 5.8 ML InP coverage; data have been obtained from AFM measurement.
erage has shown that the dot density changes in the range of 2–6×108 cm−2
for samples with InP coverage between 1.9 and 5.8 ML grown at 450◦C with a
rate of about 0.08 ML/s (see Fig. 6.6). Apparently, the size of dots is nearly
independent of InP coverage. The average lateral length and the height for
the sample containing 5.8 ML InP are about 100 nm and 20 nm, respectively
(Fig. 6.8). A relatively broad distribution of dot base size with standard de-
viation of 40 nm is found for this sample (see Fig. 6.7). The amount of InP
contained in the wetting layer (whose thickness is determined from both the
onset of QD formation and from PL measurements) and in the QDs (as deter-
mined from their dimensions and densities measured with AFM) is consistent
with the total amount of InP deposited.
These dots are significantly larger than those typically observed in other
systems with high lattice mismatch. Island size depends on a variety of factors
including the specific properties of the material system and the growth condi-
tions, one of which is the effect of PH3 flux that will be discussed next in this
section.
Furthermore, higher magnification AFM images reveal that the larger is-
lands in our distribution are probably composed of two up to four smaller dots
that have conglomerated (”quantum flower”, see Fig. 6.9); a detailed statisti-
cal analysis shows no indication, however, of a multi-modal size distribution
(Fig. 6.7). Preference for cluster nucleation (”flowering”) may be here either
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Figure 6.8: Atomic force micrograph of InP quantum dots with 5.8 ML InP
coverage on a (001)-GaP surface.
Figure 6.9: Atomic force micrograph of large dots from two samples containing
3 and 5.8 ML InP.
because of reduction of the surface energy (Oswald ripening) or because of
already existing dots.
Additionally, the large size of the InP/GaP QDs compared to other III-V
QDs can be explained by the total strain energy. The total strain energy in
the continuum mechanical model is proportional to the elastic constant and the
square of the lattice-mismatch degree [10]. Because of larger elastic constants in
bulk InP than in bulk InAs [11], a higher strain energy in the InP/GaP system
is expected, which should lead to earlier strain relaxation and larger dots (see
also Sec. 2.5).
Effect of PH3 flux: According to our observations, higher phosphorus flux
leads to smaller quantum dots. This agrees with what is reported for InP/GaP-
MOVPE islands in Reference [47]. The same effect has also been observed for
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the InAs/GaAs system, resulting in QDs as large as 100 nm [51]. Figure 6.10
shows an AFM image from a sample containing 3 ML InP. The dots in this
sample are significantly smaller than those in Figure 6.9 because of the higher
PH3 flux used. Furthermore, higher PH3 flux results in an increase of QD area
density. The data for the two samples from Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 are
compiled in Table 6.1.
PH3 flux area density base length height
1.5 2×108 100 18
2.2 5×109 25 3
Table 6.1: Area density per cm2 and average base length and height in nm of
InP QDs grown under different PH3 flux (SCCM), data have been obtained
from AFM studies. InP coverage is about 3 ML.
Figure 6.10: AFM micrograph of a sample containing 3 ML InP grown under
high PH3 flux.
Geometry of InP quantum dots: SEM studies of the uncapped InP reveal
a truncated pyramidal shape for large QDs (see Fig. 6.11). SEM cannot provide,
however, information on the shape of small and capped dots. As for TEM
studies, the plan-view image of InP/GaP QDs does not appear like the typical
TEM images from other III-V QD systems (see also Sec. 5.3.2). Figure 6.12
shows dark-field plan-view TEM images of a QD sample containing 2.1 ML InP.
The average base length of QDs for this sample is about 19.5±0.6 nm; the height
of the dots, according to high-resolution TEM, is between 3 and 5 nm. The
interpretation of these TEM images is not straightforward. The high-resolution
TEM image is also not helpful because of high noise; the image exhibits a diffuse
shape for dots. Altogether, it is very difficult to make statements about the
shape of small InP/GaP dots.
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Figure 6.11: Scanning electron micrograph of InP quantum dots.
Figure 6.12: Dark-field plan-view TEM image of a QD sample containing
2.1 ML InP coverage. Average base length of dots is 19.5±0.6 nm.
6.3 Optical properties and carrier dynamics
Optical properties are determined by the electronic structure, which depends
strongly on the structural properties of quantum dots and on strain. To obtain
the electronic structure of InP quantum structures, we will again apply our
simple model described in Section 5.4.1.
6.3.1 Electronic structure
To obtain the electronic structure of QDs, we first calculate the band alignment
between the strained InP layer and the GaP matrix.
The band alignment, including strain effects, is estimated using the model-
solid theory by Van de Walle [7]. For the resulting band alignment we calculate
the localization energies for both electrons and heavy holes as functions of InP
thickness. Because the lateral dimensions of the QDs are much larger than their
vertical dimensions (see Sec. 6.2.2), analogous to InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system, we
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neglect the lateral confinement effects and also model the QDs as slices (see
Sec. 5.4.1). Within this simple, multivalley effective-mass approximation, we
find that for the InP/GaP QWs with InP coverage thinner than about 3 nm
(8 ML), the Γ-like electrons in InP layer are located at a higher energy than the
X states in the GaP layer — for instance, in the case of ultrathin QW (thinner
than 1 nm) the Γ-like electrons in InP layer are about 500 meV higher in energy
than GaP X states — leading to localization of electrons in the X valley in
the GaP. Hence, the structure is type II (see Fig 6.15). Our model indicates
that for the QDs, on the other hand, the Γ-like electrons in InP are located
approximately at the same energy as the X valley in the GaP matrix, implying
that the electrons localize in both materials. For this reason, the electrons in
both the InP and GaP layer are similarly available for carrier recombination,
and the band alignment for InP QDs embedded in a GaP matrix is either type I
or a mixing of type I and type II. Figure 6.13 shows the corresponding band
alignment for ultrathin InP QWs and InP QDs (modeled as quantum slice). It
should be noted that this simple model cannot give the exact image of electronic
structures of QDs and in order to obtain the realistic electronic structure, it is
necessary to compare our model with the experimental results discussed in the
next sections.
6.3.2 Optical emission from ultrathin InP/GaP quantum wells
In the related material system, InP/In0.48Ga0.52P, intense photoluminescence
due to radiative recombination of heavy-holes and electrons in both InP QDs
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Figure 6.13: Valence and conduction band alignment schema of the pseudomor-
phic InP/GaP QW and QD. The arrows indicate the possibilities of electron-
hole recombination.
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Figure 6.14: Photoluminescence spectra of samples with different InP coverage
measured at 5 K.
and InP QWs embedded in In0.48Ga0.52P is observed at energies between 1.6
and 1.9 eV (see Sec. 5.4). Similarly, optical emission from InP QWs embedded
in the indirect GaP matrix is expected to lie between the InP and GaP bandgap.
Photoluminescence of InP/GaP quantum wells
Figure 6.14 shows the PL spectra of three InP/GaP structures. The InP layers
in the structures remain two-dimensional because the InP coverage is consider-
ably lower than the critical thickness for island formation [158]. The measure-
ments were carried out at 5 K with an excitation density of about 20 W/cm2
provided by the 325 nm line of a He-Cd laser; the emission was dispersed in a
1 m monochromator and detected by a CCD camera. The PL emission from
the sample with 0.8 ML of InP consists of four intense PL lines in the energy
range of 2.22–2.28 eV with full width at half maximum of 15±2 meV. The
total emission intensity grows linearly with increasing excitation power den-
sity between 1 and 20 W/cm2. Samples with more InP coverage have similar
emission with all lines redshifted. These PL spectra are also similar to those of
GaAsxP1−x/GaP [171,172,173] and AlP/GaP [174] type-II quantum wells. The
energy differences between the highest energy PL line and the other three tran-
sitions are 12, 30, and 40 meV for all samples. The energy separations between
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Figure 6.15: Calculated recombination energies of electron and heavy hole in
InP/GaP structures as functions of InP nominal thickness for type-II (solid line)
and type-I (dashed line) system. Solid circles show the experimental no-phonon
PL peak energies.
the peaks and the independence of these separations with respect to InP cover-
age suggest that the three emissions peaks with lower energy are phonon repli-
cas of the highest-lying peak. The separations agree well with the transversal
acoustic (TA), longitudinal acoustic (LA), and either transversal optical (TO)
or longitudinal optical (LO) phonon near the X points in the GaP Brillouin
zone with energies of 13.2, 30.4, and 44–45 meV, respectively [175,176]. These
energies are not appreciably changed for InyGa1−yP with small In mole frac-
tion [175]. Thus, we identify the highest energy peak in each spectrum as the
no-phonon (NP) emission and the lower energy peaks as its phonon replicas.
In contrast to the similar GaAsxP1−x/GaP system, albeit with much thicker
quantum wells [172], the relative intensity of this no-phonon line compared to
the other three lines does not appear to decrease with the decreasing thickness
of the InP layer. In these very thin InP layers, however, the Γ-X mixing is
probably strongly affected by interface roughness, the interdiffusion of In and
Ga, and disorder. The broad emission at the lower energy side of the PL spec-
trum for the 1.5 ML QW could be related to defects in the highly strained
two-dimensional InP layer, which also result in the somewhat decreased total
PL intensity compared to structures with thinner InP. Note that island forma-
tion already occurs for InP depositions of 1.8 ML (see Sec. 6.2.3), only slightly
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thicker than this 1.5 ML sample.
The calculated electron to heavy-hole transition energy as function of InP
thickness for both the type-I transitions (Γ-valley electrons in the first subband
of the InP quantum well with heavy holes in the InP) and type-II transitions (X-
valley electrons in the GaP with heavy holes in the InP) is shown in Figure 6.15.
Our calculations also include the coupling of adjacent InP quantum wells, since
the superlattice constant (dInP+dGaP) is less than 5 nm. This calculated energy
configuration resembles that of the GaAsxP1−x/GaP system, whose PL spectra
are also similar [171]. The same QW thickness dependence of band alignment
has also been observed for essentially unstrained GaAs/AlAs QW structures
[177, 178]. The calculated type-I transitions have energies exceeding 2.7 eV
for InP coverage of less then 2 ML, while the calculated type-II transitions lie
between 2.25 and 2.35 eV. As seen in Figure 6.14, measured energies of the no-
phonon transitions (solid circles in Fig. 6.15) are between 2.2 and 2.3 eV, in very
good agreement with the calculated type-II transitions and much lower than
the calculated type-I transitions. A type-I relationship becomes favorable when
the InP is thicker than about 8 ML, a thickness only realizable in QDs [158].
Thus, the experimentally determined PL energies for the 2D InP films are in
much better agreement with the calculation assuming a type-II system.
Raman scattering
To obtain information about the phonons in strained layers, we performed Ra-
man spectroscopy on ultrathin InP/GaP QWs. Figure 6.16 shows the Raman
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Figure 6.16: Raman spectrum of strained InP/GaP QWs (dashed line). The
solid line exhibits the fit using: InP(LO)=43 meV and GaP(TO)=45 meV.
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spectrum of a sample containing nine periods InP/GaP with InP thickness of
about 0.4 nm and GaP thickness of about 4 nm. The longitudinal optical
phonon from GaP is a well-known feature. We can also see the scattering from
transversal optical phonon in GaP shifted by 365.7 cm−1 (45 meV) and weak
scattering from LO phonon in InP shifted by 345.8 cm−1 (45 meV). The strain-
induced shifts of the GaP LO phonons indicate the misfit strains, which are
known to exist in this monolayer superlattice.
Time-resolved photoluminescence
In order to investigate the dynamics of carrier recombination in InP/GaP het-
erostructures, we performed time-resolved PL measurements at 5 K. The tran-
sients exhibit an exponential decay with a decay time of 19±1 ns detected at
different energies (NP, TA, LA, LO), which is nearly independent of the InP
coverage in the range of 0.8 to 1.5 ML. Figure 6.17 shows the PL transients
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Figure 6.17: PL transients from the sample with 0.8 ML InP coverage. The
transients were detected at 2.24 eV (a) and 2.27 eV (b) at 5 K. The dashed
lines show the fit with the corresponding time constant. The inset shows the
PL spectrum with the positions of the detection energies marked by a and b.
detected at 2.24 eV (a) and 2.27 eV (b) along with their fits.
The results from time-resolved PL further confirm our band alignment mod-
eling: Compared to the carrier lifetime in a thin strained type-I system of about
100 ps [179], the significantly longer carrier lifetime for ultrathin InP/GaP QWs
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can only be explained by a type-II band alignment in this system.
6.3.3 Optical emission from InP/GaP quantum dots
The growth of InP quantum dots is also reported in References [47,157]. How-
ever, the dots in both publications do not exhibit any luminescence. Junno
et al. reported unsuccessful photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence mea-
surements [157]. They assume the large strain in the system to change the
conduction band confinement into zero and this to be the reason of no lumines-
cence from InP/GaP heterostructures.
This section presents and discusses the emission from InP QDs embedded
in GaP matrix.
Photoluminescence of InP/GaP quantum dots
Figure 6.18 shows the PL spectra of three InP/GaP structures, one containing
strained two-dimensional InP layers (sample A) and the others QDs (samples B
and C). For comparison, the luminescence from the epitaxial GaP buffer is also
shown. The InP/GaP samples consist of five periods containing 0.5 ML (QW
sample), 1.9 ML (QD sample B), and 2.1 ML InP (QD sample C), respectively.
The InP growth rate was about 0.08 µm/h for sample B and 0.22 µm/h for
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Figure 6.18: Photoluminescence spectra of samples with different InP coverage
measured at 5 K, excited by the 325 nm line of a He-Cd laser.
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sample A and C. The measurements were carried out at 5 K, excitation was
done using the 325 nm line of a He-Cd laser with a density of about 20 W/cm2.
The PL emission from the two-dimensional InP sample consists again of
two intense and relatively narrow lines separated by 30 meV (see the discussion
about PL line shape in Section 6.3.2). For InP coverage greater than 1.8 ML,
both RHEED and AFM indicate three-dimensional growth resulting in quantum
dots (see Sec. 6.2.3). The PL from such samples includes additional emission
at about 2.0 eV, being attributed to radiative recombination of heavy-holes
and electrons in the dots. The reason for the redshift of the QD luminescence
in sample C compared to that from sample B can be the higher InP coverage
in sample C. The PL associated with the 2D InP wetting layer remains, but
is shifted to lower energy and is weaker. These effects resemble those of the
InAs/GaAs system and indicate that a part of the wetting layer is consumed
in the formation of the QDs [180].
All PL spectra of InP/GaP QD samples indicate a simple Gaussian shape
whose width is determined by the size distribution in a QD ensemble [129]. At
low excitation density (3 W/cm2) the full width at half maximum of the PL
line, dependent on growth conditions, varies between 40 and 70 meV.
Temperature-dependent photoluminescence: Figure 6.19 shows the
temperature evolution of the PL from an InP/GaP QD sample. The excitation
density was 10 W/cm2. As the temperature is increased from 5 K, the lumi-
nescence shifts from the wetting layer to the QDs due to the interplay between
various capture and recombination channels. At 80 K the PL from the wetting
layer vanishes. This behavior is similar to what we observe in the InAs/GaAs
system and in the GaSb/GaAs system [121].
In the temperature dependence of the PL, two distinct temperature regimes
can be recognized. In the first regime (5–80 K) the overall PL intensity in-
creases, whereas, in the second regime (80–300 K) it decreases (see Fig. 6.20).
The integrated PL intensity is proportional to the number of excited electron-
hole pairs that radiatively recombine. This radiative recombination, and with
it the total PL intensity, is determined by two effects:
(1) The increase of PL intensity with increasing temperature at lower tem-
peratures may result from electrons which were in the GaP barrier and in the
InP wetting layer thermally escaping into the QDs where the recombination
rate is much higher. On the other hand, the rise of PL intensity could also
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Figure 6.19: Temperature dependence of the PL spectra of sample C with InP
QDs resulting from 2.1 ML InP coverage.
be due to the existence of QDs with type-II band alignment or existence of
vacancies in the InP QDs which capture some of the excited electrons. The
captured electrons are localized lower than Γ valley in the InP QD and re-
combine nonradiatively [181]. Only when the electrons can gain energy and
are released into the Γ-valley state in the InP QD, for example by thermic ac-
tivation during increasing of temperature, the electron-hole pairs are able to
recombine radiatively, resulting in higher overall-PL intensity.
(2) The decrease of PL intensity with increasing temperature at higher
temperatures is mainly due to the reduced spatial localization of the electron
population and therefore to a decrease in the electron-hole overlap.
For temperatures below 80 K the first effect is stronger than the second one.
Therefore, we observe an increasing integrated PL intensity, whereas for tem-
peratures above 80 K, the second effect dominates and we observe a decreasing
integrated PL intensity.
Using the temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity, we deter-
mine the activation energy of heavy holes in the QDs. For temperatures higher
than 220 K, the localization energy of electrons can be neglected compared the
localization energy of heavy holes. Thus, the slope of a plot for temperatures
higher than 220 K gives the activation energy for heavy holes; we obtain an
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Figure 6.20: Integrated PL intensity as function of inverse temperature. The
activation energy is derived from the slope of the solid line.
activation energy of 398± 20 meV, which is the energy difference between the
heavy-hole subband and the valence band discontinuity, ∆Ev − Ehh1. This
activation energy also corresponds to the energy difference between the QD
luminescence and the GaP indirect bandgap, indicating that the GaP X-states
have approximately the same energy as the Γ-like lowest electronic subband in
the InP (see Fig. 6.20) in agreement with the band alignment modeling dis-
cussed in Section 6.3.1.
The analysis of temperature evolution of the PL linewidth for QD samples
with different InP coverage indicates that the linewidth is not significantly
affected by the temperature rising, as expected for PL from QDs.
In order to obtain information on the dynamics of carrier recombination
in InP QDs, we determined the activation energy of heavy holes in the QDs.
We have analyzed the integrated PL intensity from the QDs as a function
of inverse temperature (see Fig. 6.20). For temperatures higher than 220 K
the localization energy of electrons can be neglected against the localization
energy of heavy holes. Hence, the slope of a plot for temperatures higher
than 220 K gives the activation energy of heavy holes; we obtain an activation
energy of 398 ± 20 meV, which corresponds to the energy difference between
the QD luminescence and the GaP indirect bandgap. This result agrees with
our band alignment modeling and indicates that the Γ valley in the InP QDs
is approximately aligned with the X valley in the GaP matrix (see Fig. 6.21);
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however, this result cannot provide any indication whether the band alignment
is type I or a mixing of type I and type II, which was discussed in Section 6.3.1
The temperature dependence of the PL maxima from InP QDs is typical
for III-V semiconductors [136], i.e., shifting toward lower energy with increas-
ing temperature due to the temperature dependence of the bandgap (see the
discussion of the temperature dependence of bandgap in Sec. 5.4.1). However,
the small difference in temperature dependence evolution of InP bulk and GaP
bulk does not allow to distinguish whether it rather follows the temperature
dependence of the first or latter (see Fig. 6.22).
Excitation density-dependent photoluminescence: Figure 6.23 shows
the photoluminescence spectra as function of excitation density, obtained from
a QD sample containing 2.1 ML InP. As expected, the PL peak position ex-
hibits a weak blueshift by about 10 meV when the excitation power increases
by factor 100. The same behavior has been observed for ultrathin InP QWs
having type-II band alignment; apparently, although the nonequilibrium holes
and electrons are confined spatially separated in such type-II structure, the
dipole layer formation cannot affect the electron states significantly. Dipole
layer formation is typical for type-II systems and leads to a strong blueshift of
the PL peak with increasing of excitation density [155]. Since the impact of
dipole layer formation on the energy of the X state is vanishing, the localized
electrons in the GaP matrix stay at the same energy and only the energy level
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Figure 6.21: Band alignment schema of the InP QD embedded in GaP matrix
along with respective activation energy for heavy holes (EA) obtained from
Arrhenius plot in Fig. 6.20. The arrows indicate two possibility of electron-hole
recombination.
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Figure 6.22: Temperature dependence of the PL peak maximum for the QDs
(circles) and for the wetting layer (squares) from sample with 2.1 ML InP
coverage. The dashed lines indicate the InP and GaP bandgap according to
Varshni equation (Eq. 5.3), shifted in energy scale; fit parameters: αInP =
4.9 × 10−4 eV/K, βInP=327 K, αGaP = 6.2 × 10−4 eV/K, and βGaP = 460 K
[137].
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Figure 6.23: PL spectra from the sample with 2.1 ML InP coverage at different
excitation densities. The dashed line shows the energy shift.
of the confined holes in the InP layer can be affected by the formation of dipole
layer. Thus, we do not observe the blueshift typical for type-II systems. On
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Figure 6.24: PL spectra from the sample with 2.1 ML InP coverage at different
hydrostatic pressure. The dashed lines show the energy shift.
the other hand, in the case of InP QDs, the holes are again confined inside the
dots, whereas electrons might be partly localized in the dots and partly in the
GaP X valley. In such a mixed type I-II system the dipole layer formation does
not significantly affect the band alignment and the reason for the blueshift is
just the higher energy of confined carriers when the generated carrier density
increases [182].
Furthermore, with rising excitation density the FWHM increases from 39
to 75 meV (see Fig. 6.23), indicating the participation of excited states.
Pressure-dependent photoluminescence: High-pressure studies of the
low-temperature PL of quantum dots are a powerful method for getting in-
formation on electronic subband structure and have been demonstrated in
InAs/GaAs [183, 184] and InP/In0.48Ga0.52P [156] systems. This method is
based on the very different pressure dependence of the conduction band min-
ima at the X and Γ points in the Brillouin zone; information is obtained mainly
by adjusting the energy levels into Γ-X degenerations.
To clarify the band alignment of InP/GaP QDs, we have investigated the
samples using photoluminescence measurements under hydrostatic pressure up
to 10 GPa. For the experiments the samples were chemically thinned in a
solution of 4HBr : 100CH3OH to a total thickness of about 30 µm and then
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cut into pieces of about 100× 100 µm2. The measurements were performed at
4 K using a diamond-anvil cell [185].
Figure 6.24 shows the PL spectra at different hydrostatic pressures. At
ambient pressure the PL peak of the QDs is at about 1.922 eV and its intensity
is two orders of magnitude larger than that of the wetting layer. With increasing
pressure the QD emission diminishes abruptly in intensity and the energy of the
PL maximum first blueshifts by about 20 meV at 0.3 GPa and then it redshifts
by about 3 meV before the PL signal vanishes at around 1.2 GPa.
Higher pressure shifts Γ point in InP to higher energy until Γ-X crossover
occurs at a very low pressure of less than 0.3 GPa. The slight redshift of the
QD PL peak under pressure is typical for indirect in k-space but spatially direct
recombination processes from the conduction band X valleys to hole states at
the Brillouin zone center [186]. This result indicates that the peak at 1.922 eV
(ambient pressure) is attributed to direct optical transitions between the two
lowest electron and hole Γ-point states confined in the InP dots and, thus, a
type-I band alignment for the InP/GaP QDs.
Since the bulk moduli of GaP and InP are different (see Table 2.1), one
expects the X-valley splitting ∆EX in the dots being reduced due to a pressure-
induced relaxation of the built-in stress caused by lattice mismatch. The X-
valley splitting for a zinc-blende crystal under a tensile uniaxial stress along
[100] is given by
∆EX = Ξu
C11 + 2C12
C11
εxx (6.1)
where Ξu denotes the deformation potential at the Brillouin zone boundaries,
C11 and C12 are elastic constants and εxx is the in-plane component of the
strain tensor [187]. In fact, the QD emission is quenched at around 1.2 GPa
most likely because of the Xxy valleys (for momentum in the layer planes)
becoming higher in energy than the X states of the GaP barrier material. For
the GaP X states, the Xxy is by ∆EX/3 lower than the degenerated X valley.
It should be noted that the PL spectrum at ambient pressure exhibits a
slight shoulder at the higher energy side that vanishes rapidly with increasing
pressure. The origin of this shoulder may be the the spatially indirect optical
transition between localized electrons in the GaP X valleys with holes in the
InP.
Polarization dependence photoluminescence: The linear polarization of
the emitted light from the InP QDs was investigated. Figure 6.25 shows PL
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Figure 6.25: PL spectra polarized linearly along [110] and [110] at 10 K from a
InP/GaP QD sample containing 2.1 ML InP. The orientation of the sample is
sketched in the upper-left edge.
spectra polarized linearly along [110] and [110] at 10 K from an InP/GaP QD
sample containing 2.1 ML InP. The spectra reveal a background polarization
anisotropy
ρ =
I[110] − I[110]
I[110] + I[110]
≈ 19%, (6.2)
I[110] and I[110] denoting the overall-PL intensity along the [110] and [110] di-
rections. No PL polarization anisotropy was observed between [100] and [010]
direction. The PL polarization anisotropy of the two-dimensional wetting layer
and InP/GaP QW samples vanishes.
The origin of PL polarization anisotropy in general has already been dis-
cussed in Section 5.4.2. Similarly to the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system, for a closer
study of the origin of PL polarization anisotropy ρ we have investigated PL
polarization dependence on magnetic fields (see Fig. 6.26). When the magnetic
field is increased the PL polarization anisotropy reduces gradually and at 14 T,
ρ is only 8%.
Since the magnetic confinement length λB = (~/eB)1/2 at 1.5 T is about
20 nm, for the dots, having average base length of 20 nm, at magnetic fields
higher than 1.5 T magnetic confinement is more dominant than spatial con-
finement. However, we do not observe any effects of magnetic field on both the
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PL line shape or the PL peak position. The reason could be the broad PL line
shape.
As discussed in Section 5.4.2, the dots’ geometry-induced PL anisotropy
should be nearly independent of magnetic field, on the other hand, the back-
ground polarization anisotropy due to the mixing of the heavy-hole and the
light-hole states [189] or level crossing between hole states [147] might be mag-
netic field dependent.
Figure 6.27 shows an example of the calculation of magnetic field-dependent
optical anisotropy by Takagaki [188] for InP QDs having rectangular geometry.
This calculation is based on a model for the level crossing mechanism [147].
Because of the nearly parabolic band of the electrons, the two lowest electron
states have a large energy separation. Hence, to simplify the calculation, only
the lowest electron level has been taken into account. The wave function of
this electron ground state has naturally s-type symmetry. As for the holes, the
uppermost hole levels are separated with very small energy gaps. Similar to
InAs dots [147], Takagaki’s calculation yields that the highest hole state (hole
ground state) does not have the s-type symmetry. This means that the optical
transition takes place between the ground electron state and an excited hole
state. With magnetic field, these levels shift in energy. As a consequence of the
hole state having the predominantly s-type nature being not the ground state,
the hole levels cross each other at certain magnetic fields. This is called level
crossing and that is when we see the maximum optical anisotropy. In contrast
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Figure 6.26: Polarization anisotropy ρ of QDs as a function of magnetic field,
measured at 10 K. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
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Figure 6.27: Calculation of the magnetic field dependence of optical anisotropy
for InP quantum dots having rectangular geometry for two different sizes [188].
γ1, γ2, and γ3 are the Luttinger parameters for InP.
to the level crossing calculation for InAs QDs by Takagaki et al. [147], where
the s-type hole state was found among the top four hole states, in case of the
InP dots the s-type symmetry was often found in the fifth level and the five
hole levels must be taken into account [188].
To conclude, our experimental observations can be interpreted in terms of
the level crossing mechanism and we can exclude the impact of dot geometry.
However, it should be noted, due to the interplay of various parameters — for
example, the strain effect and mixing of heavy-hole and light-hole states —
it is very difficult to make a final statement about the origin of the optical
anisotropy from InP QDs here.
6.3.4 Carrier dynamics in InP/GaP quantum dots
Williamson et al. calculated the electronic structure of a spherical InP QD
embedded in GaP matrix [190]. According to their calculation, when the di-
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Figure 6.28: PL transients from a InP/GaP QD sample containing 2.1 ML
InP coverage at three different temperatures, excited by the 395 nm line. The
transient is detected at peak maximum (1.94 eV for 10 and 80 K and 1.85 eV
for 300 K). The dashed line shows the fit with the corresponding time constant.
ameter of the InP QD (dQD) is smaller than 6 nm, the Γ-like electrons in InP
layer are localized at a higher energy than X states in the GaP layer and the
band alignment of the dot is type II. However, they found that the strain in the
InP/GaP system induces a new conduction state, which is lower in energy than
the X valley in the unstrained GaP matrix and the Γ-like electrons in InP layer
in a way that the electrons are localized in real space at the interface between
the InP QD and the GaP barrier. This new interface conduction (IC) state
is indirect in reciprocal space. Therefore, for large spherical InP QDs (dQD ≥
6nm) also an indirect transition is predicted. The calculated dipole transition
matrix element between the IC state and the Γ-like holes in InP is five orders of
magnitude smaller than for a typical type-I system [190], resulting in a smaller
optical transition probability and a longer carrier lifetime.
For further study of the band structure and exploration of the carrier
dynamics we have performed time-resolved PL measurements. The low-
temperature transient (10 K) from QDs in the 2.1 ML InP/GaP QD sample
fits with a bi-exponential decay with two different time constants τi and τf
(Fig. 6.28), whereas the transient from the wetting layer can be fitted by a
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simple exponential decay with time constant τW . The initial (τi) and final (τf )
decay times for the QD transient are about 2.1 ns and 6 ns, respectively. The
decay times remain practically unchanged between 1.9 and 1.95 eV. The ob-
served carrier lifetime for the other QD samples was also in the range of 2 ns.
Additionally, we have observed for structures with two-dimensional InP (a pure
type-II system) a decay time of about 25 ns.
Our results show that the initial decay time τi for the InP/GaP QDs is
much shorter than the decay time of a pure type-II system and that supports
our band alignment assumption for InP/GaP QDs that we are not dealing with
a type-II system. The decay times, however, in the InP/GaP dots are longer
than the decay times for the pure type-I InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs, which are in
the range of 100–500 ps (see Sec. 5.4.3). Generally, the radiative decay time
τrad in a simple one-level model is given by
τrad ∝ 1
f
(6.3)
where f denotes the oscillator strength and for excitonic recombination is given
by the electron-hole overlap. If we assume an electron-hole overlap of 100% for
an ideal type-I QD at low temperature and a carrier lifetime of about 500 ps
as measured for InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs, we expect for the dots with a carrier
decay time of 2 ns an electron-hole overlap of about 25%. This value is too high
for an indirect type-II system; although in the case of a mixed type-I-II QD
system, when the electrons partly localize inside the dots and partly in the GaP
matrix, the electron-hole overlap is smaller than for a type-I and larger than for
a type-II system, resulting in an oscillator strength between that of type-I and
type-II systems, which causes a carrier decay time longer than typical decay
time in a type-I and shorter than in a type-II system. The amount of mixing
(ζ) can be determined using perturbation theory that says ζ to be inversely
proportional to the energy separation ∆E of the Γ-electron state in InP and
the X-electron state in GaP:
ζ =
A
∆E
(6.4)
where A denotes the matrix element, whose value depends on the mechanism
of the mixing process [191]; the optical matrix element for transition in type-II
band alignment MII is given by
MII ≈MI
〈
ψe
GaP
|ψe
InP
〉 A
∆E
(6.5)
whereMI is the optical matrix element for transition in type-I band alignment.
ψe
GaP
and ψe
InP
are the slowly varying electron envelope wave functions in GaP
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and InP, respectively. Finally, the ratio of radiative lifetimes for type I (τI) and
type II (τII) is given by [191]
τII
τ1
≈ ∆E
2
A2
1〈
ψe
GaP
|ψe
InP
〉2 . (6.6)
If we assume such mixed system and that the carriers are able to recombine
via only these two channels having time constants τI = 500 ps and τII=25 ns
for type-I and type-II band alignment, the participation of carriers in radiative
recombination via the indirect type-II channel must be very low.
It should be noted that also for type-I InAs/GaAs QDs carrier lifetimes of
about 1–2 ns have been reported [192, 193, 194] and compared to this material
system, our InP/GaP QDs could as well be type I.
Now the question is whether the carriers can recombine radiatively via the
indirect type-II channel or whether we are dealing with a pure type-I system.
This question might be clarified by investigation of temperature-dependent
transients PL. Figure 6.28 shows the low-temperature transient described above
together with PL transients at 80 and 300 K that can be fitted by simple ex-
ponential decay with time constants τ80=6 ns and τ300=500 ps.
The lifetime for a free exciton in a quantum well is inversely proportional to
the exciton population at k = 0 [195,196]. At finite temperatures, an increased
thermal broadening of the free exciton distribution will reduce the k = 0 exciton
population resulting in an increase of the exciton lifetime. In contrast to that,
for the localized excitons in ideal QDs, thermal broadening has no effect on
the exciton distribution in k-space. Thus, the exciton lifetime should be nearly
temperature independent, in contrast to our observed decay time increase from
2 ns (10 K) up to 6 ns (80 K). One potential argument for the increasing decay
time would be the activation of thermionic emission; though, this effect should
result in a poorer PL efficiency of the QDs. The overall PL intensity, however,
is at 80 K by a factor of three larger than that at 10 K. Apparently, the origin of
increased decay time must be other mechanisms and the dynamics between the
absorption and emission states here is very complicated: Although the carrier
decay time is increased, the radiative recombination probability becomes larger.
Such effect may occur when some new energy levels can participate in the
radiative recombination only from a certain temperature up and the trapped
carriers recombine radiatively via this new channel with a longer decay time;
the large dots are, for instance, one potential recombination channel. To clarify
this effect, theoretical modeling is necessary.
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At higher temperature, the carrier lifetime decreases to a value of 500 ps
(300 K) due to activation of thermionic emission and increase of nonradiative
lifetime, as our observation.
Furthermore, the rise time is relatively large; at 10 K it is about 200 ps
and increases rapidly up to about 1.5 ns for the transient taken at 80 K. Note
that the sample was excited by 3.1 eV (395 nm), which is higher than the
direct bandgap of GaP. At such measurement conditions, a large portion of the
excited electrons can be captured by the GaP barrier and escape from that
into the dots during the temperature increase by gaining thermal energy. At
room temperature, the QDs are the most efficient recombination channel and
the carriers are immediately trapped in the dots and consequently, the rise time
is near zero.
The final decay time τf can be explained from the carrier transfer between
dots of different sizes. In small dots the carriers are confined stronger than in
large dots. On the other hand, the confinement levels in large dots are at lower
energies. Thus, the carriers can travel from the smaller dots into the larger
ones and, consequently, have a larger decay time [194].
It should be noted that we do not obtain optical emission from every InP QD
sample and the optical properties in this material system are strongly dependent
on the growth conditions. One reason can be the complicated band alignment
of the InP dots, which depends on the dot geometry and can also be indirect
in both k- and real space. Furthermore, we found that the samples containing
dots with an average base length larger than 50 nm do not exhibit any PL,
perhaps due to the relaxation of dots.
To summarize, our results from time-resolved PL of InP/GaP quantum dots
do not provide direct evidence of a type-II band alignment. However, we may
not exclude the existence of type-II band alignment for a part of dots, but we
conclude that most of the dots having optical emission are type I. Our result is
in contrast to modeling from Williamson et al. [190] (see the beginning of this
section), who predicted an indirect type-II band structure for InP/GaP and a
five orders of magnitude smaller dipole transition matrix element between the
interface conduction state and the Γ-like holes in InP, which must result in a
carrier lifetime range of several seconds and in vanishing radiative electron-hole
transition. Therefore, we do not believe that the interface conduction state has
any impact on the optical emission from InP/GaP QDs.
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6.4 Conclusions
The growth, structural and optical properties of ultrathin InP QWs and self-
assembled InP QDs on and in indirect (001)-GaP have been described and
demonstrated. The QDs appear to form via the Stranski-Krastanow mechanism
after a critical InP coverage of 1.8 ML is reached.
Intense PL from the QW structures is observed between 2.17 and 2.28 eV.
The PL is explained as resulting from the spatially indirect recombination of
electrons from the GaP X valleys with holes in InP and their phonon replicas.
The highest energy no-phonon line of each PL spectrum can be explained well,
using a realistic multivalley effective-mass approximation calculation based on
a type-II band alignment. The type-II band alignment is further confirmed by
the carrier lifetime of about 19 ns, which is much longer than in type-I systems.
InP deposition greater than the critical thickness for dot formation results
in InP islands whose size is dependent on the growth conditions. Supercritical
InP deposition under a sufficiently high PH3 flux results in relatively small
and dense dots with optical emission peaks between 1.9 and 2.0 eV, depending
on InP coverage. This energy is 0.5 eV higher than the InP bulk bandgap
due to strain, quantum confinement, and probably also Ga interdiffusion. This
luminescence persists to above room temperature, but decreases due to the holes
being thermally excited out of the QDs. Our band alignment modeling exhibits
for InP dots a border case between type I and type II. However, the results
from pressure-dependent PL indicate that the optical emission is attributed to
the direct transitions between the two lowest electron and hole Γ-point states
confined in the InP dots. This result is supported by the observed carrier
lifetime of about 2 ns and, hence, we suggest a type-I band alignment for
InP/GaP QDs. Potential application as a light emitter in this range, but with
higher efficiency than for currently-used systems, is promising.
Chapter 7
Ordering of InP quantum dots
7.1 Introduction
Advantageous for QD-based optoelectronic devices is the formation of coherent
(defect-free), ordered arrays of uniform quantum dots. The present chapter
surveys the ordering of InP quantum dots embedded in and on the surface
of In0.48Ga0.52P on (100)-oriented GaAs substrates. This chapter is organized
as follows: First, planar ordering of quantum dots will be discussed and the
experimental results for both uncapped and buried InP quantum dots will be
presented. In section 7.3 vertical ordering in the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system will
be demonstrated and discussed.
7.2 Planar ordering
For planar ordering of quantum dots three modes must be taken into account:
ordering in shape, ordering in size, and ordering in position (see Fig. 7.1).
In a dilute dot array, where the average distance between quantum dots
is larger than their average lateral size, the shape equilibration of the dots
Figure 7.1: Illustration of ordering of quantum dots.
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occurs due to material migration on a single quantum dot, which is faster
than the mass transfer between different dots. The equilibrium shape of a
strained coherent quantum dot can be derived by minimizing its total energy
with respect to its shape. The total energy is estimated by the sum of surface
energy (considering facets formation) and elastic energy in the thermodynamic
model. For a quantum dot with volume V the surface energy is of course
proportional to the surface area and scales with V 2/3. The elastic energy scales
linearly with volume. Hence, equilibrium shape of a quantum dot depends
on volume and from the theoretical point of view, for any given volume of a
quantum dot there is an equilibrium shape [39].
In the opposite case, for a dense dot array the average distance between
quantum dots is in the order of their average lateral size. Therefore, material
migration on a single quantum dot and mass transfer between quantum dots can
occur on the same degree. Hence, the shape ordering may happen by material
exchange between quantum dots or by Ostwald ripening (see Sec. 3.4.1).
If the quantum dots can equilibrate, the change of the total energy of a
heteroepitaxial system containing QDs may be described as a function of the
dot size in a thermodynamic model [31]. Hence, the optimum size of quantum
dots can be derived again by minimizing the total energy with respect to the
QD size. Shchukin et al. have calculated the phase diagram for the stability
of a square lattice of coherently strained islands and found that there is some
region where the islands have optimum size and do not undergo ripening [31].
On the other hand, the real conditions during growth of InP quantum dots
are far from the thermodynamic model. The growth of a cap layer or cool-down
of the heteroepitaxial system immediately after formation of quantum dots may
destroy the equilibration of QDs. In such a case, the kinetics of quantum dot
formation governs the growth. Kinetic models consider microscopic processes
observed during formation of self-organized quantum dots such as deposition
and diffusion, and attachment and detachment of adatoms to dots. Addition-
ally, the strain field is calculated using elasticity theory [197,198,199,200].
In kinetic models the strain results in two effect: First, it reduces the en-
ergy barrier for diffusion of adatoms and second, strain energy at the edge of
island rises with island size in such a way that for large islands the bonding
energy of edge atoms is lower than the strain energy at the edge, leading to the
detachment from the island. Both effects cause a stabilization of the quantum
dot size due to kinetic mechanisms [197, 198]. According to the kinetic model,
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small islands grow faster than large ones. When the islands reach a certain size
they stop to grow and in such a way the ordering in size is simulated in this
model. Ordering of quantum dots in position can be explained by this model,
too [197]. It is to note that from an experimental point of view the kinetic
factors may change strongly with different growth procedures being used, as
shown by Patella et al. [201].
If the quantum dots are ordered in shape, size, and position, the highest
degree of ordering will be reached.
The planar ordering of the uncapped quantum dots in this work is inves-
tigated using the two-dimensional fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of AFM
data (AFM power spectra) together with grazing incidence small-angle X-ray
scattering (GISAXS) and diffuse X-ray scattering experiments. The planar
ordering of the buried quantum dots (capped dots) is investigated using the
plan-view transmission electron microscopy (TEM) together with grazing inci-
dence X-ray diffraction (GID).
7.2.1 Uncapped quantum dots
To study the planar ordering effects in position of quantum dots independently
of their shape and size, I have processed AFM data using two-dimensional fast
Fourier transformation. The AFM data are from several samples grown un-
der same conditions with different InP coverage. A size of 1 µm2 has been
maintained for AFM examination in all cases (Fig. 7.2). The samples contain
three layers InP separated by 15 nm In0.48Ga0.52P; the growth was finished with
deposition of InP layer and, hence, the InP quantum dots at the surface are
uncapped. Only the centers of dots in AFM images are Fourier transformed;
therefore, the AFM power spectra (Fig. 7.2) characterize only the spatial order-
ing of the dot positions and are independent of shape and size. From the AFM
power spectra it can be seen that with increasing InP coverage the center of the
Fourier spectra (|q| < 3 × 10−2A˚−1) changes from a circle-like to a square-like
pattern (Fig. 7.2). Obviously, for the samples with more InP coverage, a two-
dimensional lattice of dots becomes increasingly important. For these samples,
ordering is increased not only in that the dot period becomes less volatile, but
also in the appearance of directional ordering of the dot positions. Apparently,
increase of QD density and of their lateral size force the dots into ordering.
This leads to the formation of well-ordered domains (Fig. 7.3). The domains
exhibit uniform shape as well as ordering in size (relative standard deviation
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Figure 7.2: AFM images and their Fourier spectra in 1 µm2 fields of several
samples.
< 9%). The size of a such well-ordered domain is between 400 and 600 nm2.
The simulations for self-organized island formation in strained material sys-
tems using a kinetic model by Barabsi [197] predicts an improvement of ordering
in position for high island density, which is associated with more InP coverage.
The same effect is observed for InxGa1−xAs quantum dots in GaAs [202].
To better quantify the planar ordering as well as the ordering in shape and
size, GISAXS measurements have been done. Due to better statistics compared
with the respective AFM power spectrum, the GISAXS intensity pattern allows
a richer quantitative analysis. The diffuse scattering image exhibits strong
correlation peaks along the four 〈100〉 directions, indicating that ordering is
Figure 7.3: AFM image of the sample containing 9 ML InP.
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Figure 7.4: GISAXS intensity pattern of sample with three times 9 ML InP, the
last InP layer is uncapped (Fig. 5.15a). Highest intensity is indicated by black,
lowest intensity by white (linear scale). The angle of incidence, was chosen as
αi = 0.40◦. The four peaks indicate strong dot-to-dot correlation along the
〈100〉 directions with a mean distance of d[100] = d[010] = 40 nm.
predominant along these directions (see Fig. 7.4). This result is consistent with
AFM and TEM data. Although the overall shape of the diffuse scattering
is ellipsoidal, the four correlation peaks form a square, indicating a four-fold
symmetry of ordering. From the peak spacing of the GISAXS intensity pattern
we can evaluate a mean dot-to-dot distance of d[100] = d[010] = 40 nm for the
sample with 9 ML InP coverage, whose AFM data is also depicted in Figure 7.2.
This value agrees with that of the AFM power spectrum and the TEM data
(see Sec. 5.3.2). We also observe ordering along all other azimuthal directions
with different dot-to-dot distances along [110] (d[110] = 46 nm) and along [11¯0]
(d[11¯0] = 30 nm), respectively (Fig. 7.5).
There is a remarkable difference between the AFM power spectrum
(Fig. 7.2) and the GISAXS intensity pattern (Fig. 7.4): The overall shape of
GISAXS is ellipsoidal with the long axis collinear with [110], whereas the AFM
power spectra show a circular shape. Note that in the AFM power spectra only
the dot positions are considered, whereas with GISAXS both the dot shape
and dot-to-dot correlation contribute to the scattered intensity. Consequently,
we attribute the observed differences to the shape of elongated dots with the
long axis along [110] and the short one along [11¯0]. However, due to missing
”thickness fringes” in the diffraction pattern — as often observed [203,63] — a
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quantitative analysis is difficult. Possibly, the QD size distribution is not nar-
row enough. It is interesting to note that the GISAXS signal mainly arises from
the uncapped QDs at the surface, whereas the signal from the buried QDs is
given by a small shoulder only. The latter can be explained by the small differ-
ence in electron density between the InP QDs and the embedding In0.48Ga0.52P
host lattice, whereas for uncapped QDs a high electron difference is present. A
quantitative analysis requires theoretical simulation for diffuse intensity. This
should include the exact dot-to-dot correlation function containing both shape
and dot distances.
To distinguish between the GISAXS signal from buried and uncapped dots,
we have performed GISAXS measurements on samples containing a single un-
capped QD layer. Figure 7.6 shows an AFM image of a sample containing 5 ML
uncapped InP. The estimated average island base length resulting from statis-
tical analysis of AFM data is about 45± 10 nm and 30± 10 nm along [110] and
[11¯0], respectively. The GISAXS measurement performed on this sample indi-
cate again an elliptically shaped intensity distribution (see Fig. 7.7) reflecting
the asymmetric quantum dot shape, which agrees well with the AFM results.
Additionally, there are four strong peaks indicating a positional ordering of
quantum dots along 〈100〉 directions. Apparently, these peaks are weaker than
the peaks from Figure 7.4. It is difficult, however, to compare both GISAXS
patterns (Fig. 7.4 and 7.7). The reason is that the lateral ordering in position
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Figure 7.5: GISAXS intensity (Fig. 7.4) for selected orientations of the scatter-
ing vector q. The respective scattering vector q is collinear with [110], [110],
and [100]. Open triangles correspond to a sample with a In0.48Ga0.52P cap
layer. The specular beam at q=0 has been attenuated.
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Figure 7.6: AFM image of uncapped InP quantum dots.
of quantum dots may be enhanced by both effects: increase of InP thickness
and vertical correlation due to stacked structures. But it is certain that the
capped dots in a single InP layer are ordered in position.
The anisotropic shape of quantum dots will be discussed later in Sec-
tion 7.2.3.
7.2.2 Buried quantum dots
In contrast to GISAXS, grazing incidence diffraction (GID) is, additionally,
sensitive to strain inside the sample and can, thus, be used as a probe for
buried QDs [204]. Moreover, through appropriate choice of the angles of in-
cidence and exit, αi and αf (see Chapter 4), the information depth Λ can be
varied. At or below the critical angle of total external reflection (ac ≈ 0.27◦),
Figure 7.7: In-plane GISAXS pattern of the sample containing a single InP layer
on the surface (uncapped QDs). Four peaks, which are due to positional or-
dering of QDs along the 〈100〉 directions superimpose on the elliptically shaped
intensity distribution. Highest intensity is indicated by black, lowest intensity
by white (logarithmic scale).
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Figure 7.8: In-plane GID map. The measurements were performed at the
critical angle of total external reflection (a) around 220, and (b) around 22¯0
reciprocal lattice points. Highest intensity is indicated by black, lowest intensity
by white (logarithmic scale).
the scattering is restricted to a depth of Λ = 5 nm, whereas at larger angles
Λ may exceed the total thickness of the multilayer. Figures 7.8a and 7.8b
show the in-plane intensity distribution of a 10-period InP/In0.48Ga0.52P quan-
tum dot superlattice sample with InP thickness of 5 ML separated by 5 nm
In0.48Ga0.52P layers. The in-plane intensity distribution was measured in the
proximity of the 220 and 22¯0 reciprocal lattice points, respectively. The strong
central peak at qradial = 31.4 nm−1 arises from scattering in the perfect part
of the In0.48Ga0.52P matrix and partly from the underlying GaAs substrate,
while the surrounding diffuse scattering is mainly due to strain fluctuations. In
the diffuse regime we observe — in correspondence to GISAXS — four strong
correlation peaks that are attributed to in-plane positional ordering along the
〈100〉 directions.
On-zone bright field images in plan-view TEM indicate ordering in position
also for buried quantum dots (see Sec. 5.3.2). It seems that the InP quantum
dots are aligned with their edges to the 〈100〉 directions, which is in contrast to
the results from GISAXS studies. As demonstrated by Liao et al., however, the
interpretation of TEM images requires multiple-beam dynamical image simu-
lation [70].
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7.2.3 Shape anisotropy and strain distribution
From AFM studies, GISAXS, and GID patterns it has been concluded that
the investigated InP quantum dots are elongated in [110] direction. This is in
contrast to observations by other groups. Jin-Phillip et al. have reported on
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs extended along the [11¯0] direction [128]. However, the
lateral anisotropy α = |c−d|/ (c+ d) in their case is about 50% and significantly
larger than in our case, where it is less than 20% (c and d denote the axes of the
dots in [11¯0] and [110] direction, respectively). Likewise, Sugisaki et al. found
elongated InP islands along [11¯0] [148]. It is interesting to note that InAs QDs
grown on (001)GaAs also tend to elongate along the [11¯0] direction [55,141,144].
To avoid misinterpretation of crystallographic orientation of the samples,
the [11¯0] and [110] directions are controlled by the orientation of oval defects
on the backside of GaAs substrate. The results agree with the data specified
by the providers.
Generally, the orientation of QDs is dependent on the surface symmetry
determined by the surface reconstruction and by the anisotropy of adatom
diffusion, which is typically larger in [11¯0] than along [110].
The reason for our InP QDs being elongated in [110] direction is not yet
clear. Possibly, the observed (2×1) surface reconstruction for the In0.48Ga0.52P
matrix (see Chapter 5) may have induced the shape anisotropy. To explain this
shape anisotropy, theoretical modeling is required. As discussed in Section 7.2,
the equilibrium shape of quantum dots can be described by a kinematic model.
Such calculation may explain the asymmetric shape in terms of total energy
minimizing.
Note that the miscut of substrate also affects the equilibrium shape. Miscut
larger than 2◦ results in a small enough terrace width on the substrate surface
to change the size, shape, and positional correlation of quantum dots [205].
The terrace width, additionally, depends on the state of step bunching at the
sample surface that may be changed by employing different growth conditions
and different buffer layer thicknesses. For the investigated samples, however,
the miscut, as estimated from X-ray measurements, is smaller than 0.05◦, cor-
responding to a terrace width of at least 300 nm, which is far too high to affect
the InP quantum-dot formation.
To obtain more information on the shape anisotropy of quantum dots, strain
distribution inside and around QDs is studied using X-ray diffuse scattering (see
Chapter 4) along with respective kinematic simulations [206,207].
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How can strain relaxation provide information on the shape of quantum
dots? From elasticity theory it is known that the strain distribution inside a
quantum dot (at a given fixed shape) is independent of QD size [208]. However,
as will be discussed here, it is strongly dependent on the shape of quantum
dot. Study of strain distribution, therefore, may serve as a sufficiently sensitive
method for the investigation of QD shape.
Examination of dot shape in such a way, however, is an indirect method:
The measured X-ray scattering pattern is compared with respective kinematic
simulations using linear elasticity theory. Because the simulation is strongly
dependent on structural parameters such as shape, size, and chemical composi-
tion, the calculation can be refined until satisfactory agreement with experiment
is achieved. A detailed description of this method is given in References [209]
and [210].
The linear elasticity theory has been used successfully for the InAs/GaAs
system with lattice mismatch of about 7% [130]. Therefore, we can use this
theory in good approximation for the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system having lower
lattice mismatch (about 3.8%). The continuum elastic properties of III-V ma-
terials exhibit four-fold spatial symmetry. In particular, the [110] and [11¯0]
directions are treated equivalently. Although, different strain relaxation may
occur due to asymmetric shape of QD along these two directions. Note that,
considering exact atomistic two-fold symmetry, Pryor et al. have implemented
the strain relaxation for quantum dots [211] in their calculation. They found,
however, that the anisotropic strain relaxation due to the shape of dots is much
stronger than due to two-fold symmetry.
Figures 7.9a and 7.9b show the measured X-ray diffuse intensity patterns
near the 11¯3 and 113 reciprocal lattice points for uncapped InP quantum dots.
The diffuse intensity is widely spread out in reciprocal space and peak position
is shifted by δq11¯0 for q11¯0 and δq110 for q110. Both q11¯0 and q110 are found from
the In0.48Ga0.52P buffer reflection, which is marked by vertical white lines in
Figure 7.9. The δq11¯0 and δq110 shifts are in good agreement to the respective
mean values of the total elastic strain components (averaged over the entirety
of QDs)
〈ε110〉 = − δq110q110
〈ε11¯0〉 = − δq11¯0q11¯0
(7.1)
if the In0.48Ga0.52P buffer is used as reference. Evaluation of the measurements
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depicted in Figure 7.9 results in mean values of the total strain 〈ε110〉 = (5.0±
0.5) × 10−3 and 〈ε11¯0〉 = (9.2 ± 0.5) × 10−3. According to these results, the
elastic relaxation is quite different for the [110] and [11¯0] directions, indicating
the elongation of the QDs along the [110] direction. The reason is here that
the lattice in the elongated direction can relax more efficiently due to the effect
of the underlying GaAs substrate and In0.48Ga0.52P buffer. This yields smaller
mean values of the total strain in the [110] direction.
In contrast to the results for the [110] and [11¯0] directions, the diffuse X-
ray intensities near the 404 and 044 reciprocal lattice points are similar. This
proves that the strain fields along the [100] and [010] direction are equal (see
Fig. 7.10), which is related to a closely equivalent lateral size of the QDs for
these directions. This result agrees well with the statistical analysis of AFM
data discussed in Section 5.3.2, which indicates a high degree of symmetry.
Modeling: Only with a careful modeling a deeper understanding of the ex-
perimental data is possible. The following steps are used for our modeling:
Firstly, a certain island modeling is created, which includes the shape, size,
and lattice mismatch of the QDs. Secondly, the elastic strain field inside and
around the dots is calculated numerically applying the finite element method on
linear elasticity theory. Finally, this strain field is used to calculate the diffuse
X-ray scattering within the kinematic scattering approach. The shape and size
in simulation are refined until the best agreement with experimental data is
achieved.
For the first step we found that there is somewhat reduced lattice mismatch
of about 2.58% between the QDs and the In0.48Ga0.52P buffer and the simulation
can only be fitted to the measurements using this value. The reduced lattice
mismatch by about 1% may be explained by intermixing of indium and gallium
during growth of InP quantum dots, which is not surprising and has been re-
ported by other groups [71]. The measured average mismatch corresponds to
In0.83Ga0.17P QDs. Our value of 2.58% is the average lattice mismatch; how-
ever, a gradient of the chemical composition inside the QDs is not excluded; but
the quantum dots used for the simulation are modeled as having a homogeneous
chemical composition.
The shape of quantum dot used for the simulation is a truncated pyramid
with shallow faces and rectangular base, which is known from TEM studies.
The remaining free parameters of the simulations are the respective QD base
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Figure 7.9: X-ray diffuse scattering of uncapped InP quantum dots near the 11¯3
and 113 reciprocal lattice points ((a) and (b)) and respective simulations ((c)
and (d)). The deposited InP material is 5 ML. Highest intensity is indicated by
white, lowest intensity by black (logarithmic scale). The In0.48Ga0.52P buffer
layer and GaAs Bragg peaks are black, located at q001 = 3.335 A˚−1 and q110 =
q11¯0 = 1.572 A˚−1, as depicted by vertical white lines.
widths w[110] and w[11¯0] along [110] and [11¯0] direction, and the QD height h. A
very good agreement with experimental data is achieved for w[110]=50±5 nm,
w[11¯0]=30±5 nm, and h=7±1 nm. These resulting values from simulation agree
well with AFM data for this sample.
The simulated X-ray diffuse scattering near the 11¯3 and 113, and 044 recip-
rocal lattice points (Fig. 7.9c, Fig. 7.9d and Fig. 7.10c) shows that
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Figure 7.10: Measured X-ray diffuse scattering of uncapped InP quantum dots
near the 404 (a) and 044 reciprocal lattice points (b) and respective simulation
(c). The deposited InP material is 5 ML. Highest intensity is indicated by black,
lowest intensity by white (logarithmic scale). The In0.48Ga0.52P buffer layer and
GaAs Bragg peaks are located at q001 = 4.445A˚−1 and q100 = q010 = 4.445A˚−1
as depicted by vertical white lines.
• the simulations reproduce the overall shape of experimental diffuse inten-
sity patterns, indicating that the calculated elastic strain field fits to the
real one,
• the absolute positions of maxima in the diffuse intensity distribution in
reciprocal space are identical for experiment and simulation (considering
the given error bars),
• the experimentally determined and simulated values of the mean degree
of asymmetry
〈α〉 = 〈ε11¯0〉〈ε110〉 (7.2)
are 〈α〉exp = 1.84± 0.10 and 〈α〉sim = 1.71± 0.10, respectively and agree
within the estimated uncertainties.
Because the QD size at fixed shape does not affect the strain distribution,
only two of three free parameters w[110], w[11¯0], and h are independent. The
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geometric aspect ratios
Q1 =
〈w110〉
2h
and Q2 =
〈w11¯0〉
2h
(7.3)
associate the width w and height h of quantum dot. When the QD height
at fixed base width (w[110], and w[11¯0]) increases, the strain inside the dot may
relax more efficiently, which is demonstrated in Figure 7.11; here, the mean total
strain components 〈ε110〉 and 〈ε11¯0〉 were evaluated from the peak position in
simulated X-ray diffuse scattering maps and are plotted as functions of the dot
height h. However, at fixed QD height, 〈ε110〉 and 〈ε11¯0〉 inversely scale with
the QD base widths w[110] and w[11¯0], respectively. Consequently, the mean
degree of asymmetry 〈α〉 varies linearly with the lateral aspect ratio Q1/Q2
(Fig. 7.11b). This scaling behavior facilitates the refinement of the simulation.
The linear scaling behavior of 〈ε〉 can be demonstrated by finite element
calculations. First, we consider a pyramid-shape QD with w[110]=50 nm,
w[11¯0]=30 nm, and h=7 nm. Figure 7.12 shows the calculated 〈ε110〉 and 〈ε11¯0〉
in respective (11¯0) and (110) planes through the symmetry axis of the pyra-
mid. The calculation proves again that 〈ε110〉 and 〈ε11¯0〉 are different inside
the quantum dot and also for the underlying In0.48Ga0.52P buffer; furthermore,
within the dot the mean total strain components monotonically increase when
we go away from the wetting layer. This means that areas inside the dot close
to z=0 (uppermost layer of the wetting layer or bottom of dot) are strongly
stressed and not able to relax horizontally. Only with increasing z elastic relax-
ation may take place to some extend. This behavior is better to be seen in the
selected line scans for 〈ε110〉 (z), 〈ε11¯0〉 (z), and α(z) = ε11¯0(z)/ε110(z), which
are illustrated in Figure 7.13. Note that the dot is nowhere totally relaxed and
ε110, and ε11¯0 are always smaller than the average lattice mismatch between the
dot and buffer of about 2.58%. Hence, the ratio α(z) is nearly constant for QD
height up to about 10 nm and it is estimated as α(z) ≈ 1.5. This is the reason
why we obtain the linear scaling law for the mean total strains (see Fig. 7.12).
At sufficiently large QD height, however, there is a different case, which is
illustrated in Figure 7.13b. In this plot, the line scan is for a pyramid having
the same base widths as we had above (w[110]=50 nm, w[11¯0]=30 nm), but with
a larger height of h=15 nm. In this case, both ε110 and ε11¯0 are converting at
the top of the pyramid. Consequently, α(z) is locally varying inside the dot.
This can also be seen in Figure 7.12a for a 15 nm high QD, where the mean
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Figure 7.11: (a) Mean total strain as a function of the dot height for uncapped
QDs along [110] (solid circles) and [11¯0] (open circles) obtained from calculated
scattering maps in Fig. 7.9. (b) Calculated mean asymmetry ratio 〈α〉 as a
function of the lateral aspect ratio Q1/Q2. The dashed lines depict the respec-
tive experimental values obtained again from Fig. 7.9. Solid lines are a guide
to the eye.
total strain components show deviations from the linear scaling law.
Pay attention to the fact that the calculated diffuse scattering in Figure 7.9
and Figure 7.10 shows ”fringes” (intensity oscillations) due to pronounced
shape-induced diffuse scattering. On the other hand, as expected, for mea-
sured diffuse scattering the real size distribution of QDs destroys the ”fringes”.
As mentioned before, however, the strain field scales solely with geometric as-
pect ratios Q1 and Q2. Hence, a possible QD size distribution does not change
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Figure 7.12: Calculated strain tensor components (a) ε110 in (11¯0) plane and
(b) ε11¯0 in (110) plane, through the symmetry axis of a strained InP pyramidal
island (w1 = 50, w2 = 30, and h=7 nm) on a In0.48Ga0.52P buffer.
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Figure 7.13: (a) Selected line scans through symmetry axis of the pyramidal
island in Fig. 7.12 for ε110(z) (solid squares), ε11¯0(z) (solid circles), and α(z) =
ε11¯0/ε110 (open triangles). (b) Respective line scans through a pyramidal island
having w1=50 nm, w2=30 nm, and h=15 nm.
the distribution of strain that induced X-ray diffuse scattering pattern in recip-
rocal space as long as the dot shape remaining the same. The good agreement
between experiment and simulation is, therefore, indicative of a rather uniform
shape of the QDs.
To conclude, the evaluated geometric aspect ratios for a modeled facetted
pyramid dot with rectangular base are Q1 = 3.57 and Q2 = 2.14 and correspond
to QD side faces that are tilted by 15.6◦ and 25.0◦ with respect to the (001)
surface. Hence, the side faces are close to (115) (tilt of 15.8◦) and (113) (tilt of
25.2◦) facets.
7.3 Vertical ordering
The common belief is that when an array of coherently strained dots is capped,
it creates a strain field in the surrounding matrix [212]. This strain field affects
the nucleation of QDs in the next stacked array of dots. It may be figured as
providing a template for dot alignment in that array. Therefore, the vertical
stacking of many layers of QDs enhances the lateral and vertical ordering.
The vertical ordering of InP quantum dots in the stacked structures is in-
vestigated using cross-section transmission electron microscopy together with
grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GID). Because the GID measurements are
performed at αi = αf = ac (see Chapter 4), mainly the strain field of the
In0.48Ga0.52P cap layer near the surface is probed. Obviously, the strain caused
by the InP QDs penetrates through the upper In0.48Ga0.52P layer to the next
interface where it may create nucleation centers for the following layer of InP
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Figure 7.14: GID out-of plane intensity distribution of a sample containing 10
periods InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QD superlattice along angular and radial directions,
respectively. The resonant diffuse scattering (RDS) sheet at (qz = 2 nm−1) is
due to the first multilayer satellite.
QDs. Hence, in the above way, vertical spatial correlation of the InP QDs layers
can be studied.
Figure 7.14 depicts vertical cuts of a superlattice sample (the sample was
described in Section 7.2.2). As can be clearly seen, the diffuse scattering pattern
is concentrated in a resonant diffuse scattering sheet (RDS sheet) around the
first multilayer satellite (qz = 1.95 nm−1), proving strong vertical correlation of
the QD layers. Evaluation of the vertical width, δqz, results in a vertical corre-
lation length of about ξ=60 nm which is comparable with the total multilayer
thickness of 65 nm.
The RDS sheet is symmetrical with respect to qangular (Fig. 7.14c), but
is shifted towards lower values of qradial (Fig. 7.14a,b). We, thus, probe areas
inside the multilayer that exhibit horizontal dilatation (total strain). Finite ele-
ment calculations show that these areas are basically located (1) inside the QD
itself, and (2) in the In0.48Ga0.52P matrix above and below the QD, whereas
compressed areas are located close to the QD edges. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 7.14a and Figure 7.14b, lattice dilatation is less pronounced along [220]
compared to [220]. The mean total strain in these two directions can be calcu-
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Figure 7.15: Dark-field cross sectional TEM images of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QD
superlattice measured under two different beam conditions: Composition sen-
sitive and strain sensitive (see Sec. 5.3.2).
lated from the shift δqR of the RDS sheet with respect to the crystal truncation
rod at qradial = 31.44 nm−1. We obtain the following mean total strain values:
< ε110 > = 0.013 ± 0.002 and < ε11¯0 > = 0.016 ± 0.002, respectively. This
distinct difference of mean total strain is explained with different QD elonga-
tion along [110] and [110] and our results imply an elongated QD along [110].
This is in agreement with the GISAXS intensity distribution and X-ray diffuse
scattering.
Furthermore, the cross-section TEM micrographs indicate a strong vertical
correlation between stacked QDs. Figure 7.15 shows the cross sectional TEM
from the same sample.
7.4 Conclusion
Our results show strong lateral ordering of the QDs along the four 〈100〉 di-
rections as well as vertical correlation of the dot positions through the entire
multilayer stack. The data indicate that the degree of planar ordering rises
with increasing InP deposition time and, therefore, with increasing quantum
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Figure 7.16: High-resolution TEM image of stacked InP QDs (bright) embed-
ded in In0.48Ga0.52P matrix (dark). The dots are well correlated. The small
plot on the right indicates the line scan of brightness value from A to B in TEM
image; the beam condition is depicted on top of that (Bragg condition).
dot density. This enhancement in ordering is seen both in that the dot period
is less variable and in the appearance of longer-ranged ordering of the dots on
the surface. Both ordering of position, as seen in the AFM power spectra, and
the ordering of dot size and shape seen in the GISAXS and GID contribute to
the degree of total ordering. These effects can be investigated independently
of each other by studying the differences between the AFM power spectra and
GISAXS.
In addition, GISAXS and GID show a distinct asymmetry of diffuse scatter-
ing with respect to the [110] and [11¯0] directions. This behavior is interpreted
as QD elongation along [110].
Furthermore, the correlation between stacked InP QDs has been proved
using GID and cross-section TEM studies.
Chapter 8
Thermal annealing of InP
quantum dots
8.1 Introduction
The control of the density, size and shape and consequently, of the optical
properties of quantum dots is not limited to epitaxy alone by a careful choice
of growth parameters, but can also be done using post-growth methods. Rapid
thermal annealing (RTA) has proved to be an effective way to change the prop-
erties of dots. Several groups have shown that RTA results in a blueshift of
the interband transition energy in quantum dots. Moreover, a decrease in the
interlevel spacing and a narrowing of the photoluminescence line have been
reported [213,214,215,216,217].
This chapter presents our results from photoluminescence studies of an-
nealed InP/In0.48Ga0.52P and InP/GaP quantum dots.
8.2 Experimental details
The process of rapid thermal annealing was done using a STEAG SHS100 re-
actor unit. The system was heated by tungsten halogen lamps; pyrometers
were used for temperature measurement. The temperature was increased with
a constant ramp of 15 K/s. The annealing temperature was kept constant for
the anneal time tA. For more information on the equipment refer to [218].
PL measurements were carried out at 5 K using the 325 nm line of a He-Cd
laser; the emission was dispersed in a 1 m monochromator and was detected by a
charge-coupled device camera. All measurements were done with an excitation
density of 20 W/cm2.
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Figure 8.1: PL spectra of annealed QD samples. InP coverage was 4.5 ML
and 2.1 ML for InP/In0.48Ga0.52P and InP/GaP samples, respectively. The
corresponding applied temperature and the duration of annealing are exhibited
on the right. For comparison, the spectra from unannealed (as grown) samples
are shown.
8.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 8.1 shows the PL spectra of unannealed and annealed samples containing
InP QDs. Photoluminescence from annealed InP dots in both material systems,
i.e. InP/In0.48Ga0.52P and InP/GaP, is blueshifted; furthermore, annealing
can result in an increase in PL intensity. The obtained data are compiled in
Table 8.1.
system Tmax tA (s) ∆E (meV) Ian/Iun
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P 750◦C 20 4 1.9
780◦C 20 9 1.8
820◦C 60 14 1.7
InP/GaP 530◦C 20 4 7
570◦C 20 6 15
570◦C 40 14 3.5
570◦C 60 21 5
Table 8.1: Temperature and time of annealing for several InP samples along
with the results from PL measurements: Value of PL blueshift ∆E compared
to the unannealed sample and the ratio of integral PL intensity Ian/Iun between
annealed and unannealed samples.
From studies on InAs/GaAs QDs it is known that the anneals induce
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indium-gallium interdiffusion within each quantum dot, causing changes in size,
shape, and composition. Hence, new optical properties [213, 214, 215]. To ex-
plore the interdiffusion effects in InP QDs, we have applied a model that is
based on the following assumptions: Initially we consider the QDs to have a
rectangular band alignment for electrons and holes. This band alignment is
then altered by an interdiffusion of gallium into the InP dots during the an-
nealing process. As a consequence, the interface is smeared out, resulting in
a higher ground state energy for both electrons and holes and, hence, in a
blueshift in the PL spectrum [218]. For quantitative analysis one has to solve
Fick’s diffusion equation
∂
∂t
C(x, t) = D
∂2
∂x2
C(x, t) (8.1)
with given initial values and boundary conditions. C(x, t) represents the gallium
content. Assuming a constant Ga reservoir at the edge of the barrier CS = 0.5
and a Ga content that vanishes deep in the barrier, Fick’s diffusion equation is
solved through
C(x, t) = CS (1− erf( x
xD
)) (8.2)
xD = 2
√
DtA is the diffusion length, tA is the anneal time; erf is the error
function. D stands for the temperature dependent diffusion coefficient:
D(T ) = D0 exp
(−Ea
kBT
)
(8.3)
Ea is the activation energy; D0 represents the pre-factor.
With this information we can first analyze the energy shift as a function
of the diffusion length by using a numerical simulation, the so called shooting
method, and after that we can determine the activation energy and pre-factor
by fitting our data to the numerical analysis. Figure 8.2 shows the energy
shift as function of the diffusion length for both InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs and
InP/GaP QDs. The best fits are obtained using activation energy Ea of 3.1
and 0.64 eV, and pre-factor D0 of 1.8×1011 and 84 nm2/s for InP/In0.48Ga0.52P
and InP/GaP, respectively [218].
The published activation energies in III-V heterostructures vary from
0.32 eV [219] to 7.43 eV [220]. This broad range is due to various diffusion
mechanisms for the interdiffusion process. In case of the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P the
creation of vacancies and the diffusion of vacancies are the origin of activation
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Figure 8.2: Numerical simulation (solid line) and experimental data (solid
squares) for InP/In0.48Ga0.52P and InP/GaP QDs. The used parameters for
simulation are also shown.
energy. The obtained value for InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs is in good agreement
with the activation energy of 3.2 ± 0.2 eV in InP-GaP bulk material [221]
due to indium and gallium interdiffusion. The obtained activation energy for
InP/GaP, on the other hand, is significantly lower than that from other sys-
tems [219, 220, 221, 222]. This low activation energy can be explained by an
excess of vacancies in such a way that the concentration of vacancies is higher
than that in the thermal equilibrium. Consequently, diffusion of vacancies is
the main origin of the obtained activation energy. Since vacancies could be
nonradiative recombination centers, their diffusion due to thermal annealing
can result also in a higher PL intensity. Furthermore, an excess of vacancies in
InP/GaP QDs as compared to InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs can explain the higher
increase in PL intensity in the former system.
The nine orders of magnitude difference between the pre-factors of InP/
In0.48Ga0.52P and InP/GaP is also remarkable. One possible reason for this may
be the use of different substrates (GaAs and GaP). The effect of substrate ma-
terial on the pre-factor has already been observed [223,224,225]. In addition to
that, several groups demonstrated that annealing in a gallium rich environment
results in a lower pre-factor than for an As rich environment [226,227,228,229].
So, once more because of the different substrates, it is possible here that the
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P samples on GaAs were annealed in a more As rich environ-
ment as compared to the InP/GaP samples on GaP.
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A change of dot shape and size may also lead to a shift of the PL peak as well
as to an increase in PL intensity. To study that, we investigated the samples
using transmission electron microscopy. Our studies reveal that, as with other
semiconductors, the annealing process mended the defects in our samples, which
may result in higher PL intensity. In the case of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs we
observed a slight change of dot shape; the annealed dots are more asymmetric
(about 10%) (see also Sec. 7.2.3). Whether this slight change can explain the
energy shift is not clear and to clarify that, it is necessary to calculate the
electronic structure of QDs using a model that includes the dot geometry. In
the case of InP/GaP QDs, however, we observed an increase in dot density
by factor ten from 108 to 109 dots/cm2; this higher dot density can result in
higher PL intensity. In contrast, the size of dots is not changed. Since the cross-
sectional TEM studies do not indicate any material migration from wetting layer
into dots, the reason for the higher dot density in annealed samples is not clear.
The diffusion of indium from the matrix into the dots can be a possible reason
for that. Although, it should be noted once more that the analysis of TEM
data is not straightforward because of the poor statistical information and the
limitations of this method (see also Sec. 4.2.8).
8.4 Conclusion
The effect of rapid thermal annealing on optical properties of InP quantum dots
has been demonstrated. The PL spectra of annealed QDs in both In0.48Ga0.52P
and GaP matrix show a greater intensity as well as a blueshift. We attribute
the blueshift to an interdiffusion of Ga from the matrix into the QDs. Our
numerical simulation, using Fick’s diffusion equation, results in an activation
energy of 3.1 eV and 0.64 eV for the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P and the InP/GaP sys-
tem, respectively. The distinction in the activation energies can be explained
with different diffusion processes for the two systems. In the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P
system this process is governed by thermal creation and diffusion of vacancies,
whereas for the InP/GaP system it is mainly ruled by vacancy diffusion alone.
Chapter 9
Summary and outlook
In this work the growth of self-assembled InP quantum dots, as well as their
optical properties and associated carrier dynamics are presented and discussed.
The QDs were grown in and on the two materials In0.48Ga0.52P (lattice matched
to GaAs) and GaP.
Under the proper growth conditions, formation of InP dots via the Stranski-
Krastanow mechanism was observed. The critical InP coverage for 2D-3D tran-
sition was found to be 3 ML for the InP/In0.48Ga0.52P system and 1.8 ML for
the InP/GaP system. It was found from the structural characterization that
the InP/GaP QDs are larger and, consequently, less dense compared to the
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs; hence, InP dots on GaP tend to be strain-relaxed.
Intense photoluminescence from InP quantum dots in both material systems
was observed. The PL from InP/GaP QDs peaks between 1.9 and 2 eV and is
by about 200 meV higher in energy than the PL line from InP/In0.48Ga0.52P
QDs mainly due to the bandgap difference between both matrix materials (see
Fig. 9.1). The optical emission from dots is attributed to direct transitions
between the electrons and heavy-holes confined in the InP dots, whereas the
photoluminescence from a two-dimensional InP layer embedded in GaP is ex-
plained as resulting from the spatially indirect recombination of electrons from
the GaP X valleys with holes in InP and their phonon replicas. The type-II
band alignment of InP/GaP two-dimensional structures was further confirmed
by the carrier lifetime above 19 ns, which is much higher than in type-I systems.
The band alignment modeling for dots was supported by the observed carrier
lifetime of 100–500 ps for InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs and 2 ns for InP/GaP QDs.
Further evidence for a type-I band alignment for InP/GaP QDs is given by the
results from pressure-dependent PL measurements.
The InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs tend to form ordered arrays when InP coverage
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Figure 9.1: PL spectra of InP/In0.48Ga0.52P and InP/GaP QDs.
is increased. Coherent, ordered arrays of uniform quantum dots are advan-
tageous for QD-based optoelectronic devices. Furthermore, the InP quantum
dots in both systems show a more intense photoluminescence signal after rapid
thermal annealing.
Altogether, InP QDs are an attractive system for optical application.
The optical gain and lasing in InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs has been demon-
strated by Moritz et al.; the vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser based on
InP/In0.48Ga0.52P QDs has recently been fabricated [230,231]. Ryou et al. suc-
ceeded in fabricating photopumped red-emitting laser using aluminum in the
matrix (In0.5Al0.3Ga0.2P) [232]. All of these structures were grown on GaAs
substrate. The use of GaP as the substrate, however, could take advantage
of a well-developed light-emitting diode technology [233]. Additionally, using
the transparent GaP rather than GaAs allows easier extraction of the emit-
ted light for vertical structures such as vertical-cavity lasers. This work has
demonstrated that InP QDs embedded in indirect GaP matrix are promising
for application as a light emitter with higher efficiency than the currently-used
systems.
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